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212 Bäcker /Post 
ZUSAMMENF ASSUNG 
GARIMAS 2 (Galapagos Rlft, Massivsulfide) war die zweite Phase eines Exploratlons-
programmmes, welches In dem Tell des Galapagos Rlfts durchgeführt wurde, der 
zur WIrtschaftszone von Ecuador gehört. GARIMAS 2 wurde als 39. Fahrt des deutschen 
Forschungsschiffes SONNE durchgeführt. 
Die Fahrt begann am 4. Juli 1985 In Hawaii und endete am 18. Oktober 1985 In 
Callao (Peru). Die Beladung fand am 20. und 21. Juli In Balboa (Panama) statt und 
die Entladung am 18. und 19. Oktober In Callao. 
Hauptaufgabe der GARIMAS 2 war die Gewinnung einer genügend großen Menge 
an Massivsulfiden. Gestützt auf die Ergebnisse der früheren GEOMETEP-Fahrten 
und der GARIMAS 1-Fahrt wurde das gesamte Rlftsystem zwischen 85° und 95°W 
bathymetrlsch kartiert. Für diesen Zweck wurden 447 bathymetrlsche Profile mit 
einer Gesamtlänge von 9726 km (5252 sm) durchgeführt. 
In besonderen Abschnitten des Ritts wurden DetaIluntersuchungen mit Hilfe des Foto-
TV-Schllttens OFOS (Q.cean E!oor Observation ~stem) durchgeführt. Auf 62 OFOS-
Profilen wurden mehr als 30.000 Aufnahmen gemacht. 
Zusätzliche Bodenbeobachtungen konnten auf 106 TV-Greifer-Statlonen gesammelt 
werden. Die Ausbeute dieser Greifer-Stationen belief sich auf mehr als 20 Tonnen 
MassivsulfIde, die auf 4 verschiedenen Lokationen gesammelt wurden. 
SUMMARY 
GARIMAS 2 (~apagos Blft ~sslve ~ulphldes) was the second phase of an exploration 
programme wlthln that part of the Galapagos Riff which belongs to the excluslve 
economlc zone (EEZ) of Ecuador. It was carried out as the 39th crulse of the German 
research vessel SONNE. 
The crulse started on July 4, 1985 in Hawaii and ended on October 18, 1985 In Callao 
(Peru). Moblllzation took place In Balboa (Panama) on July 20 and 21 and demobill-
zatlon was carrled out on October 18 and 19 In Callao. 
The maln purpose of GARIMAS 2 was the sampllng of a sufflclent amount of massive 
sulphldes. Based on prevlous work performed durlng the different GEOMETEP crulses 
and the GARIMAS 1 crulse the entlre riff system between 85° and 95°W was charted 
bathymetrlcally. For thls purpose a number of 447 bathymetrlc profiles with a total 
length of 9726 km (5252 nm) were carrled out. 
Detail investlgatlons were carrled out on special sectlons of the ritt applying the 
vlsual monltoring system OFOS (Q.cean E.!oor Observation §ystem). Durlng 62 OFOS-
tracks more than 30,000 seafloor photos were taken. 
Addltlonally, vlsual bottom observations were carrled out on 106 TV-grab stations. 
The yleld of these grab stations amounted to more than 20 tons of massive sulphldes 
sampled at four different locatlons. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Crulse 39 of MS SONNE Is named GARIMAS 2 (Galapagos Ritt Massive Sulphides). 
It is the continuation of a research effort almed at the understanding of ore"':formlng 
processes along the Galapagos spreading cent re between 95 and 95°W. 
Based upon tlie previous work done withln the scope of the proJects GEOMETEP 
and GARIMAS 1 as weil as various Amerlcan crulses the Cocos/Nazca plate boundary 
was mapped and sampled much In detail. Emphasls was laid upon the recovery of 
major amounts of sulphldes of iron, coppel' and zinc, uslng the most modern technlques 
of TV-gulded grabs. 
The work was authorized by the Ecuadorlan Minlsterlo de Recursos Naturales y Ener-
getlcos and by the Direccion General de Intereses MaritImos, Armada dei Ecuador. 
Thls report descrlbes the performance of crulse SO 39, the methods and equlpment 
used, the survey areas and first results. 
GARIMAS ·2 was sponsored by the Bundesministerium für Forschung und Technologie, 
Bonn. PREUSSAG AG thanks for the support of thls project. 
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2. CRUISE ST A TISTICS 
~ 
In the followlng time statlstlc the crulse GARIMAS 2 is dlvlded Into 12 different types 
of actlvlties. The IIsting and the attached figures show the percentc::.ges of shlp time 
consumptlon of the different actlvltles. 
Most time of the crulse was spent on the mapplng of the seafloor ("bathymetry" 
23.6 %) whereas for "repairs of equlpment" wlth 0.6 % the least ship time was con-
sumed. 
Due to the long travel time from HawaII to the GARIMAS 2 mobilisation port Balboa. 
(Panama) the shlp time consumptlon for "steaming to and from port", amountlng 
to 21.9 %, was unusually high. Summarlzlng the 12 different parts of the time statlstlc 
the productlve actlvitles wlth 63.4 % present about 2/3 of the entlre shlp time available. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
GARIMAS 2 TIME ST A TISTICS ----------------------------------------------------------------------
D H M 
PORT TIME 8 10 18 7.8 % 
REPAIRS OF EQUIPMENT 0 16 44 0.6 % 
STEAMING TO AND FROM PORT 23 14 34 21.7 % 
NAVIGATION 3 30 21 3.6 % 
INSTRUMENT TESTS 1 7 32 1.2 % 
BATHYMETRY 25 12 53 23.6 % 
TRAVEL TIME BETWEEN STATIONS 6 18 59 6.3 % 
MS+H STATIONS 1 18 20 1.6 % 
GTV-ST A TlONS 18 1 6 16.7 % 
D-STATIONS 2 16 36 2.5 % 
GK AND K-STATIONS 22 44 1.8 % 
FSO - STATIONS 13 7 53 12.3 % 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
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GARIMAS 2 TIME STATISTICS 
1 = 'PORT TIME 7.8 % 
2 = RE'PAIRS OF EQUI'PMENT 0.6 % 
3 = STEAMING TO AND FROM PORT 21.9 % 
4 = NAUIGATION 3.6 % 
5 = INSTRUMENT TESTS 1. 2 % 
6 = BATHYMETRY 23.6 % 
7 = TRAUEL TIME BETWEEN STATIONS 6.3 % 
8 = MS+H - STATIONS 1.6 % 
9 = GTU - STATIONS 16.7 % 
10 = D - STATIONS 2.5 % 
11 = GK and K - STATIONS 1.8 % 
12 = FSO - STAT IONS 12.3 % 
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3. AIMS OF GARIMAS 2 
The project GARIMAS (Galapagos Rift Massive ~ulphldes) was deslgned to provlde 
material and information concerning the genesis, distribution and potential of massive 
polymetallIc sulphldes occurring along the divergent plate boundarles of the Gala-
pagos Ritt. The work was focussed on that part of the Galapagos Ritt between 
Inca Fracture Zone and De Steiguer Deep which lies wlthln the EEZ (exclusive 
economlc zone) of Ecuador. 
Besides the main task of GARIMAS 2, I.e. to coilect a sufflcient amount (::.. 10 tons) 
of massive suiphides for processing experiments, the work was focussed on follow-
Ing subjects: 
detectlon and reconnalssance of new massive sulphide occurrences wlthln 
the Ecuadorlan EEZ; 
Investlgatlon of the relation between seafloor spreading, tectonlcs, voicanlsm, 
hydrothermallsm, ore formation, sedimentation and blologlcal actlvlty; 
mapplng of the different tectonic features along the Galapagos Rlft such as 
normal faults, transform faults and other types of rlft offsets, rlft valley and 
o-age zone; 
correctlon of bathymetrlc maps trom prevlous crulses by using the new geo-
statlonary sateillte navigation system GPS. 
lhe work should be carrled out partly wlth proven equlpment such as Seabeam, 
NBES, SBP and partly wlth new developed devlces such as the towed photo and 
TV vehlcle OFOS and the three different types of TV-controlled grabs. 
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4. PARTlCIPANTS 
Besldes the nautlcal crew of R/V SONNE whlch Included, taken all together, 32 
persons (Tab. 4.1), a number of 31 sclentlsts, englneers and technlclans partlclpated 
In GARIMAS 2 (Tab. 4.2). Most of the sclent!fic and technical staff members belonged 
to Preussag. The permanent sclentlfic-t echnlcal staffon board comprlsed 18 to 
20 persons. 16 persons were exchanged durlng port calls. Durlng the thlrd and 
fourth leg there were Ecuadorlan representatlves from the Instituto Oceanografico 
de la Armada (lNOCAR) and from the Instltuto Ecuadorlano de Mlnerta (IN EMIN) 
on board. 
Addltlonally, one scienttst of the Unlverslty of Hamburg and two sclentlsts of the 
Unlverslty of Aachen partlclpated in the GARIMAS 2 crulse. 
Three englneers of the Unlverslty of Hannover attended the GPS navigation system. 
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TAB. 4.1: 
PERSONNEL NAUTICAL CREW 
FUNCTION 21 .07.-02.09.85 0.3.09.-17.09.85 18.09.-18.10.85 
Master Müller, G. 
eh. Mate v. Mlnden, H. 
2nd Mate Hempel, C. 
R.O. Bruhns, H. Schumann 
Ch. Eng. Ziemann, I. 
2nd Eng. Rex, A. 
2nd Eng. Heldorn, R. 
Storekp. Ruelke, U. 
Electr. Arndt, D. 
Electr. Schmldt, H. 
Mot. man lrion, A. 
Mot. man Schymatzek, P. 
Mot. man Zarott, W. 
Mot. man Schomaker, R. 
1st Cook Heiwlg, J. 
2nd Cook Gruen, F. 
1st Stew. Schwinger, A. 
2nd Stew. Vlett, B. Tledemann, G. 
2nd Stew. Schaap, P. Richter, T. 
~ Boats w. Adelmann, H. Gründinger, E. 
A.B. Brummerhop, H.-J. 
A.B. Pitzoff, R. Meytr T, 
A.S. Zilinskl, G. 
A.B. Jahns, W. Schäper, A. 
A.B. Meyer, D. 
A.B. Sünder, H.-J. 
TAB. 4.2: 
PERSONNEL SCIENTIFIC-TECHNICAL CREW 
NAME FUNCTlON INSTITUTION 1ST LEG 2ND LEG 3RD LEG 4TH LEG 5TH LEG 
04.07.- 21.07.- 14.08.- 03.09.- 18.09.-
20.07. 13.08. 02.09. 17.09. 18.10. 
Bäcker, H. Operation management PREUSSAG x x x x 
Lange, J. Geology PREUSSAG x x x x 
Probst, U. Geology PREUSSAG CONTR. x x x x 
Post, J. Oceanography PREUSSAG x x 
Sulzbacher , H. Geophysics PREUSSAG x x 
Monenschein, J. Geophysics PREUSSAG x x 
Weber, H. Metallurgy PREUSSAG x 
Weber, G. Ph cito-Geology PREUSSAG x 
Meyer, W. Electronics PREUSSAG x x x x 
Thiele, H. Mechanics PREUSSAG x x x x 
Spoetter, M. Mechanics PREUSSAG x x x x 
Bayer, F. Geophyslcs PREUSSAG x x x x x ...... 
\,..) 
Pohl, W. Geophysics PREUSSAG x 
Voehrs, H. Electronics PREUSSAG x x x x 
Keipke, D. Electronics PREUSSAG x x x 
Hoffmann, H. Electronics PREUSSAG x x x x 
Stammer, K. Electronics PREUSSAG x x 
Barnstorf, K. Geology PREUSSAG x x x x 
Simon, D. Shlp's Doctor PREUSSAG CONTR. x x x x 
Klaszen, O. Mechanics PREUSSAG x x x x 
Wilke, M. Geology PREUSSAG CONTR. x x 
Tse, P.H. Chemistry UNIHAMBURG x 
Speich, S. Oceanography PREUSSAG CONTR. x x 
Schuchardt, A. Navigation UNI HANNOVER x 
Heimberg, F. Navigation UNI HANNOVER x x x 
Brüggemann, A. Navigation UNI HANNOVER x 
Moncayo, C. Guest Ecuador INOCAR x 
Herrera, G. Guest Ecuador INEMIN x 
Herzig, P. Geology UNIAACHEN x 
Becker, K.-P. Geology UNIAACHEN x x 
Viteri, F. Guest Ecuador IN EMIN x 
Rada, F. Guest Ecuador INOCAR x 
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5. NARRATIVE 
Orlglnally SONNE crulse 39 was deslgned to start In Honolulu to allow for some sampllng 
at the known sulphlde sltes at the EPR near 13°N. However, delays caused by flnanzlng 
problems resulted In the cholce of Panama as the embarkatlon harbour for most 
of the sclentlflc party. Durlng crulse leg 1 (Honolulu - Panama) only 2 people of 
the sclentlflc staff were on board to prepare the equlpment. The SO-39 programme 
was essentlally based on new equlpment, the ocean floor observatIon system (OFOS) 
and three TV-gulded grabs, one of whlch was already tested durlng GARIMAS 1, 
the other two were new. Further new achlevements were the global positlonlng system 
(GPS) operated by two sclentlsts of Hannover Unlverslty, and the RS 904-ultra-short 
base posltlonlng system for towed vehicles. Furthermore, durlng one month close 
cooperatlon was practlzed wlth the Amerlcan research vessel ATLANTIS 11, which 
carrled the deep divlng vehicle AL VIN. 
SONNE arrlved In Balboa on July 21. The sclentlflc-technlcal crew boarded on July 
21 and 22. Three containers, carrylng the equlpment and consumptlon material, 
were loaded. The supply wlth contamlnated battery acid from local sources caused 
some problems durlng the wh oie crulse. 
On July 23, SONNE headed for the Galapagos Ritt. The next day, GPS was operative, 
and became a very useful navigation ald for the future. Unfortunately, the IImlted 
number of avallable sateilltes IImlted the receptlon time to about 10 - 11 hours/day. 
Durlng the transit time, work focused on the preparatlon of the equlpment. Already 
on July 25, the latest TV-grab development, the polyp grab GTVC was lowered for 
the first time Into the water. The sampllng test was fully successful, and about 2 
tons of foramlnlferal nanno ooze were IIfted on deck. 
On July 26, early In the mornlng, SONNE was on locatlon near the Galapagos Ritt 
axls at 8so 5S'W. After carrying out one multIsonde station, to callbrate the Seabeam 
charting system, an Atnav-transponder navigation array was establlshed to provide 
sufflcient posltlonlng accuracy outside the GPS-tlme wlthln the Area B, where new 
sulphide sltes had been located during GARIMAS 1. Four transponder moorlngs were 
launched, one carrylng a current meter. On September ~ the array was ampllfied 
by 2 additional transponders. During the next days, the work began on 4 Jlnes: 
a) bathymetry, to flll gaps In the old Seabeam maps, b) rock sampllng, uslng the 
TV-grab GTVC, c) multisonde measurements, to detect actlve hydrothermal sltes, 
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and d) spade corer stations to assess the metal dispersion from the axial area during 
the paste The two last operations were part of a doctoral thesis of P.H. Tse of Hamburg 
Unlverslty. The first sulphldes were recovered at sta tlon 11 GTVC on July 28. TV-grab 
GTVB was tested for the first time the next day, but the telemetry box was flooded 
at 1,480 m water depth, whlch provlded sufflclent work for the electronlclans for 
the next days. Station 16 GTVC next day was dlsappolntIng as weil: The sampie 
taken In a sulphlde fleld located last year by photos proved to be entlrely ox ldlzed, 
and most material was washed out durlng holsUng of the grab. The remainlng material 
showed only 0.13 % Cu and 0 .. 24 % Zn, but still 19.2 % Fe. This phenomenon was 
observed later on at various inactIve hydrothermal sltes. On other occasions (e.g. 
17 GTVC), sulphldes could be observed, but even repeated sampie attempts dld not 
yleld material, because hard rocks prevented the grab to close completely. 
On August 1st grab GTVB was repalred and for the first time reached bootom. The 
collected material, however, was washed out durlng holsUng. Later on, using the 
closed TV grab GTVA at station 68 It turned out that the frlable material was a mixture 
of Mn/Fe oxides and iron smectites whlch Is frequently assoclated wlth the sulphides. 
In addition to Locatlon B, also the old "Alvln" 1001 slte, named locatlon A, was re-
vlslted and sampling attempts were made. At thls place sediment cover easlly produces 
clouds of suspended matter whlch makes the recognltlon of the rocks dlfficult. Some 
of the sulphlde sampies of locatlon B proved to be very metal-rich, e.g. station 42 
GTVC averaged 32 % Zn, station 50 GTVC 26 % Zn. 
Station 41 GTVC, on August 5, was the first yleldlng mure than 1 ton of sulphldes, 
whlch corresponded to the total recovery of the GARIMAS 1 crulse. 
At the end of crulse leg 2 on August 12 about 5.3 tons of sulphlde had been collected. 
Durlng the leg technlcal approvements could be achieved at several places. E.g., 
startlng wlth station 67 the pOSitions of shlp and grab could be dlsplayed on a computer 
screen. 
From August 13 to 14 SONNE was In Manta, Ecuador, for crew and equlpment transfer. 
The most Important new gear was the TV-photo sledge OFOS. Two people (Herzig, 
Becker) of Aachen Unlverslty boarded to commence x-ray analysis on board. The 
Ecuadorian navy sent C. Moncayo and INEMIN (lnstltuto Ecuadorlano de Mlnerla) 
G. Herrera. 150 tons of fuel could be loaded as weil. 
Leg 3 was essentlally devoted to the prospecUng of new areas west of 86°, employlng 
Seabeam and SBP mapping, sediment corlng and TV-·photo surveylng. On August 
16, at station 72 GK, 12 km south of the ritt axls, near 87°W, an Important hydrothermal 
field was found, slml!ar to the known hydrothermal mounds south of the axls near 86°. 
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Photo profile 137 later on showed a great number of low hills marked by manganese 
precipltatlons wlthln a deepsea plaln area. 
On August 18, station 76, the first OFOS profile was run. There were still some technical 
defects, but station 78, next day, yielded excellent colour sildes of the neo-volcanlc 
zone at 94°49'W. 
Near 95° an area wlth recent hydrothermal actlvlty found durlng GARIMAS 1. was 
re-vlslted. Abundant smectite precipltations on fresh nodular lava and many elements 
of the vent fauna were found, but not actual vents. Durlng station 92 FSO, on August 24, 
dense clouds of suspended matter were encountered near the northern slope of 
the ritt valley. 8ut a subsequent and later research for the orlgln was unsuccessful. 
On August 25 at station 93 D a dredge and a plnger went lost. 
After runnlng a few prospectlng lines wlthin the de Steiguer Deep, SONNE headed 
east agaln and on August 27 reached the Galapagos Fracture Zone. A photo-TV-
station (97) was run down the steep slopes of the maln fault, but the prevalling talus 
terrain showed no hydrothermal Indlcatlons. On August 29 SONNE wa.s back In the 
Atnav-array to sampie additional sulphldes. 8efore heading for Manta, a last TV-photo 
station (110) was run near the northern slope of the rlft valley, and an lnterestlng 
new hydrothermal fleld (locatlon C) was found. There were many small chlrnneys, 
some looking rather fresh. Though resembllng sulphldc structures, sampllng during 
tf~e next crulse leg showed that they are entlrely composed of sIlIca. Thls was a 
new type of hydrothermal fjeld, never seen before on the ocean floor. 
From September 2 to 3 SONNE was In Manta agaln, where some crew exchange 
took place. Among the newcomers were the Ecuadorian sclentlsts Vlterl and Rada 
and two female scientists (Wllke and Speieh). 
Leg 4 operation started agaln In the Atnav array area, whlch was extended by 2 
transponders to allow detail work at location C and further east. Sulphlde sampllng 
at locatlon 8 contlnued as weil, leading to a huge (1800 kg) block at station 121, 
which averaged 30 % Fe, 3.16 % Cu and 8.9 % Zn. However, the biggest piece 
\. 
of sulphlde, cver obtained from the ocean floor, was lifted on September 9 at station 
126. The exact welght, determlnated later on land. was 3347 kg. 
On September 11 SONNE headed west to continue prospecting of the rlft axls, mainly 
by alternatlng Seabeam/S8P proflling and vlsual observation by OFOS. It turned 
out that the general benthic actlvlty dimlnlshes from east to west. 
On the way back to loeation B the area around 86,5°W was Investlgated more In 
detail, and Iypieal yen! animals were observed (Bythograea) near the o-age axls. 
At loeation 8. photo profiles revealed the existenee of hills eomposed malnly of sili-
cates. in addition to the sulphides. 
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The last port callin Manta was from September 17 to 18. 
Leg 5 started agaln at locatlons A to C, but on September 19 the coaxlal cable was 
found to be damaged, and 2,745 m had to be cut off. Meanwhlle, SONNE headed 
further west to contlnue bathymetrlc proflling of the axial area. 
Cable work was resumed on September 21 with photo station 152 at 91,5°W. Rocks 
were found powdered wlth a greenlsh material whlch could be tephra or hydrothermal 
silicates. Similar material was observed on a round volcano at 91°57' (Station 153 
FSO). Further search for vents which produced the clouds observed near 95°W was 
not successful. 
The second part of leg 5 was characterlzed by the cooperatlon wlth the Amerlcan 
(NOAA) crulse of ATLANTIS li/AL V1N • First wlreless contact wlth the chief scientIst 
Dr. R. Embley was made on September 24. Subsequently, SONNE returned eastward. 
On September 26, at station 162 FSO sulphldes were found in tectonically dlsturbed 
lava near the axls at 89°19'W. On September 27 ATLANTIS n arrived at the worklng 
area (locatlon A). Next day, both ships met, and Dr. Embley and Dr. Malahoff boarded 
SONNE to coordlnate the two programmes. There were the usual Interferences between 
the different acoustlc systems, which could be settled by switchlng off part of the 
transponders. ATLANTIS 11 at first focussed the work at locatlon A while SONNE con-
tlnued work at and around locatlon B. Station 171 GTVB yielded a blg block of very 
weil crystalllzed sulphldes, whlch had to be protected agalnst souvenir hunters. 
Next station (172 FSO) at 85°57' revealed a new hydrothermal slte showlng small 
chlmneys of concretlonary manganese. 
On September 30 a television team from the WDR (West German Broadcasting) boarded 
from A 11. 
There was a crew exchange nearly every day, and a contlnuous dlscusslon of information 
obtalned by the three ships. On October 2, station 182 FSO, a new important hydro-
thermal fleld ("Iocatlon D") was detected near the northern slope of the ritt valley, 
west of locatlon C. 
Next night, an OFOS profile was run along the location A structures In presence 
of several vlsltors from A 11. The typlcal, towerllke brecciated and partly mlnerallzed 
rocks of thls site eould be reeognized. Another vlsual inspection (191 FSO) of loeatlon A 
was made, together wlth Dr. Malahoff, on October 4. Next day, a new sulphide loea-
tlon was found ("Ioeation E") on the talus covered northern slope of a horst strue-
ture whieh usually was ealled "duck head", half way between locations A and B. 
Durlng these days, several ALVIN dlves were carried out at location A. Among other 
operations magnetic and electric measurements were performed to Investlgate the 
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possibillty of new exploration methods. For calibration, sulphlde cores were dellvered 
to Prof. Francis who deslgned the electrlcal equlpment. On October 8 A 11 went to 
the low-temperature vent flelus at Rosegarden (86°08'W) for a .3 days TV filmlng 
wlth ALVIN (dives 1657 - 1659). 
Durlng that time, SONNE passed to locatlons A and E for sampllng and OFOS-survey-
Ing. On October 11 Dr. Malahoff, dlving wlth ALVIN, Inspected the silica chlmney 
fleld of locatlon C. Two days later, during ALVIN dive 1661, Dr. Embley and Dr. Bäcker 
surveyed the central part of locatlon B. The last discoveries were made on October 
1.3 durlng OFOS station 225: on a profile cuttlng the rlft valley at 85°58' .3 new 
hydrothermal sites were found: locatlon Fa sulphide slte on relatively fresh lava, 
location G a chlmney field resembllng very much the silica slte C, and locatton H 
a major fleld, possibly composed of silicates and sulphides. Location F was sampled 
next day (station 228 GTVC), and 1480 kg sulphides were recovered. For the other 
locatlons no time was avallable any more. On the same day ATLANTIS IIleft for Panama 
and SONNE for Callao. 
The Peruvlan port was reached on October 18 In the early mornlng. 
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6. RESEARCH VESSEL SONNE 
MS SONNE Is a speclallzed research vessel for deepsea mineral exploration and 
Is owned and managed by RF Reedereigemeinschaft Forschungsschlffahrt GmbH 
In Bremen, a subsldlary company of Metallgesellschaft AG and Preussag AG. 
Technlcal details are IIsted In the Table below. 
Durlng crulse SO 39 the shlp was mainly used for sampling of massive sulphldes 
wlth three different types of TV- controlled electro-hydraullc grabs, for bathymetric 
proflling (Seabeam, ELAC NSB echo sounder, 3,5 kHz SBP), for deep-towlng (spe-
clally photo-TV-sledge), dredglng, corlng and hydrologlcal measurements. Dredglng 
was done on the starboard slde uslng the fishing wlnches, sledge towlng and heavy 
grab sampllng via the A-frame at the stern, uslng the frlctlon winch, and hydro-
loglcal work on the port slde, uslng the hydrographie cable wlnch. 
Durlng the cruise there were no major breakdowns of the shlp's equlpment effectlng 
the program performance. Towards the end of the crulse, Increaslng troubles were 
encountered wlth the 18 mm coaxlal tow cable. Some mlnor Instrument failures 
caused only 16 hours down-time. Thls Is less than 0.6 % of the entlre GARIMAS 2 
shlp time. 
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RV SONNE, technical details 
Flag: Federal Republic of Germany. 
Port of registration .· Bremen. 
Call sign: OFCG. 
Classification: GL + 100 A4 EF + MC. 
Owners: Parten reederei MS SONNE. 
Managing owners: RF Reedereigemeinschaft 
Forschungsschiffahrt GmbH, August-Bebel-Allee 1, 
0-2800 Bremen 41, Tel.: (421) 232059, Telefax: (421) 
239462, Telex: 246062 rfor d. 
Built: 1969, as stern-fishing trawler at Rickmers Werft, 
Bremerhaven, converted 1977 at Schichau Unter-
weser AG, Bremerhaven and 1978 at Rickmers Werft, 
Bremerhaven. 
Basic dimensions. GRT: 2607, NRT: 1263, Oisplace-
ment: 3834 t, Length o. a.: 86.81 m, Length p. p.: 76.20 
m, Beam 14.2 m, Oraught: max. 6.50 m, Oepth main 
deck : 9.30 m, Service speed: 13 kn . 
Personnel.· Crew: 26, Sc ien tists: 23. 
Main engine: 4 x MaK 8 M 281 AK - 4 x 735 kW. 
Propulsion: 2 x BBC-propulsion motors. 2 x 1100 kW. 
Manoeuvring propulsion devices: Escher Wyss va ri -
able pitch propeller, bowthruster 588 kW, 10 t thrust. 
Special rudd er with flap. 
Generators: 4 x BBC, 4 x 810 kVA, 380 V, 50 c. 
Ship's network: 380 V, 50 c; 220 V, 50 c by transforma-
tor. 
Stabilized network: 380/220 V, 50 c, voltage stab. 
± 1 %, frequ ency: stab. ± 0.5 %, dynamic ± 1.2 %, 40 kVA 
total. 
All living rooms and laboratories are fully air condi-
tioned. 
Bunker capacIty. 920 t gasoi l, 50 t fresh water, fresh 
water production 30 tlday. 
ConsumptlOn ' 10 t gas oil/day at service speed. 
Maximum service duration : 90 days. 
Sewage treatment , oi l seperator. 
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NavigatIOn: 3 radars. direction fmder. Decca navigator 
with track plotter. Loran -C-nav igator. autopilot. gyro-
compass. Nautomat-navigation system with track 
plotter. integrated satellite navigation system 
Magnavox. 2 x Loran C micrologic. doppler-sonar. 
EM-Iog. monitors and teletypes. satellite/Omega navi-
gation system. additional master's control near work-
ing area. 
Acoustic equipment: bathymetric multi-beam-sonar 
system Sea-Beam. Elac NSB echo sounder 3frequen-
cies 30/20/12 kc. Elac deep sea-echosounder (ENIF) 
combinat ion wlth plnger registration 12 kc. subbottom 
profiler. 3.5 kc. shallow water survey echosounder 
30/210 kc. acoustic transponder navigat ion system. 
depth indicator. horizontal echosounder. fish findlng 
echosounders. navigation echosounder. heave cam-
pensation system for echosounders. 
Scientific equipment: x-ray spectrometer. deep sea -
TV-system. XBT-sonde. comprehensive measuring 
instrumentation. 
Radio equipment: Short wave SSB 1.6 kW. radio tele-
phony. wireless teletype. VHF. 
Intercom : telephone. talk-back-system. walky-tal k ies. 
TV-surveillance system. 
Lifting gear: 1 hydrau lic A-frame at the stern. SWL 12 t. 
1250 slewable. 2 cranes AK 6000 on the work deck. 
1 central crane. SWL 8 t. max. 14 m outreach. 1 HAP-
crane. 1 derrick crane SWL 5 t. 12 m outreach. 1 jib-
boom up to 3 m. SWL 10 t. 1 corer frame. 24 m. 1 sampie 
lift with 4 stops in hold. labs. work ing deck. water 
sampier station. 1 working platform (dolly) at the stern. 
Wlnches : 1 Deep tow wlnch. electro-hydraulic wlth 
2 storage wmches for 8000 m rope or cable each 
18 mm 0 . speed up to 120 mim in. "slack-line-take-up" 
and "wave compensator". 2 deep sea winches 
(spares) for 7000 m rope. 12 and 18 mm 0 . each. 
1 hydrographic winch for 6000 m rope or single con-
ductor cable. 4 to 8 mm 0. various working and au xili-
ary winches. 3 measuring systems for winches (con-
troll ing tension. speed and length). 
Laboratories (379 sqm) Main deck: geologicallabora-
tory 58 sqm. mechanlca l workshop 14 sqm. water 
sam pier station. 
I!. Deck: wet geochemicallaboratory 42 sqm. dry geo-
chemical laboratory 38 sqm. chemical store 10 sqm. 
geophysical labora tory 35 sqm. streamer store 
15 sqm. selsmic store 30 sqm. registration room 
20 sqm. electronlc workshop 13 sqm. mounting room. 
gravimetry/magnetic lab 30 sqm. photo laboratory 
and copy room 17 sqm. drawing office 22 sqm. 
111. Deck. gravimeter 100m 13 sqm. computer room 
14 sqm. echo sounder room 8 sqm. 
Handling/work space: working deck. free space 
220 sqm. 11. Deck: free space 200 sqm. accessible 
parking space for three 20 ft-containers (also refriger-
ated containers). accessible parking space for 5 lab-
oratory conta iners · on deck. stowage for scientific 
equipment 145 sqm (320 m3). 
Geophysical equipment: (for seismic) 6 x JUNKERS 
free piston high pressure compressors 150 bar. deliv-
ery 2.05 m3 /min each. slipway for airgun array. 
RF Reedereigemeinschaft 
Forschungsschiffahrt GmbH · Bremen 
August-Bebel-Allee 1 . 0-2800 Bremen 41 
Phone (421) 232059 . Telex 246062 . Telefax (421) 239462 
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7. NAVIGATION 
Throughout the crulse the posltlonlng of the ship was based mainly on Transit Satellite 
Navigation and wlth reservatIons on GPS Satellite Navigation, opera ted by the Institut 
für Erdmessungen der Universität Hannover. 
Durlng the statlonary work the satellite Navigation has been supported by Acoustic 
Transponder Navigation (ATNAV). For thls task supplementary a new acoustic naviga-
tion system for determlnlng the position of deeptowed equlpment was employed, 
the RS/904. 
Flna"y the multibeam echosounder SEABEAM was an undlspensable tool when explorlng 
for new sulfide deposlts. 
7.1 TRANSIT Satellite Navigation 
The TRANSIT sateillte system conslsts of flve to slx satell!tes In polar orbit. Each 
satellite contlnually transmlts on the two frequencies 400 and 150 MHz and on each 
carrier the orbital Information of that partlcular sateillte Is impressed. Whlle measurlng 
the doppler shlfts of the two frequencles of the movlng satelilte durlng the visible 
time of 15 to 20 mlnutes, the Integrated computer of the Magnavox Satellite Navigation 
System calculates the position of the shlp by means of the dead reckoned shlp's 
position. Thls position has been determlned continually between the two satellite 
fixes by recordlng the shlp's speed by Doppler Sonar and the shlp's headlng by gyro. 
The accuracy of !he ship's position can be estimated from the offsets between a 
satelilte fix and Its dead reckoned position. To do thls for a number of 107 fixes the 
means of the offsets in latltude and longltude were measured. 









01.august.1986 13:17 - 16.august.1986 22:05 
108 
1 flx/183 mln 
latltude 1.052 km 
longltude 1.981 km. 
In comparison to earlier crulses the offsets are relatlvely large. The reason for this 
Is the low fix rate caused by failure of one of the slx satellites. Moreover, durlng 
the observation period nearly only statlonary work wlth low shlp's speed, resultlng 
In high Doppler Sonar velocity errors, was done. Havlng applied the standard correctlon 
on the couple positions a medium error of roughly 1 km In longltude and 0.5 - 1.0 km 
In latltude remalns. 
This estlmation corresponds to the results whlch were obtalned from several comparlsons 
of TRANSIT, GPS and ATNAV data. 
NAVSTAR GPS Navigation 
When fully operatlonal (planned 1989) the NAVSTAR GPS Sateillte System will conslst 
of 18 sateilltes orbltlng the earth every 12 hours, beamlng down a contlnuous stream 
of coded time and orbital position (almanac) Information. Several monitorlng control 
stations scattered across the globe will track the SVs, transmIt information to them 
and control the timing and cOl1tent of SV navigation messages. The user wlth the 
recelvlng equipment can tap the stream of data and decode It. Since all NAVST AR 
SVs Indlcate the time they begln broadcastlng thelr Indlvldually coded messages, 
the receiver set measures the exact time each signal Is recelved and computes the 
time dlfference between transmission and measurement. Data from several SVs and 
the orbital element (position) data of ttle SVs are then used to calculate precisely 
the position of the user in three dimensions, along wlth preclse time. 
Although the sateillte network is incomplete thus limltlng coverage tlmes It can be 
used in a IImlted capacity by the TI 4100 NAVSTAR Navigator, wh ich was Installed 
on Board RV SONNE. 
~ 
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The preclse atomlc rubidium frequency standard of the MAGNAVOX assembly had 
been connected to the TI 4100. 
Optimum use of the NAVST AR receiver Is provlded by four distlnct modes of operation: 
(1) Four-Sateillte navigation 
(2) Three-Satellite altitude hold navigation when nearly constant mean sea level 
(MSL) altltude can be maintalned 
(.3) Three-Satellite time blas rate - hold mwlgatlon providlng an unconstralned 
three-dlmenslonal position solution, whenever aprecision atomlc frequency 
standard Is in use. 
(4) Two·-Sateillte navigation whenever constant altltude can be maintalned and 
apreelse atomlc frequeney standard is used. 
The NAVSTAR receiver yields navigation solutIons In all 4 different modes of an aecuracy 
of 10 - 20 meters. 
Durlng the erulse 8 satellites were in orbit, two of them (SV numbers 4 and 7) were 
"unhealthy" and thus not avallable for navigation. 
TABLE 7.1 displays roughly hours, when GPS - navigation data eould be obtalned. 
Week from to Data eoverage from to SatellIte numbers 
24.07.85 - .30.07.85 20:.30 - 07:10 6,8,9, 11, 12, 1.3 
31.07.85 - 06.08.85 20:50 - 08:00 6,8,9,11,12,1.3 
07.08.85 - 13.08.85 19:40 - 07:15 6,8,9,11,12,13 
14.08.85 - 20.08.85 19:30 - 06:30 6,8,9,11,12,13 
21.08.85 - 27.08.85 19:00 - 06:15 6,8,9,11,12,1.3 
28.08.85 - 0.3.09.85 18:.30 - 06:50 6,8,9,11,12,1.3 
04.09.85 - 10.09.85 18:10 - 06:30 6,8,9, 11, 12, 1.3 
11.09.85 - 17.09.85 17:25 - 05:50 6,8,9, 11, 12, 1.3 
18.09.85 - 24.09.85 16:.30 - 04:30 6,8,9,11,12,1.3 
25.09.85 - 01.10.85 16:25 - 04:30 6,8,9, 11, 12, 1.3 
02.10.85 - 08.10.85 15:50 - 0.3:55 6,8,9, 11, 12, 1.3 
09.10.85 - 15.10.85 15:50 - 0.3:10 6,8,9,11,12,13 
For further Information see ANNEX I~ 
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Due to the exeellent quality and very high aeeuraey of the GPS-data It was posslble 
to determlne the aeeuraey of TRANSIT fixes on sea. Only "2D-Update" fixes (not 
hand updated) exhlbltlng elevatIons greater than 15 and lower than 75 degrees were 
chosen for thls eomparlson. Durlng the time period 01. Aug. 85 - 31. Aug. 85 a number 
of 153 2D-flxes were observed. 
Fig. 7.1 displays the result of the eomparlson. The center of the eoordlnate systelT' 
represents the GPS position. The dots show the position of the TRANSIT fixes. The 
average dlstance of the TRANSIT fixes from the GPS position amount to 94.73 m 
and Is shown by the Inner elrcle In Fig. 7.1. Wlth a probabilIty of 96.7 % all TRANSIT 
fixes lie inside of a 200 m clrcle. 
Taklng Into aeeount the position error of GPS (10 - 20 m) we can estlmate the average 
deviation of 2D TRANSIT fixes from the real position to be roughly 100 m. Thls standard 
deviation Is roughly three times as large as the observation of statlonary reeorded 
fixes on land show, when the observer's position Is known. The average aecuracy 
of the latter amount to roughly 35 m. 
The good quallty and high accuracy of the GPS navigation was very advantageous 
to map the SEABEAM charts. The level adJustment in position of plotted SEABEAM 
profile strips for adJacent GPS profiles was - if at all necessary - according to the 
accuracy of the SEABEAM system 50 - 80 m. When correctlng the navigation error 
of TRANSIT salled profiles, level adjustments In posit ion of up to 1 km had to be carrled 
out! Here the GPS navlgated tracks could be used as a reference. 
Finally the GPS data were useful for quick calibratlon of the ATr'JAV array In an geo-
graphie coordlnate system. Moreover, it was possible to control the quality of the 
ATNAV shlp positions. 
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FIG. 7.1: COMPARISON OF GPS AND TRANSIT FIXES 
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7.3 RS/904 - Navigation 
The acoustlc position Indlcator RS/904 of Honeywell Is an ultrashort-basellne system. 
It determlnes position uslng a single beacon either a free-running plnger, a responder 
or a transponder - and a single hydrophone-proJector (Flg. 7.2). 
When operating wlth transponders the RS/904 determines position by Interrogatlng 
one or more transponders, moved at the seabottom and/or mounted at deep towed 
equipment. 
During the crulse, for submersible tracklng relative to the GPS-navlgated surface 
vessel, only one submersible-mounted transponder was requlred. After Interrogatlng 
the RS/904 recelves the transponders response signal, it determlnes the sub's position 
from both phase Information and slant range measurements. A mlcro-computer evaluates 
two sets of da ta - phase shlft of the signal, determlned by the proJector /hydrophone 
array and two way travel time of the signal - to calculate the space angle and slant 
range and then the submerslble's position relative to the shlp. 
The interrogatIon rate for transponder mode operation Is operator selectable and 
can vary from four times per second to once every two minutes. During the crulse 
aperiod of 3 sec was chosen. The data were wrltten on the dlsk of the VAX/750 
board computer and the submerslble's position dlsplayed on the screen of RS/904 
receiver unlt belng mounted on the bridge. 
Inside the ATNAV array the RS/904 equlpment normally was not in use, because 
In thls case the ATNAV Itself ylelded more rellable positions. 
During time periods, where GPS navigation data were available, RS/904 was used 
beyond the reach of the ATNAV array. Here the RS/904 equlpment proved to be 
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Typical RS/904 EQuipmenl Configuration on a Support Vessel 
~ 
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7.4 ATNAV Transponder Navigation 
Another navigation system used In the Galapagos Rift area was the Acoustic Transponder 
Navigation System ATNAV 11 manufactured by AMF Seallnk/EG+G. Here the positloning 
Is performed wlth reference to an array of bottom-moored acoustlc transponders. 
The system operates on the prlnciple of measurlng the ranges of the shlp to the trans-
ponders. To determlne the slant range and interrogation pulse Is transmitted from 
the ship and the elapsed time untll receivlng the reply pulse by the transponder Is 
measured. Then wlth reference to the preclsely known positions of the transponders 
the position of the shlp wlthln the array can be calculated. Addltlonally, the position 
of a deeptowed vehlcle can be monltored by uslng a transponder whlch Is attached 
to the vehlcle. 
Durlng legs 2 and 3 of the crulse withln the A6 W-area four transponders had been 
moored. At the beglnnlng of leg 4 the array was extended eastward by two more 
transponders (number 0 and 11). The length of the total array was about 3 1/2 and 
the wlde about 1 mlle (Fig. 7.3). 
By comparison of GPS and ATNAV ship positions it could be shown that inside the 
center of the callbrated array the position accuracy of 10 - 15 m Is attalned. In spite 
of monltorlng all transponder reply signals, apart from tl1e array center the position 
accuracy of ship and sub decreases considerably. 
The positions of the transponders are IIsted In Table 7.2. 
NO.-XPNDR FREQU. (KHZ) LA TlTUDE (N) LONGITUDE (W) 
1 8.0 0°45.60' - 85°53.85' 
2 8.5 0°45.80' - 85°55.68' 
4 9.5 0°46.75' - 85°55.96' 
6 10.5 0°46.55' - 85°54.81' 
0 7.5 0°46.67' - 85°53.15' 
11 13.0 0°45.82' - 85°52.65' 
TAB. 7.2 POSITION OF TRANSPONDERS 
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8. RESEARCH EQUIPMENT 
Due to the scheduled work programme of GARIMAS 2, wlth its maln goal to sampie 
major quantitles of massive su lphldes, the equlpment was focussed on sampling 
and ocean floor monltoring gears. Most of the equlpment used, Includlng the OFOS 
(ocean floor observation system), recently developed by Preussag Marine Technology, 
and the TV-grab, now belongs to the permanent research equipment of R/V SONNE. 
Only the new navigation system GPS (geo-stationary posltlonlng system) has not 
yet belonged ro- the normal outfit of the ship. 
8.1 Acoustlc Equlpment (Echosounders, Plngers) 
Acoustlc geophyslcal methods play an Important ro le In applled marine research. 
These methods can be used as weil for seafloor Investlgatlon as for subbottom 
measurements. For bathymetric surveys the "Schelfrandlot" and the newly acqulred 
multi beam echosounder SEABEAM are used. The Subbottom Profiler explores 
the stratlficaflon of bottom near sediment layers. Echosounder and SEABEAM were 
employed slmultaneously most of the time. The Subbottom Profil er was in use for 
some special areas only. 
() 
8.1.1 Narrow Beam Echosounder (NB ES} 
The roll and pitch stabllized ELAC narrow beam echosounder "Schelfrandlot" was 
used throughout the crulse for preclse recordlng of the bottom track. In order -
to avold slde echoes the beam angle Is designed very small (1.4°). 
Three operation frequencles are avallable: 12 kHz, 20 kHz and 30 kHz. 20 kHz 
were used as standard frequency. 
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In order to avold disturbances of the acoustic transponder navigation system (worklng 
In a range of 7.5 kHz to 15 kHz) the system was swltched durlng ATNAV operation 
to 30 kHz. The depth data of the NB ES are recorded on the MAGNAVOX da ta 
tapes, avallable for later access. 
8.1.2 Seabeam System 
8.1.3 
The ocean bottom topography was mapped wlth the multibeam echosounder "SEA-
BEAM" which Is a product of General Instrument Corp./USA. The system Insonlfles 
contlnuously the seafloor wlth a signal of about 12 kHz frequency. The bottom 
reflected signal is detected by a set of hydrophones and then electronlcally formed 
into 16 beams. As a first result all 16 beams are dlsplayed on a monitor showlng 
a bathymetrlc cross sectlon of the ocean bottom athwart ship. With each shot 
- at 3,000 m water depth every 4 seconds - a new cross sectlon updates the 
monitor. 
Simultaneously the depth information is fed into a computer and wlth additional 
ship's velocity Information a strip chart is processed showing contour lines of the 
water depth. The width of the strip map depends on the water depth and amounts 
to about 80 % of the depth. The 16 water depths of each chan ne I and the fimer 
are written also on magnetic tape, avallable for later postprocessing. 
Subbottom profiler 
The 3.5 kHz Subbottom profiler was in use only for some selected areas. The devlce 
used was an O.R.E. type consistlng of a hull-mounted array of 16 transducers, 
a transcelver unlt and an EPC-Graphic Recorder. 
Because of the relatively low worklng frequency echoes from below the seabed 
can be recorded. 
The quallty of the recordings was pure due to the rough topography of the spreading 
centre and its vlcinity. In spite of a great nu mb er of side echoes disturbing the 
data, the presence of sed iment structures could be observed in many ca ses. 
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8.2 Oceanographic Equipment 
The oceanographlc Instruments mainly used durlng GARIMAS 2 were the multl-sensing 
deep sea probe Multisonde and a rosette sampier whlch was equlpped with twelve 
bottles. Additionally, a bottom-moored savonlus-type currentmeter recorded the 
bottom-near currents over the whole period of the ship's presenee In the Galapagos 
Rlft working area. 
The Multisonde of ME Meeresteehnik-Elektronik, Trappenkamp, Is a high-preelslon 
multl-sensing STD-probe, whieh provides the opportunlty to gather fast and simul-
taneous Information about the vertleal and horizontal distribution of a great nurnber 
of dlffererent hydrophysieal and -chemical parameters (see Tab. 8.2.1). Beside 
the parameters IIsted In Tab. 8.2.1 the sallnity is on-Une caleulated from the pres~ure, 
temperature and eonductlvlty readlngs applylng the reeently developed so-ealled 
"UNESCO-Formula ". The MultIsonde is a versatile measurlng instrument eapable 
to monitor up to 32 different parameters. 
The system consists of two parts - the underwater measurlng unlt and the board 
unit. The underwater unit Is equipped with six different probes and Is tested for 
a water depth down to 6,000 m. The unH Is designed to measure preferably eon-
tinuous vertieal profiles, but, mounted In a deep towed vehlele, it is also capable 
to measure horizontal profiles. The underwater unH is eonnected to the board 
unit via a hydrographie wlneh and a 8 mm diameter eoaxlal cable. The board unlt 
displays all parameters and provldes three analogue outputs for on-Une graphie 
reeordlng. The digital output Is recorded on magnetie tape and addltlonally quasi 
on-line plotted on a computer graphie screen. Hard coples of the bottom-near 
sections of these on-line plots are complled in Annex 2. 
Last not least the Multisonde provides the possibllity to trigger twelve release meehanlsms 
mounted In a rosette water sampier. 
Water sampling durlng the GARIMAS crulse was carrled out using fhe rosette water 
sampier trlggered via the Multisonde. The electrie-mechanical release meehanisms 
mountecJ in the rosette sampier were tested for water depths down to 6,000 m. 
The rosette sampier was equipped with ten plastie water sampiers of the Niskin 
type, ea.ch capable to recover 5 liters of :e3. water. The Niskin water sampier 
features all plastlc construct!on wlth a free flushlng design by large Inlets. The 
sampling tube is completely metal-free. Four of the mounted sampiers were supplied 
• 
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wlth a tripie thermometer tube for three thermometers. Each of the thermometer 
tubes was equipped wlth 2 reversal thermometers. 
Current measurements above the seafloor were carrled out wlth an "Aanderaa RCM 5", 
whlch Is a cycle counting "Savonlus" rotor type current meter. The RCM 5 Is a 
self-recordlng instrument. It Is pressure-proved to a water depth of 6,000 m. De-
pendlng on the measuring Interval the recording and battery capacity reaches 
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Self balaneing bridge with sequential measur-
ing of six ehannels and recording on magnetic 
tape_ A ten bit binary word is used for each 
channel. 
Maasuring Speed: 4 seconds eaeh channel. 
The channeIs are: 
1. REFERENCE: 
This is a f ixed reading that acts as a contro I 
on the performance of the RCM, and also as 
an identification of individual instruments _ 
2. TEMPERATURE: 
Sensor Type: Thermistor (Fenwal GB32JM19) 
Ranges: 
Low Range: - 2As<>C to 21 AOoC (standard)_ 
High Range : 10.080 C to 36_00oC_ 
Wide Range : - O_34oC to 32 _17oC . 
Accuracy : ± 0 .050 C. 
Resolution: 0.1% of range ~lected . 
63% Responce Time: 12 seconds_ 
3. CONDUCTIVITY: (optional) 
Sensor Type: I nductive cell. 
Ranges : 0 - 77 mmho/cm., (standard) . 
25 - 72 mmho/cm 
25 - 38 mmho/cm 
Resolution : 0 .1% of range. 
Calibration Accuracy: ± 0,025 mmho/cm 
4. PRESSURE : (optional) 
Sensor Type : Bourdon tube driving apo· 
tentiometer . 
Ranges : 0-100 1'51, 0 -200 PSI , 0-500 PSI, 
0 -1000 PSI, 0 -3000 PSI. and 0-9000 PSI. 
0-3000 PSI is standard . 
0 -9000 PSI is available for RCM5 only . 
Accuracy: " . 1% of range. 
Resolution : 0.1% of range. 
5. CURRENT DIRECTION: 
Sensor Type : Magnetic compass with needle 
. clamped on to potentiometer ring. 
Resolution : 0.35° . 
Accuracy : ± 7,50C for current speed within 
2,5 to 5 cm/sec., or 100 to 200 cmisec . 
± 50 for speed within 5 to 100 em/see. 
Maximum Compass Tilt: 120 from horizontal. 
6. CURRENT SPEED: 
Principle: Rotor with magnp.tic coupling . 
through instrument case_ The number of 
rotations during the per iod between 2 samp-
lings are eounted by an electronie counter. 
This counter has a pre-eireuit with a ehoice 
between ten dividing faetors, suited for samp-
ling intervals from 0,5 to 180 minutes. 
:::itandard is 4 rev/count. 
Range : 2.5 to 250 em/sec. 
Accuracy : ± 1 cm/sec., or ± 2% of the actual 
speed, whichever is greater . 
Starting Velocity : 2 .0 cm/sec. 
CLOCK: 
Type: Quartz crystal 
Accuracy: Better lhan ± 2 sec/day within 
OOC to 20°C. 
Sampling Intervals: 0.5, 1,2,5, 10, 15,20, 
30, 60 and 180 minules, selected by interval 
selecting switch . 
External Triggaring : For calibration purposes, 
a six volts positive pulse to terminal on top 
end plate will aetivate the instrument . 
RECORDING SYSTEM: 
Type : Reel to reel 1/4 inch magnetic tape. 
Coding: 10 bit binary words (short and long 
pUlSOlS) in serial form . 
Storage Capacity : 10,000 samplings using 600 
feet of magnetic tape on 3 inch reels. 
TELEMETRY: 
Acoustically : 
By switching on and off carrier from acoustic 
transducer. 
Fraquency: 16,384 KHz ± 5 Hz. 
Detection Range: Typically 800 meters with 
Hydrophone Receiver 2247. 
By Cable : 
5 volts negative, short and long pulses from 
terminal on top endplate. May be used for 
real time readings and for calibration purposes 
by use of Printer 2860. 
POWER: 
Battery: 9 volts, non-magnetie_ Leclanche 821 
Size: 63 x 50 x 80 mm_ 
Capacity: suffieient fo r 10,000 samplings_ 
MOORING: 
Spindie designed for 15 mm . maximum dia -
meter rope. Gimbal mounting permits 
27° deviation between spindie and instrument 
EXTERNAL MATERIALS: 
Pressure Case : Cu Ni Si alloy (OSNISIL) and 
stainless acid proof steel. Epoxy coated_ 
Vane : 8 mm PVC plastic_ 
Other plastic parts: POlyamid & Polystyrene _ 
Other metal parts: Stainless acid proof steel 
and nickel plated bronze . Epoxy coated. 
RCM4 RCMS 
DEPTH CAPABILlTY: 2000m 6OO0m 
NETWEIGHT: 
Racording Unit, in air 
in water 
Vane Assembly, in air 
in water 
DIMENSIONS: 









9 .2kg 11.0kg 
12 .9kg 13.4kg 





370 x l000mm 
19_1 kg 
20.6 kg 
21 .0 kg 
21 .1 kg 
PACKING: (RCM4 & RCMS) 
Recording Unit : 
Plywood Case 190x230x610mm 
Vane Assembly : 
PIYlNOod Case 155x400xl020 mm 
SPAR ES: 
A set 01 recommended spares is delivered with 
each instrument . (rotor, bear ings, o-rings etc.) 
WARRANTY: 







Visual Equlpment (OFOS) 
General Descrlptlon 
Thls system comblnes a video camera system and a photographie system to pro-
duce the requlred results for vlsual observation. In addition to the Integrated video 
and photographie package OFOS Includes a mlcro processor based telemetry 
system whlch glves a wlde cholce of control. 
Among others the complete system offers the followlng advantages: 
- real time and recorded observation; 
- serles exposures for photographie tracklng of the ocean floor; therefore the 
photographie system can be actuated by a programmed Interval, by bottom 
contact or by a remote signal transmitted from a board unlt; 
- auxillary flash unlt glves additional posSlblllty to sult the illumination of the dls-
tance to the ocean f1oor; 
- the resultlng photographs, time, date and altltude are dlsplayed on the photo-
graphs for purposes of interpretation; 
- the use of a high sensltlvlty low light level camera allows applicatlons In low 
Intenslty light condltions; 
- the real time transmission of the video signal allows to make decisions affectlng 
the exploration work of the underwater observing system; 
- by means of a colour TV-camera and an underwater recording unlt the recordlng 
of a colour video slg n.::l I Is possible; 
- the battery unlt wh Ich Is installed In the instrument frame avolds an expensive 
energy transmission via the deep sea cablej 
The overall concept of the OFOS (Fig. 8.3.1) can be divlded Into the the follow-
ing flve systems: 
photographlc system: 
- TV-system: 
- underwater power supply: 
- telemetry and control unlt; 
- onboard developlng system. 
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All underwater unlts are mounted on a stalnles steel frame (see Fig. 8.3.2) 
(length: 4.8 m, wldth: 1.3 m, helght: 1.4 m) whlch Is tethered to the shlp wlth 
an armoured single wlre coax tow cable. Battery unlts whlch are also mounted 
on the Instrument frame (siedge) provlde the underwater components wlth the 
requlred energy. These battery unlts are a much more economy-prlced solution 
than an equ:valent power supply via the tow cable. 
8.3.2 Television System 
The TV-system Is dlvlded Into two parts, the colour TV-system Includlng an under-
water recorder unlt and the low light-level TV-system. The colour TV-system conslsts 
of a colour television camera whlch operates on the PAL colour system and an 
underwater VHS-recorder unlt Includlng a time/date generator. Features of the 
camera are good resolution and the ability to operate In condltlons where the level 
of scene illumination Is low. The underwater recorder unlt enables the recordlng 
of the co.lour video signals. Thls Is necessary slnce the attenuatlon of a 8.000 m 
standard tow cable does not allow to transmit the colour video signal to the shlp. 
For illumination of the colour applicatlon four 250 W flood lights are avallable. The 
heart of the low light-level TV-system Is a §!licon tDfenslfled Iarget (5.1. T.) tele-
vision camera. Thls camera Is deslgned tor underwater operation at low light-levels. 
Thls Is advantageous In situations where high levels of suspended partlcles In the 
water cause backscatter trom intense light sources. The high sensitlvlty of the 
camera enables low Intenslty-light sources to be used and glves therefore the 
posslblllty to save energy. 
.. 
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8.3~3 Photographlc System 
Thls photographlc system Is a general purpose Instrument proven for use In a varlety 
of deep ocean appllcatlons. The camera takes appr. 800 exposures of a 35 mm 
standard film per loadlng and appr. 1600 exposures uslng a thln-base film. A digital 
da ta chamber wlth light emlttlng dlodes displays time, date and altltude (dlstance 
to the ocean floor). The altltude Is measured by a short-range acoustlc soundlng 
devlce. Each time the camera takes a photo It records the dlstance In metres to 
help Interpretlng the resultlng photographs. 
The camera Is normally used wlth one standard strobe and companlon power packs. 
The strobe Is a fast recycling, hlgh-energy light source. It provldes an output of 
appr. 200 Ws. The flash duratIon Is so short (appr. 1 ms) that under most condltlons 
photographs are sharp, even If the camera or subJect Is In motion. 
The whole system Is powered by two battery packs; they supply 28 VDC from re-
chargeable nickel-cadmium batterles. A master battery pack controls the trlggerlng 
of the strobes, as weil as actuatlon ofthe camera shutter and film drive. An auxlllary 
battery pack Is provlded to assure contlnuous power for the strobes durlng a deep 
ocean mission. 
There are three posslbilities to actuate the system: actuatlon by a) a programmed 
Interval, b) by a bottom swltch and c) by a remote signal. 
Controls and adJustments, contalned In the programmer portion of the master battery 
pack, hold the system In a standby condltlon while lowerlng to depth; they set 
the Interval between photo frames and adJust the exposure (shutter speed). 
Up to four auxillary high Intenslty strobes can be added to meet the requlrements 
of a powerful illumination, especlally In appllcatlons wlth a high dlstance to the 
ocean floor. These separate unlts allow Individual adJustment In order to mlnlmlze 
a "hot spotl! usually caused by a single powerful flash unlt. The strobes are slaved 
together by asynchronisation dlstrlbutor whlch also controls the power supply for 
these unlts. By means of the board unlt the strobes can be swltched off separately. 
Thls provldes additional posslblllty to sult the Illumination of the dlstance to the 
ocean floor. 
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8.3.4 Telemetry System 
The telemetry system conslsts of an underwater telemetry unlt and a board unlt. 
It fulflls the tasks of bidlrectlonal transmission of control data as weil as transmission 
of a video signal. The mlcro-processor system allows contro l of data transmission. 
By means of this mlcro-processor system the board unlt enables control of the 
followlng functlons of the unlts integrated In the Instrument frame: 
- actuation of the phl)tographlc system; 
- separate on/off switching of the 4 auxiliary flashes; 
on/off swltching of the low light-level camera; 
- on/off swltchlng of the colour camera; 
- separate on/off switching of the four flood IIghts; 
- swltch-over of the video signal transmission to the board unit (Iow light-level 
camera or colour camera); 
- switch-over of the video recording In the instrument frame (low light-level 
camera or colour camera); 
- remote control of the underwa ter recorder unit (ON/OFF, STOP, PLAY, REe, 
PAUSE, REW, FF). 
Several return data of the underwater units which are necessary for system control 
and secure operation are Indicated on the board unit. Due to data transm!sslon 
durlng the blanking interval of the video signal , the data rate ls limIted (8 bit every 
20 ms bldirectional). However, the system Is extendable tor transmission of addi-
tional da ta to the board unit (temperature, pressure, altltude etc. ). 




Underwater Power Supply 
Varlous rechargeable battery unlts matched" to the special underwater systems 
provlde the requlred power. The power for the main loads like flood IIghts and 
flashes Is provlded by the main battery unlt. Thls unlt consists of elther lead-acid 
batterles mounted into apressure houslng or two developed lead storage batterles 
(especlally for the use In deep sea appllcations). These lead storage batteries are 
pressure-compensated and have a capacIty of 230 Ah. The lead-acid batterles, 
whlch will be used especially In combination wlth water sampiers, have a capacity 
of appr. 120 Ah at a dlscharglng current of 40 amperes. 
Onboard Developlng System 
This system Is an automatlc developlng unit with a special marine adaptation for 
E6 Ektachrome films processing which accept up to 70 mm film slzes. It can easlly 
be operated slnce It Is a completely automatlc, dry to dry, self-contained daylight 
continuous processor. Aceurate proeesslng temperatures are eontrolled wlthout 
operator involvement and eorrect developer potency Is malntained by an automatie 
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6 x Accumulator 6 Nx4A (12 V 36 Ah) 
6 x Accumulator 6 Fx5S (12 V 9,5 Ah) 
Storage Battery Pack Model 391 
Storage Battery Pack Model 329 
4 x Flood Ughts 
2 x Flood Ughts Model Ql-3000 
3 x Strobe Lights Model 3000 SX 
Hi-Intensity Flash Müdel 383 
SIT TV Camera Model OE 0111-6006 
Colour TV Camera Model OE 1334 
Standard Camera Model 372 
















8.4 Bottom Sampling Equlpment 
8.4.1 Reineck Corer 
In order to recover undlsturbed surface sediments for geochemlcal investigatlons, 
a conventiona! box corer of the Reineck type (GK) was used. 
Ti ie floor space of the stainless steel frame Is 280 x 177 cm, the height 230 cm. 
The net weight of 160 kg can be helghtened by means of 10 lead welghts of 50 kg 
each. The cross section of the boxes amounts to 40 x 20 cm, the height 60 cm. 
The Reineck corer was handled at the starboard side, using the 18 mm w!re of the 
auxillary deep sea wlnch. A pinger mounted 50 m above the corer enabled a controlled 
bottom approach. 
During 24 coring stations no serious problems arose. 
8.4.2 Kasten Corer 
Once the Kögler's Kasten carer (K) was employed in order to verity the vertlai range 
of hydrothermal influence. noticed bcfore In a GK-surface sampie. 
A 300 cm eorer box with a cross sectlon of 15 x 15 cm was used. The corer was 
handled at the starboard slde, uslng the 18 mm wlre of the auxiliary deepsea winch. 
A pinger mounted 50 m above the corer enabled a controlled sampling operation. 
8.4.3 Dredges 
Durlng 21 stations two different chain bag dredges had been employed in order to 
recover hard rocks as weil as massive sulfide material. 
The tw o dredges differ In their dimensions. The larger one (DCB) eonsists of a 140 x 
60 cm rectangular mouth, a Ihill and a 130 cm long ehain bag (40 mm rnesh). It wen! 
lost on station 93 D during operation. 
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The dimensions of the smaller one (DCA) are 95 x 50 cm. 
The dredge Is preceded by a swlvel whlch In turn Is connected wlth the end of the 
chaln bag by a4 t-safety wlre. 
In general the dredge was operated at the starboard slde of the shlp, uslng the 18 mm 
wlre of the auxJlJary deepsea wlnch. A plnger was mounted 200 m above the dredge. 
Commonly the dredge was lowered to the seafloor wlth the wlre In a vertJcal position 
whJle the shlp was stopped. After arrival at the seafloor the shlp moved apart untJl 
the wlre was In a 30°-position. Subsequently the movement of the dredge was controlled 
by the operator, uslng plnger reglstratJon, tensiometer and slave recorder of the 
20 kHz NBES. 
Apart from the loss of one dredge, only one employment was unsuccessful. 
8.4.4 TV-Grab GTVA 
Thls meanwhJle approved "Clamshell" was one of the maln sampllng equlpment wh Ich 
especlally was constructed to enable a television controlled recovery of massive 
sulfide deposlts as weil as undlsturbed sedIment sampies In the deep sea (Flg. 8.4.1). 
The constructlon Is extenslvely protected agalnst upset or overturnlng. Made of hot 
galvanlzedsteel and wlth a whlte varnlsh finish, the grab Is non-corroslve. 
The maln dimensions are: 
L x W x H (In opened condltlon) 130 x 200 x 265 cm 
L x W X H (In closed condltlon) 130 x 195 x 315 cm 
Welght In air 3.2 t 









The electro-hydraullc deepsea grab Is self-powered by two 12 V pressure-compensated 
lead-acid accumulators wlth a capacIty of 230 Amp/h and an operatIon period of 
max. 8 h. To feaslble a good vlsuallnspectlon of the sea.floor wlth Its geologlcal 
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formations, the grab Is fltted wlth an automatically focusslng ultra low light wlde 
angle camera, coverlng an observation area of some 25 m2 , and four lamps, 250 W 
each, whlch can be swltched Indlvldually (two by two floodllght and spotlight). These 
components are placed symmetrlcally between the Jaws. The remote control Is effected 
by a coaxlal cable with bl-dlrectlonal telemetry. Nlne commands permIt a great varia-
tion In operation, e.g. repeated closing and openlng. 
The grab was handled over the shlp's stern ramp by means of the A-frame, uslng 
the 18 mm armoured single wlre coax tow cab!e of the deep tow wlnch, and then 
lowered In opened condltion. Wlth a speed of approx. 1m/sec the grab moved slowly 
above the seafloor according to the shlp's headlng. 
Keeplng an observation distance of 4 m, whlch could be controlled by means of 
a messenger welght hanglng vertlcal below the grab, the operator inspected the 
seafloor at the grab control console aboard. By use of an electronlc keyboard the 
operator was able to Insert pleces of Information directly as a commentary Into the 
television plcture. The video signal completely with data overlain was then video 
recorded. 
If an Interesting geologlcal formation was found, the grab was set down and closed 
from the operating console. The sampled materiell was stili visible wlth the grab closed. 
If the sampie was unsatlsfactory, the grab was emptied onto the seafloor and sampling 
was repeated. Depending on the number of closlng and reopenlng actions, enough 
energy was avallable for missions of 4 to 8 hours. 
Generally , the grab worked almost satisfactorily. In splte of 5 failures during 26 emp!oy-
ments with a total time of submergence of more than 80 hours nearly 5 tons of rocks 
and sediments Includlng 1880 kg of massive sulfides had been recovered. 
8.4.5 TV-Grab GTVB 
Based on the well-proved electro-hydraullc "Clamshell", this newly deslgned "Fork 
Grab" takes requlrements into account for the recovery only of hard rock sampies 
wlthout surrounding sediment material. The open construction of the Jaws effects 
the rinslng of soft components durlng hoistlng. 
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The maln dimensions are: 
L x W x H (In opened condltlon) 160 x 275 x 270 cm 
L x W x H (In closed conditlon) 160 x 200 x .350 cm 
Welght In air 3.4 t 





250 x 160 cm 
0.9 cm 3 
35 kN 
10,000 m 
Apart from some dlfferences In Its dimensions the TV-grab GTVB corresponds In all 
fittings wlth the GTVA-type. 
23 stations have been carrled out wlth the GTVB, recoverlng nearly .3 t of massive 
sulfides and rocks durlng a total time of submergence of more than 100 hours. 11 
malfunctlons arose Includlng 8 events of energy shortage, due to repeated closlng 
and reopenlng. The advantage of a better inspectlon of the clean sampie caused 
In a frequent sampllng repetition. 
8.4.6 TV-Grab GTVC 
Especlally wlth regard to the efflcient sampling of massIve sulfide deposlts thls newly 
constructed electrohydraullc TV-grab "Grappler" had been developed. Based on 
the good experlence wlth the "Clamshell", technlcal maln parts could be Integrated 
In thls grab system (Flg. 8.4.1). 
Outstandlng features are the 6 grab buckets wh Ich cover a sampling area of more 
than 4 m2 • Lump rock can be crushed by powerful cuttlng points and a strong closlng 
force ensures rellable grab operation. 
The maln dimensions are: 
Diameter x Helght (open condltlon) 285 x 300 cm 
Diameter x Helght (closed condltion) 185 x .325 cm 
Weight In air 3.8 t 










This grab configuratlon required some technlcal modifications; nevertheless, optlcal 
outfit and handling of the system is similar to both other TV-grabs. 
Durlng 54 employments wlth 15 defects on different reasons 9278 kg massive sulfides 
and other hydrothermal products as weil as 5463 kg basaltic rock material could 
be recovered. With 200 hours of submergence the TV-grab GTVC was the most success-
ful samplin.g devlce. 
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8.5 Analytlcal Equlpment 
The main Instruments of the analysis center used durlng GARIMAS 1 was the Phlllps 
PW 1410 x-ray fluorescence spectrometer for quantitative work, and the Phillps 
PW 1965/60 proportional detector used to Identlfy minerals by x-ray dlffractlon. 
Complementary Philfps equlpment are: 
• Generator PW 1120/90 
• Automatie Interface PW 1425 
• Channel control PW 1390 
• Programmer PW 1395 
• Motor control PW 1394 
• Single pen recorder PM 8203 
• Goniometer supply PW 1373 
• Hewlett-Packard 9815 A desk top calculator Is used to operate the analytlcal 
equlpment In automatie measurement mode. The on-board analysis of sampie 
material recovered was only performed durlng leg 3, when scientlsts of the RWTH 
Aachen were in charge of the analysis center (K. Becker, P. Herzig). 
Supplement smaller equlpment used: 
• Stereoscopie microscope for sampie examination 
• Disc mill for sampie grindlng 
• Mortar and pestle for sampie preparation 
• Hand held balance for sampie welghlng 
• Hydraullc press for sampie pelletlzlng 
• CO
2
-determlnation equlpment accordlng to Schelbler-MüJler 
The preparatlon of sediments and water sampies during leg 2 of GARIMAS 2 was 
performed by P.H. Tse of Hamburg University. Sampie treatment was restricted 
to grain slze separation (fractions smaller and greater than 63 mlcrometer) of sedi-




Several computer systems have been used durlng cruise GARIMAS 2. Many of them 
belong to speclflc navigation - and exploration - systems IIke MAGNAVOX and GPS 
Satellite navigation, RS/904 navigation, ATNAV navigation and SEABEAM. The latter 
belong to the standard equlpment of the vessel and are not descrlbed here. 
The followlng two systems were used for real time da ta acqulrlng, postprocessing 
and presentatlon of navigat ion and scientlflc data. 
8.6.1 VAX-11/750 
The central research Computer-system conslsts of the followlng main components 
(Flg. 8.6.1): 
VAX-11/750 central processor (CPU) wlth 3 MB Memory, 
dual disc-drive 2 x 70 MB, 
dlsc-drlve 400 MB, 
two tape drives 800/1600 bpi selectable, 45 ips, 
three CRT -graphie terminals, 
CRT -terminal, 
IIne printer terminal, 
letter printer, 
3-pen Calcomp plotter, 
data acquisition system: 32 Interfaces for parallel and serlal transfer. 
The system uses a VMS (Vers. 3.5) operation system, and DAP driver software for 
data acquisitlon. A Fortran 77 and Macro Assembler Compiler can be used. Several 
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The maln use of the system was to acquire and process navigation, bathymetrlc 
and geologlcal data, and to support the crulse management. 
8.6.2 PDP-LSI-11/23 System 
The portable PDP-LSI-11 /23 microcomputer wlth Its perlpherical devices Is a multi-
purpose computer system for flexible applications on different cruises and shlps. 
The system conslsts of: 
central processor unlt (CPU) wlth memory-handler, 256 Kb memory f 4 serlal 
Interfaces and line-time clock. 
double floppy disc unit (external memory, 1 Mb), 
line-plnter with hard-copy facility, 
1/2 Inch magnetlc tape unlt 800/1600 bpl selectable (spool diameter 8 Inch), 
plotter (paper slze A3) provlding 8 different colour or pen slze possibilities, 
video-terminal wlth graphie screen. 
The system uses a Fortran 77 compiler and works with Calcomp plot routines. The 
hardware configuratlon is shown In Fig. 8.6.2. 
During the GARIMAS 2 crulse the system was used mainly for collecting and graphie 
dlsplaying of oceanographlc data. 
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FIG. 8.6.2: COMPUTER SYSTEM USED FOR THE REGISTRATION AND PROCESSING 
OF OCEANOGRAPHIC DA TA 
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8.7 Damages and Losses 
The GARIMAS 2 cruise was one of the most successful cruises concerning the 
prevention of damages and lasses of research equipment. A number of 24 more 
or less minor damages (GARIMAS 1: 36) and 3 losses (GARIMAS 1: 7j occurred. 
























l i .10.85 
13.10.85 
14.10.85 
Test GTVB. Telemetry box flooded. 
30 GTVB. Side walls of the grab bended out of shape. 
42 GTVC. Water Impact within one fioo dlight. 
Test GTVC. Cabie went out of running roller and got damaged. 
56 GTVC. Break down of floodilght due to broken saiety glass. 
58 D. Mounting of Plnger was broken. Pinger hung at its safety rope. 
66GTVA. Cable stopper damaged. 
76 FSO. Benthos-camera defect. 
89 FSO. Break down of Benthos flashlight. 
93 D. Chain dredge including swivel sheared off at bottom and get 
lost. Due to the shock during breaklng, the pinger (EG+G) slipped 
out of its mountlng and went lost. 
101 GTVC. Hydraulic cylinder bended; it had to be exchanged. 
103 GTVC. Water Impact in telemetry box. 
108 GTVC. Swltch within hydraullc unit defect. 
110 FSO. Failure of Benthosflashiight. 
117 GTVB. Cable damaged. 
118 GTVB. Hydraullc unit defect. 
148 FSO. Water impact In plnger. 
165 FSO. Cable damaged. 
168 GTVC. Fallure of hydraullc motor. 
177 GTVC. Switch withln hydraullc unit defect. 
180 GTVB. Swltch wlthin hydraulic unlt defect. 
193 FSO. Cable damaged. 
201 GTVA. Water impact in battery. 
216 GTVC. Sea water wlthin 4 battery ceils. 
223 GTVC. Hydraulic cylinder bended and floodiight defect. 




9. LOGISTICS, TRANSPORT, SUPPL Y AND COMMUNICA TlONS 
The first leg of the cruise GARIMAS 2 started on July 24, 1985 at Honolulu and ended 
on July 21, 1985 at Balboa (Panama). Besldes the embarkation of one geophysicist 
and one eJectronlcian from Preussag no sclentific staff participated In the first leg 
and no material was loaded in Honolulu. 
In Balboa the main refittlng of the vessel took place. 310 tons of fuel and 10 tons 
of oll were taken over. Three 20' containers wlth sclentlfic equlpment were loaded. 
Two of them (open-top-contalners) rema lned on the ship and one was removed 
after unloadlng. Addltlonally 6 boxes of airfrelght were delivered and loaded and 
one workshop container (10') was taken on board. Besides the loading of fuel and 
equipment the sclentiflc staff comprising 17 people was embarked in Balboa. 
400 IUres of battery acid were dellvered from the local agent (see below). Before 
leavlng Balboa for the Galapagos worklng area first analyses revealed that the acid 
was not good enough for using It In ba tterles. Wlthin 12 hours new acid wlth a suf-
flcient quallty could be delivered. 
The next port call was In Manta (Ecuador) on August 13, where three people disem-
barked and 5 people embarked. Two of the embarking people were guest sclentists 
from Ecuadorlan institut ions. Durlng this port call the ship fuelled 150 tons and one 
20' container wlth scientlfic equipment was loaded. 
The third leg ended on September 2 at Manta where agaln 10 members of the scienti-
fic and nautical crew were embarked and disembarked. 
Durlng the next port call (17./18.9.) 9 people disembarked and 6 people embarked. 
Addltlonally one 20' container wlth 10 tons of geological sampies was unloaded and 
sent back to Berkhöpen. One empty 20' container and 2 boxes of alrfrelght were 
taken on board. 
The cruise ended on Oetober 19 at Callao (Peru) where the scientiflc staff dlsembarked. 
In Callao the demobilization took place. Two 20' containers wlth sclentlfic equlpment 
and sampies, one 10' workshop container and three boxes of airfreight were unloaded. 
The communication by telex and phone wlth the company bases in Hannover and 
Berkhöpen revealed no problems. For the most part communleations went via San 
Franciseo Radio. 
The agent In Balboa (Panama) was: 





Telex RCA 8811; phone no. 62-4956 
The agent In Manta (Ecuador) was: 




Telex 3371. 3641; phcne no. 511360. 
The agent in Callao (Lima) was: 
Cosmos Agencla Maritima S.A. 
P.O. Box 33 
Miller ~O. Officias 901/903 
Cailao/Peru 
Telex 26039; phone 29 93 67. 
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10. COOPERA TlON W1TH ATLANTlS 11 / ALVIN 
The presence of R/V ATLANTlS 11, carrylr.g the research submarine AL VIN, and of 
MS SONNE, equlpped wlth heavy duty sampllng gear, at the same time near the 
sulphlde sltes of the Galapagos Ritt provided unlque opportunlUes of scientlflc-technlcal 
cooperatlon in marine mineral research. 
The two vessels operated In the same area of the Galapagos Ritt near long. 86°W 
(for 18 days (Sept. 27 to oct. 14, 1985). 
Allwas under contract of NOAA. R.R. Baker was the master of the shlp, R.M. Hollis 
the chief pilot of AL V1N and Dr. R. Embley the chief sclentlst, asslsted by Dr. A. Malahoff, 
who, durlng prevlous AL V1N operations, had located the famous sulphlde occurrences 
of locatlon A. 
The other members of the scientlflc party were: D.B. Foster and W.J. Seilers (pHots); 
J. Borden, J. Salzig, P.D. Tlbbetts, K.J. Mc. Gerge (ALVIN technlclans); T. Francls 
(U.K., 1.0.5., reslstlvlty measurements); M. Perfit (Florlda Unlv., petrology); J. Jonasson 
(Canad. Geol. Surv., economlc geology); St. Jones (NOAA, electronlclan); R. Avery, 
A. Silver (Seabeam techniclans); A. Arqult, M. Jackson (Unlv. Hawaii, grad. stud.); 
L. Frltz (Rutgers Unlv., blologist); M. Tlvey, S. Hanneman (grad. students, magneto-
metry); T. Urabe, M. Yuasa (Japan, geol. survey). 
There were also three persons of a television team of the Westgerman Broadcasting 
Corp. on board ATLANTIS 11 (Tesche, Thorwarth, Mikellc). 
The maln goal of the A 11 / AL VIN operation was the detalled observation of the sulphlde 
bodies of locatlon A withln a transponder navigation network. The place had been 
visited during prevlous dlves (1001,1002,1128, 1129) and durlng Preussag's cruise 
GARIMAS 1 by MS SONNE. The associatlon of (part of ?) the sulphldes wlth tectonic 
displaeements, leadlng to mlnerallzed breeeias, was of special interest at this loeatlon, 
and the t!mlng of these events eould be a major resu!t of the new AL VIN dives. Other 
Important operations of ALVIN at loeatlon A were the tests of geophyslcal methods 
to locate and to measure sulphlde bodles. Eleetrieal reslstlvlty and magnetie measure-
ments were carrled out. 
From October 8 to 10 three dlves (1657 - 1659) were devoted to TV fllmlng at the 
low-temperature vents of Rose Garden (the film was teleeasted by the German tele-
vision NDR on May 29, 1986). Subsequent dives were earried out at the new hydro-
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thermal sites Location C, the silica chlrr.ney sl~e (dives 1660, 1663) and B (dlve 1661), 
the maln sulphide collectlon area of SONNE. 
Durlng nlghttime A " activltles comprlsed Seabeam mapping, mid-water magnetic 
tows, and dredging, mostly in the location A area and at the intersection of the Gala-
pagos Rift and the Inca Fracture Zone. 
Exchange of personnei, information and material during the stay of SONNE and ATLAN-
TIS 11 in the Galapagos Riff was very extensive and fruitful for both parties. E.g. Seabeam 
maps from SONNE were used to position ALVIN (jives, and eletrical measurernents 
on sulphide sampies were used to calibrate in sltu measurements. On the other slde, 
the A 11 biologist went through the SONNE photo serles to determine faunal elements, 
and DI. Malahoff entered his experlences at locatlon A into the runnlng SONNE operation 
at this slte. Of special interest for the interpretation of the SONNE data and sampies 
was the opportunity of SONNE's chief sclentist to dive, togp.ther wlth Dr. Emb!ey, 
at loeation B (dive no. 1661, for the track see flgs. 10.1 and 10.2). The known speclfic 
features of thls site and their interrelationship could be studled more closely: young 
pp lava In the nürth, an Irnportant tectonie IIne, followed towards the south by a 
horst structure built up by sheet lavas; associated hydrothermal produets (silicates, 
sulphides); flnally the maln horst strueture In the south, characterized by old PL 





















































































11. PROGRAM PERFORMANCE 
The program of GARIMAS 2 was focussed on the sampling of massive sulphides and 
the discovery of new massive sulphide occurrences and hydrothermal anomalies 
within that part of the Galapagos Rift area which belongs to the exclusive economlc 
zone (EEZ) of Ecuador. For this purpose a great number of different methods and 
Instruments were applled to get Information about the morphological structure of 
the area, about thc rock and water propertles, about anomalous distributions and, 
last not least, about massive sulphlde occurrences. The followlng chapters describe 
the performance of the different parts of the programme. 
11.1 Morphologlcal and Structural Mapplng 
The knowledge that hydrothermal actlve zones and metallic deposits are spreaded 
along the mld ocean ridges requires large efforts in mapplng the detailed seafloor 
morphology. before starting wlth time consuming expensive stationary work. In the 
new volcanlc zones of the ridges the sediment cover Is liftle and normally limited 
to faults fissures or valleys, wherefore the morphology reflects falrly weil the forces 
presently actlve in the area. Young faults are indlcated by steep, linear escarpments 
which usually trend in the direction of the ritt while constructed features like volcanic 
cones can be recognlzed by clrcular to lobated outllnes of morphological helghts. 
Since most easlly accessable hydrothermal products are found within the zero age 
zone, the early recognition of the rlft axis is of paramount importance. 
The recordings of the stabllized narrow-beam echo sounder ('Sehelfrandlot') even 
allow to recognize the dlrectlon of dipping of the faults whieh In turn statlstically 
indlcates the dlrection towards the riffaxls. 
The multibeam echo sounder 5eabeam is the most effective mapplng tool avallable 
on R/V SONNE. The system provldes real time plots of the bottom topography at 
a swath wide which corresponds to about 0.8 tlmes the water depth. These maps 
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are supplemented by the recordlngs of the stabllized narrow beam echo sound er 
runnlng at 20 or 30 kHz whlch present a more preclse plcture of narrow holes or 
steep slopes. 
Durlng crulse GARIMAS 1 the Galapagos Ritt has been mapped wlth Seabeam between 
85 Wand 96 W. Morphologlcal maps wlth scales 1 :20.000 and 1 :50.000 (1: 10.000 
locatlons A and B) had been manufactured and were avallable now for the GARIMAS 2 
campalgn. Durlng GARIMAS 1, however, (apart frorn areas A and B) transit navigation 
had to be used for all Seabeam tracks, wherefore the accuracy of these maps was 
IImlted. A total number of 468 supplementary profiles were run durlng GARIMAS 2 
wlthln the survey to extend complete and Improve the exlsting maps. The most of 
these tracks were based on the Global Posltlonlng GPS navigation. 
11.2 Water Sampllng and Physlcal Measurements 
The measurements of physical and chemlcal propertles and the sampllng of seawater 
above the Galapagos Rift (GR) were based on malnly two quest ions: 
a) Are fhere additional hydrothermal anomalies along the GR?, and 
b) How are the physical propertles and especlally the sound velocify wlfh in the wafer 
column above fhe GR? 
1.6 % of shlp time was spent on these investlgaflons. 
11.2.1 Water sampllng and Sampie Prepara tl on 
In comparlson wlth normal ocean deep wafer hydrothermal eff!uences reveal hlgher 
metal concentrations as for example Mn which Is up to 10 x 6 tlmes higher. The 
mefal-rich solution Is mixed up and diluted by the surroundlng deep wafer. If develops 
a plume of hydrothermally influenced wafer whlch shows besides the weil to dlstinguish 
metal-anomalies In some cases anomalIes of temperature, light attenuatlon cr sound 
velocity. Whereas the latter could be determlned directly In situ wlth the probes of 
the Multisonde the metal contents had to be determlned at wafer sampies wifhln 
the shlp's and ho me 13boratories. 
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Wlth the aim to sampie and measure hydrothermal plumes a number of 168 water 
sampies were taken on 14 locatlons (see Fig. 11.2.1). The dlstance between the 
different sampie positions was about 2 nautical mlles extendlng along the GR between 
85°42' and 86°17' W. One set of sampies was taken within a probably actlve area 
at 95°05' W. 
The sampling was carrled out wlth a rosette sampier whlch was equipped wlth 12 
non-metallic 5 I Niskln bottles. The sampling depth was 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 120, 
140, 160, 200, 250, 300 and 400 meters above the seafloor. The sampling depth 
was determlned wlth the pressure probe and the bottom toucher of the Multisonde. 
Dlrectly after sampling the water sampies partly were filtered and flxed (see Tab. 
11.2.1). 
TAB. 11.2.1 sAMPLE PREPARATION 
====================================================================== 
sAMPLE 




















determination of the entlre partlculate Mn-
contents 
determination of the entire dissolved and un-
dissolved organic matter and nutrients 
====================================================================== 
11.2.2 . Multisonde Measurements 
Durlng GARIMAs 2 the STD-measurements carried out wlth the multl-sensing probe 
Multisonde mainly should help to discover hydrothermal anomalies along the GR and 
to gather information about them. This interest focussed the attention on the deep 
wafer body same 400 m above the seafloor. So me supplementary measurements 
were carrled out to provide temperature. sallnity and sound velo city profiles over 
the entire water column for the calibration of the Seabeam system. Altogether a 
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number of 15 STD- proflles were measured (Tab. 11 .2.2). They were preprocessed, 
plotted and controlled dlrectly after measurement. 
In ANNEX 2 hard-coples of the bottom-near sectlon of the on-Une plots are pres~nted. 
From these profiles the temperature and light transmission data were of sp~cial interest, 
when searchlng for hydrothermal an oma lies. For thls reason a :;peclal attention was 
attached to these data. Nevertheless the pre-evaluatlon performed on board dld 
not reveal any anomaly of deep water propertles. 
Flnally It should be mentioned that the multl - sens!ng system revealed only small 
mlsfunctions and worked nearly w lthout any down time. 
11.2.3 Current Measurements 
Information about current veloc:ty and dlrection above the GR gathered dur!ng former 
cruises show that there is a high variability In the current pattern of that area. There-
fore the necessity of supplementary current measurements was obvious. One current 
meter was moored together with a transponder of the underwater navigation array 
at about the same position IIke the former CUrrE:nt meter stations (see Fig. 11.2.1). 
The instrument was suspended for aperlod of 81 days. All station data are collected 
and presented within the station record {Tab. 11.2.3}. 
A short pre-processlng of the current meter data demonstrated that the Instrument 
worked wlthout fallures. 
Selected data gathered from Multisonde and current meter measurements are presented 
wlthin Chapter 11.8 of thls report. 
--, 
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POSITION WATER DEPTH REMARKS 
o 46.215 2575 m 
85 54.674 
o 46.212 2559 m 
85 56.032 
o 45.721 2626 m 
85 52.789 
o 47.701 2505 m 
86 03.920 
o 46.132 2493 m 
86 00.403 
o 46.467 2590 m 
85 58.169 
bad 02 values 
o 48.858 2491 m 
86 12.628 
o 49.014 2448 m 
86 17.036 
0.45.496 2685 m 
85 44.477 
o 45.173 2642 m 
85 48.058 
o 45.260 2626 m 
85 49.786 
o 45.073 2689 m 
85 42.031 
2 37.810 2986 m 
95 05.317 








TAB. 11.2.3: - 69-
RECORD CURRENT MEASUREMENTS 
RESEARCH VESSEL: SONNE 
CRUISE : GARIMAS 2 
I STATI ON No. : SO 39 - 03 es 
SEA AREA : Galaoaaos Rift 
85 deo. area 
PROTOCOL : J . Pos t 
CURRENT METER MOORING ...± 
CURRENT METER PROF ILER -
SUR FACE DRIFT BUOY -
UNDERWATER DRIFT FLOAT -
1. 2. 
SUSPENDING RECOVERING POSITION CHECK POSITION CHECK 
DATE : ~m85 
START OF OPERAT ION 13 so 
REACHING OP DEPTH 14.42 
END OF OPERATION 14.25 --I LAT N 0°45.53 0 , 0 I 0 , POSITION I LONG. W 85° 53.82 , 0 / 0 , 0 , 
WATER DEPTH (m) ( m) -- _ .. _- (m) (m) 
ECHO SOUNDER (UNCORR.) - -- f---
MATTHEWS CORRECTED 2520 
BRINE CORRECTE_D _ __ -t- ---- ------1--- - -
WIND SPEED kn 8 
WIND DIRECTION 0.,( I 240 -
SEA STATE m 1.0 - -
SWELL m 1.0 - -
CLOUDINESS l<Ja 8 
~USR~~%~N~ET~OR 1 2 3 -~+-- 5 6 7 8 6742 
REC. START 
DATE 26.7.8[ I 
TIME 12.20 -
REG. END 
DATE 14.10 J: 12 -- _ .. -- i----. 
TIME 2l.li --- -r----. 
OPERATION DEPTH 2410 
REMARKS : 20 minutes recording interval 
a11 times in GMT 
PREUSSAG AG , DEPT OF ~,,1A f ?I f.(E TECHNOLOGY, f -l f~!:i NOVER , FED REP GERMANY 
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11.3 Visual Seafloor Investlgations 
The vlsual mapplng of seafloor structures was one of the maln tasks of GARIMAS 2. 
29 % of the total available shlp time were devoted to the visual observation by TV-
or photographic systems. Two systems were employed: 
The OFOS c;ledge, equipped wlth telev !sion cameras (black/whlte and colour) 
and photo cameras for 24 x 36 mm film 
Three types of grab-systems, equlpped wl!h black and whlte TV-cameras. 
Whlle the OFOS-sledge (Ocean E.!oor Observation ~stem) excluslvely served to 
map the boffom structures, the grab-system was mainly used to sampie hydrothermal 
features and the TV-record was obtalned as a by-product. 
The OFOS seafloor mapplng was performed for three different tasks: 
• to verlfy the o-age axls of the spreadlng center In unknown are"l.s by determina-
tion of the sediment cover and appearance (freshness) of lava flows 
• to verlfy volcanlc and tectonlc elements of the spreading axls, prevlously recognlzed 
resp. deduced from bathymetilc maps 
to localize places wlth hydrothermal activl!y and products and map the slze of 
these areas. 
In total 62 OFOS-statlons were placed, resultlng In 30 426 colour sildes of the seafloor. 
The total time of TV-Video-records obtalned by OFOS amounts to 202 h, the TV-records 
~ of the grab·.systems (GTVA, GTVB, GTVC) sum up to 221 h. The total TV-record time 
amounts to 18 days. 
Usually locations fOi vlsual OFOS-profiles were chosen on the basis of bathymetrlc 
maps or at least a Seabeam swath. GeneraJly the comblnatlon of TV and photography 
was applled. The seafloor and the dlstance to the seafloor were observed continuously 
by TV, and the camera was released manuaJly. Thus overl-'lpplng photos could be 
shot at Important sltes, and recordlng rates could be reduced In uniform environments. 
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Good plctures were obtalned at boftom dlstances between 3 and 10 metres. 
Off bottom the position of the sledge was controlled by plnger signals whlch determlned 
the dlstance to the ocean floor (Flg. 11.3.2). Typlcal photo profiles were about 0.5 
to 2 nautlcal mlles long. The geographie position of the sledge wlth respect to the 
shlp's position was elther determlned by a RS 904 ultra-short base line system during 
GPS- or SATNAV-navlgatlon or by an EGG-subtransponder wlthln ATNAV-arrays 
(Locatlon B). The sied ge pOSitions of all stations were Immediately processed on 
board and plotted by the VAX/CALCOMP-system. 
Durlng TV-seafloor observation the features observed were on-Une stored In the 
VAX-computer and correlated wlth time, cable length and water depth (GEO-program). 
After termination of the station or after completlng one 30 m film, the lafter was 
developed immediatelyon board. All photos produced during GARIMAS 2 are sildes. 
The slides were descrlbed on board. 
'Nhlle the Interpretation of the black and whlte TV re cords Is dlfflcult and amblguous, 
the phot os clearly show the nature of the seafloor. In a data fleld on each photo 
the followlng information Is presented: first row: hours, mlnutes; second row: seconds, 
days; thlrd row: bottom distance In metres up to 9,9 m maximum. The results of photo-
graphie stations occupled durlng crulse SO 39 are summarlzed In Table 11.3.1. 
An example of a bottom-photo Is presented wlthln the photo tables attached at the 
end of thls report. 
Outside the photo stations, TV observation was malnly used to select sampie points. 
For thls purpose the different types of TV-grabs (GTVA, GTVB, GTVC) were slowly 
moved over prospectlve areas. Outside the neo-volcanlc zone of the riff thls operation 
was rendered dlfflcult by sediment turbidlty In the water caused by the up and down 
movement of the Instruments. In the maln working area (Locatlons A and B) obJects 
to recover are partly buried by unconsolidated sediments. Dlscrlmlnation between 
sulfides, brecclas and certaln types of ponded lava requires much experlence. 
The total number of TV profiles obtalned durlng GARIMAS 2 was 166 (OFOS + TV-grab), 
62 of whlch were comblned wlth photographlng (OFOS). 
Shlp's speed durlng OFOS-statlons was adJusted to 0.5 to 1 kn (= 0.25 - 0.5 m/sec) 
In order to avold rlsks of damage or loss In dangerous areas (scarps, faults, fissures). 
A set of tables and flgures Is attached presentlng the followlng information: 
Fig. 11.3.1: Regional distribution of FS-(OFOS)-statlons 
Fig. 11.3.2: Control of OFOS-seafloor dlstance by 16 kHz record 
Tab. 11.3.1: List of photo-profiles (OFOS) 
Tab. 11.3.2: List of TV-profiles (OFOS + GTV) 
Tab. 11.3.3: Classlficatlon of seafloor structures (GEO-on-lIne data) 
Tab. 11.3.4: On-line record of TV-observed geologlcal data. 
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J=, 95005'-94°25' ; 
" 6. I, 3,66.69.92.9T.156l 
2 ' t-- 950"47' -95°1 IJQZI..-'lOJ.'l.!'!:-~ 
I 
92~25'-91°35' , ,90°55'-90°35' 
m 91°21'-90°30' 
I IDl Ii62I ~ In 36 37 381 
+-
~ 88°/.5'-87°30' 87°35'-86°55' 
" +-.------ - 0 50 lQOkm -------1---- ---- - - E~~~~~~~~~~9~OcOO~~~" ~-8~8":5E5E'~~~'~~~~~~'~f.~~~~~;~~-+--! ! ! / 
I 
/





Lateral d,splacements ~ 89000'-87"55' 
I ~ I , . . 
9)' 92' 9" 90' 19' 
REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF FS-(OFOS)-ST A TlONS 
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TAB. 11.3.1: LI~T OF PHnTO PROFILES fGARtMAS 
'iT i\Tr n"l 'lAT L AT ln T~D~ 
I:R O'1 rn FRn~ TO 


















I ~l -Fsn ll . ~q 2 1. nB 02 .1 Q J 5.3 8 4 5 1 li.).Z 
--------,------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
J A3 - F SO 21.0~ 2~. 06 21 .24 ~6 .07 7 55 1 , . 1. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
V8b -FSO ~2.0~ 2~.0 8 21.~8 23.4Q 3 30 15 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-------------------------
J RB-CSO 23 . 0 3 21.0B 14.11 17.~1 4 32 17.5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
J gQ- Fsn ?4. J ~ 24 . 03 0 1. 0 1 0 3.4 6 42 4 1 8 . 13 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
" QZ -F Sl1 2 4. ()~ Z':'.O g 1C). O·Q 22 .4t 2 633 27 TdRHI D WAT F R (ACTIVE 5 i'"lOKER n 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ~ 
Q4- c SO 2 5. 0 Q 20 . 08 23.17 J 3.17 573 24.7 
Q5-FSO 26 . 0 Q 2~.0 8 15.45 L9 . 05 47 5 lq.7 
------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
J 'f6-~SO 27. ()~ 27 . 08 03 . 0 1 0 4.35 214 q.5 
9 7- FSO 27. 08 2 7 .08 20.32 22.54 322 14.2 
105 - FSO 30 . 0 R )().08 21.1h 22 .53 282 li. B 
11 0- C 50 0 1. 0 Q Ol. O ~ 0 1.30 05.13 771 31 
111-Fs n 05 . 0 Q 0 5.0 9 O ~.~3 ~ 6.50 24 0 11. 1 
116-~SO 07.01 07.0~ 0 1.1~ 0 1.56 430 17. 7 
lZj-FSO 08.09 OA . 0 ~ 15.25 lq.O~ 6 8 6 30.') 
130-FSO oq.OQ 0 1.09 1Q.1 2 23 . 0 1 70 4 :~ o . ':i 
133-FSO 10.Oq 1 0 .09 16.26 22.11 762 10.5 
TAB. 11.3.1: L I') T :JF P'~lT ;j P RJFTL F S fG AQPIA'; so ) ... ~q ) 
STÄT T1N l AT ~ AT'\ 'l fTf1 M 'Jil .fJ ~ FIL'1- CO- F P A'1·-
~ Q UM Tl l=D !l"l TO PH Orns L~~~ TH PI FO Fn :~ E"\ AKKS 
1 37- F s n 1 2 . ) Q l~ . Y} 02 . 340 ">.2 2 456 19.,,> 
llq-r-S iJ 1 2. i<) U . 0 9 19. 46 21. 3 1 17q >1 . :; 
H ') - c ') f.l 1 J . ;,i ! 1 1. \) =t ' ) ? • 33 0 5 . ~ 5 ')hQ 2? H 
14l-C Sl 1 3 . 00 11. 0 1 18 . 10 20 . 04 13q 7.4 <) 
----_._------------------------------ --- -------_ ._--------------------------------------------,...-------------_._--
141-FS O 14. 0 0 14. 0 Q 00 .4~ u 2. 20 253 1 ~) . h 
14 ~-FSO l~. jq 1 4 .J9 16 . 20 l A.1 9 32 0 l~.q 
14 0 - F~O 15. QQ 1 5 . ~ 9 0 0 .17 J 3. S7 77 0 'W . ') 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 43- C SO 15 . 0 q 1 ~ . J1 1~ . 4 0 21 . ~5 774 
141 -~ SU 16 . 0Q ~6 . ~1 0 0 .~ 6 0 3.01 4 32 
1 "l Z -1= S (1 2 1 • () Cl 2:;" . ') i 1 q • 2. () 2 1 • 4 1 401 
lSj-F 50 ~2 . 0 Q 2~.nq 0 2.3 2 U6 . 0 i 710 
1 ') . '} 
l;l . 3 
l>l,. \} 




lS4 - c sn 22. 0 ~ 22 . )0 17.4 ~ 22 .37 7613 30 • .:; 
15 5- Fsn 2 1 . 0 9 21 . 0 ~ 01 .23 J 6 .1 3 61 ') 25 ... 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 'i Ö - 1= ) [J ? 3. ) 1 Z 4 • -I 9 1 8 . 1 0 ') 1 • ') 3 7 41 3 1) . i 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 . ~7-FS O 2 4. j CJ 2s . n ~ 1~.4~ ~0 .37 744 'j 0 . 5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
162 - 1=50 ? 7. )Q 27. 0 1 00 .1 6 0 3.5 9 710 30 . 5 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
165-1=$ 0 27. 0 Q 27 . J9 1 3 .51 20 . '5 ) 320 14.7 
--~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
16h-FSO 29 . 09 2 1 . J9 0 1.11 02 .1 8 19 .. 7.9 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
167-FSO Z6. 0 Q 2 R. ) Q 13.33 15.22 32~ 14.5 
-----------"----------------------------------------------------------------------------~----------------------
TAB. 11.3.1: _IST OF PH~TO PQJFILES (GARI MAS 2 SO 19» 
-----------------------------~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
~TATr~N l AT F AT 'lOTT n "1 
FROM rn FPO~ TO 
172-F50 30. 0 9 3 J.09 01.22 04.0 0 
Nn.OF FrL~­
PHo ros L F~ GTY 






17 6- ~SO J 1.10 01 .10 0 1.12 01.57 737 10.5 ~RONG DAT E: 31.5 EP. , COkRECT: 1. OCT. 
17 g- ~Sn 02 . 10 07 .10 o FILM NOT TRANSPORT EO 
l R2 - C SJ 02. 10 02.10 ,lQ. OO lq.47 270 10 . 5 LIGHT lEAK UNTIL 1Q.üO ( OEYELOPING BATHJ 
1 8 3-~S O J 3.1 0 0 3.10 0 0. 07 03 .3 6 6 8 4 28.2 
1 86-1=50 01 . 1n 0 3.1) lQ. Oh 23.30 746 30.5 
1 3 7- C SG 0 4.1 0 0 4.10 0 3.41 06 .1 0 724 30.5 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------~--------------------------
190- FSO 0 4.1 0 04 .1 J 19.3~ 22.23 733 l0."i 
1ql- ~sn 05 .10 05.1J 0 1.51 04.17 724 3 0 . '5 
193 -FS Q 05 .1 0 03 .1 0 1 U.22 2 2.47 6 70 27.ß 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------_._-----------------------




1 Q7- FSO 06.10 06 .1 : 21.11 Z1.40 '537 ~ 5. 8 FROH 23.26 PH OTOS BLACK ( 82 PHOT OS U~~XP ü SE O' 
lQ S- FSO 0 7. iO 0 7 .1 0 02.21 05 .17 675 2P'. Ü 
--------------------------------------_._----------------------------------------------------------------------
1Q 9-F sn 07.10 0 7.1 J 14. 5 q lb.4 B lt,Q R. O 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
20b-Fs n 09 .1 0 on.1 ~ OQ.05 10.5 0 431 18. 1 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
20B-Fsn 09.10 01.1 0 18.3Q 21.17 75 ,~ 30.5 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~------------------------
211- C SO 10.10 10.1D OB.30 üQ.~O 277 12.0 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
212-~sn 10.10 10.10 1 0 .47 12.2U 474 18.0 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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~ I J " .. 
--- -- - - _._--- ---- ---------------- -------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------
TAB. 11.3.2: Lr~T GF TV-p ? J~r ~E ~ ( S ~ P'~A~ Z 
"Ti~T I 'Vi 
JO l-GTve 
"1 " T - ' ' \ . 
i-"I.J" ~ ~ 1 
~J (I ö - I~ T V C ,( ? ;) 7 '" , 7 ..... ' • oJ . 
T !\ P ;~ . !\ T ,~ rHT ' 1"1 
l1 ' j Cl~: t: l= f' ·n Tl 
16 . 4 2 1 q.:; 3 16 .4 ~\ 1~ .'t 6 
-; ,~ 7 - t; T V l: ,'1. ,'J -'2 :) • ~; 7 ?,~. 0 h Ch "3 . 5 ,) ;: j • u d \ ) ( I • ,. '7 
') 1 1- r. T v r: ., < • n ., 2. () • ,,7 0;"' . 1 ;\ 0 4 • ;:, ') Q 2 • 1.'J U 4 • 2 iJ 
0 1 2- GTVC 29. 0 7 ;~ . O ? 1 0 . 75 11.4 8 10 .2 6 10.4U 
[11 (") - r, T V ': 30 . i) 7 }) . J 7 18 . 03 l Q.IQ 1 6 .01 1q . ll 
RE "1 A~)K S 
T[': ST QF GR AR 
TUFl: 1° . 30 
o l 1 - r, T V C '11 . ,;p '\:' . :1 7 08 .'. 7 .,J f, • '5 J C l i • 4, ~ ij h. "i 1 T (] F 1 ~ 0 3 . "t ö 
'j ::f) - '~ TV r:. :) 1 .. r; ~ ~) : .. ~ ;) ')2 • I.:' 1 , ., ) ' .,) l. « <. 1 02.0 "i \' 2 . ::' 9 
~ !l- r.T V C J l. ü q Jl . JS 0 3. ~h 04 . C ~ C3 . ~q 0 4. ) 1 
n :H i - (; r v "~ '\ 2 • 'I ;~ ,):> . ') 3 ()l. 1. 1 ,) 2 • ') 4 0 i • 1 ') :) 2 • 4 d 
, 
, 
s n ~ q ) 
H1N2 : 19.37 
TON2: 0 3 .47 





0 10- GTV1 03 . cR )1.0 8 0 4.3~ Oq . UR 04 .37 oq . j] rUF l: 0 8.?7 , TON 2: 0 8.Z~ 
)1J-~TV~ 0 3 . 0 8 J4 . J8 2 3 .3 ) 00 . 32 2 3 .3 ') 00 . 21 ~~ 9 ECORO I NG : JO . Z6 TU 00 . 3 1 
--------------------------_._----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
()14-r,T V i ~ 0 4 . 0 :1 )4. ) 8 02 .~ 6 O ~.4 G 0 2 . ~~ J ~. 3ö 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------------
) L) - (, l' V /1. '} 4. (j 4 ) 't • ~j ' l '] Cl • ::; Q 1. 0 . 5 q 1 (. . ) 4 1 () • 3 n 
-------------------------------------------------------------------_._-----------------------------------------
11b- GTVA 0 4 .0 R 0 4. )8 13.~1 14.33 l3 .~l 14. 2~ 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 17- GTV A 0 4. 0R 0 4. 0 R 17. 02 1~ .2o 17. 01 l R .l~ 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
J JB-GTVC 0 4. 08 J4 . 03 2 1.5~ 2 2.21 21 .5 6 22 . 10 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------




TAB. 11.3.2: LIST OF Tv-D~OFrLES (GAPl~lS 2 50 391 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
S TA TI nN nAT ::= 




FRU.M TfJ RE"1ARKS 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
J 4 0-~TV~ 05.08 O~.08 Ob.3? OA.41 0 6.13 OR.32 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
0 41-GTVC 0 5. 08 0 5.08 11.44 13.1) 11.47 13. 0 6 
-----------------------------------------------------------_._-------------------------------------------------
0 ~ 2 - G TV C 05 . 0 ~ a5.J~ 16.3q 18.27 16.1q 1 8 .~ ~ TnF1:17.23 , TONZ:17.59 , ND RE CO RO : 1.8.1') Ta 18.22 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
0 43- GT V ~ Ob.08 06. 08 00.26 04. 0 3 OO. Zq 03.54 TOF1:03.1G , r ON2: 0 3.11 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
047-GTVC 07.08 0 7 .08 01.SQ 03.19 02.0~ 03.14 
--~-------------------------------------------------------------------_._--------------------------------------
050- GTVC 07.n8 07 .03 12. 59 11.0~ 13.01 11. 04 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
JS 1-~TVA 07.08 0 7.08 17. 0 Q 17.27 17.10 17.22 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
0 ~2-~TYC 0 7. 0~ 1~.ad 21.3 0 23.55 ?l.~J 23.5~ ~o p~CcRn:21.~6 TO 23.1q 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
~ 53-r,TVC 0 8.0R J5.J3 0 3.17 06.11 03.2 0 Oh .)~ TOF1:O~.14 • TON2:05.36 
------_._------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
0~5 - r,T V C 08.08 OR . J3 1~.3q 14.48 14.41 14.41 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
056- ~TVC 03.0R O~ .üB 17.4 0 19.56 17.41 lq.5~ 
057-~TVC 09.0A OQ. 0 8 02.06 0 4.42 02.1 0 04.4 0 
16 0-~TV C 09 .08 0q . J~ 1ö.16 17.45 16.18 17.41 
0 61-GTVC O ~.08 01 .) 8 21.43 23.10 21.47 23.~~ 
063-~TVC lO.OR 10.03 11.1 6 11.43 11.18 11.41 






065-GTVC 10.08 1J.08 20.~4 21.57 20.55 21.50 
0 6b-GTVA 11.0R ll.08 0 7.10 09.28 07.12 OQ.28 ~o RFCORD: 0 7.37 TO 08 .01 
0 68-GTVA ll.OR 11.08 16.49 18.44 16.49 18.38 
------------------_._---------_ ..... _---_._-_._------------------------------------------------------------ ----------
TAB. 11.3.2: LIST o~ TV~pPJFILE5 (GA RI MAS 2 SO 3q) 
_. . 
-----------_ ._------------,--~--_._-------------~----------------------------------------------------------------
')TATI'lN lA T::: 
CR OM Trl 
TAP f: 
O ~4 fJFF 
-AT '3 f1TTQ'1 
FR [J,,! rn · REJI1APKS 
---------------------~------------------------------------------------~---------------------------------------
0 7b-F SO 1 9 . 0 ~ l Q.J 3 03 .4 0 05. 0 Q· 0 3.44 0 §.J8 
--------------------------------~----_.'.~------_ ..... _------------------------------_._------------------------------
:) 7 8 -1=5 0 20 . 08 2 0 . 0 8 0 3. 0 1 0 5.45 03.03 05.44 ReON/ OFF: 04.2 0 04.37 
,') Rl. - cSO 2 1. D? 21. 8R 02 .19 0~.3 9 02 . 2 4 O~.3 d ~CON/ O FF:02 .36 0?4 2 , 0 4.40 iJ 4.4'f 
.') 83 - r":<:;O 21. 08 22 . J3- 2 3.1q 06. 0 ~ 2 3. 24 0 6.07 qt O N/ O F: 2 .43-3.20,3. 5 7-~. 4 6,T OF1: l .24,TON/OF2:2.2 b - 5 .31,TO ~ 3:5.34 
!) ~6- F S 0 22. 08 2 2 .0 8 21.4~ 23.50 21.48 23.4q 
0 98- FSO 2 3 • 08 2 1. :) .q . ' 14 • 13 .-1 8 . 0 b 14 .11 1 8 . J 4 Ren N / i) F :14 • 1 q -1 4. 35 , 113 . 00-1 8 . 0 4 ., TOF1:17.1 b , r ON2 : 1 7. J.. 7 
--------------------~--~-------------- ---------------------------------------------------_._-------------------
,) in -F Sf1 2 4. 0 8 24. 0 8 O O . ~8 03. 4 6 01. 0 1 0 1.46 RCON/OFF: Ol. 37-02.24 , 0 3.3Q-ü 3.46 
:-n Z- FS'l 2 4. n ~ ~ 4. G 3 .19 . 0 5 2 2 .4 5 19.08 ~2.43 DCON/ n FF:l q .LJ-1Q.1Q 20 .23-20 .10 
'H 4-FS O 2 5. 08 26. JA .Z3.16 03 . 20 2 3~ . 1 9 Q3.1 8 PCON/QFF: 0 1.53-0Z. 0 0 , 03 . 0 2- 0 3.19 
)Cl 5- F S n 2b. 0 S 2b. b ~ 1~.42 1 9 . 09 15~45 lq. 8 ~ TnFl:1 8 . 4 7 ., TO N2:1 B. 52 
!) (J&-Fs n 27.0 8 2 7.J d 0 3. 00 0 4.31 0 3. 0 1 0 4.36 ~ CON/ O FF: 0 3.1 9 - 0 3.26 
TOF1: 2 2.1 u , TU N2 :22.11 




) <17-F5 0 27.0 8 27. 03 20 .3b 22.5~ 20 .3 8 22.54 PCON/ OFF: 20 .5 B-ll. 09 
---_._-------'----- -------------------------- -,------------------------------------------_ .... _---------------------
IJI -GTVC 29. 0 ~ 29 . C ~ 19.4 8 20. 00 19 .5 0 19.54 ADOITIONAl RECOR D FR OM 2 0 .02 Ta 20. 08 
---- ---------------- ------_ .. _-------------------------- --------------------------- - - ---------------- ---------
l 0 2- G rv ~ ZQ. OB 10. Ja 23.2 5 0 1.3Q 2 3 . 26 U8.36 T J ~1: 0 l.17 , r QN2: 0 Z.1 ~ 
-------------------,----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --
L 0 3- ~ TVC 1 0 . 0 ~ 1 0 . J B 08 . 06 0 8. 1 ~ OH . Oh O ~ .14 
--------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------------------------------104-GTV ~ 30.08 1n.ÖB 16.37 18.15 1b.19 lB.LZ 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
l05-F50 10.08 30. 0 J 21.34 22.54 21.36 22.54 RCON/OFF: 22. 0 9-22.34 
-~------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------------------------------------
l Ob-GTVg 31. 0 831. 0 3" '0 2.'20 :'1)4:2702. 2 804.21 
--------_._-------\------------...;,-:.:..~.:..~ -~ ..... ~.-~-:- ~..-....-~ ":'" - ~~--------------------------------------------------------------












108-GTVC 31.08 31.08 14.59 16.32 15.00 16.29 




110-FSO 01.09 Ol.Og 01.28 05.20 01.30 05.L9 RCON/OF:02.33-02.45,02.48-03.12,03.59-05.19,TOFl:04.33,TON2:0 •• 34 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~----------------------
Ill-FSO 05.09 05.09 05.50 06.50 05.53 06.50 RCON/OFF:Ob.16-06.50 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~--------------
112-GTVB 05.09 05.09 14.24 14.41 14.26 14.31 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~----------------------
113-GTVR OS.Og O~.09 10.31 18.18 16.39 18.17 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~----------------------
114-GTVA 06.09 06.09 04.39 09.20 04.41 09.15 TOFl:01.43 , TON2:07.45 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
115-GTVB Ob.09 06.09 12.05 16.53 12.09 16.52 TOFl:l5.56 , TON2=15.56 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
116-FSO 07.09 07.09 01.33 03.59 01.35 03.59 RCON/OFF:Ol.4D-Ol.~3 , 02.30-02.3~ • 02.45-03.13 
CD 
117-GTVB 07.09 07.09 14.28 15.31 14.30 15.28 ... 
118-GTV8 07.09 07.09 20.48 21.40 20.53 21.33 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~---------------------
119-GTVA 08.09 08.0g 01.13 01.30 01.19 01.25 
~-------------------------------------------------------------------------_._----------------------------------
120-GTVA OB.Og 08.09 03.42 04.24 03.48 04.21 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
121-GTVA 08.09 08.~9 08.00 09.05 08.02 09.)1 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~----------------------
t22-GTV~ 08.0Q OB.Oq 11.15 2.14 111.16 12.13 RECORD OF GEO-DATA LOST 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-------~--------------
123-FSO 08.0q OS.Oq 15.21 lQ.08 15.25 19.08 RCON/OFF:17.25-19.08 , TOFl:18.30 • TON2:18.31 
-~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
124-GTVC 08.09 08.09 22.37 23.25 22.~4 23.34 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~---------------------
125-GTVC 09.09 09.0Q 01.~1 02.40 01.58 02.38 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_._---------------------
12&-GTVC OQ.Og 00.09 05.38 06.05 05.38 05.53 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TAB. 11.3.2: LIST OF TV-p~J~ILE5 (GARI~A5 2 SO 39) 
') T 4 r tr:H~ ,) ~T ': ThP C AT ~OTT~ M 
FRO "1 T 'l [J ~~ OFF F R Q~ Tn RF:MARKS 
L2 7-GTYC 09. 0 q oq. OQ 08.50 Oq.05 08 .52 Oq.Jl 
1 2 5-~TVC 0 9. 0 Q Oq.oq 12.21 17.43 12.29 12.40 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
L 21-~TV C oq. J Q OQ. oq 14.47 15.49 14.49 15 .47 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 30 -FS ll 0 9. 0Q Jq. J ~ 19.14 23. 0 1 19.1~ 23.00 Rcn N /OF~: 2 1.50 Tn 22. 0 2 , rOFi.:2Z.1Z , HlN2 :2i.14 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
131-GTVC 10.0Q lJ.09 05.38 0 7.26 05.40 07.18 ~J RFCO~O: 05.52 06.15 
--------------------------------------------'------------------------------------------------------------------
13Z-GTVC lO.Oq lO .J4 lO.l~ 11.~q lC.lb 13.43 TOFl:12.25 • rON2:12.21 , NO kE COkD FROH 11.4u TO 11.~9 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 B-FS 0 10 . 00 t O.J 'J 16. 2 4 22.12 16.27 22.11 RCON/ OF:16.28-16.35 • Ib.3 8 -1 8 .2~ , TOFl:19.2b , TÜN2 :1 Q.30 
lJit- GTVC 11. <)'") 11. 0 <1 04.22 0 7.':i3 0 4 • . ?4 0 7.49 TD!=1: 07. 2 0 , Tf);\/2: 07. 29 
L35-GTYC 11. 0g 11. O ~ 10.46 12.41 1u.4~ 12.37 ~ o RFCOR O: 12.04 12.12 
t17-1=5 0 12.09 1 1 . 0g 0 2.1 0 05.22 Ol .14 O ~.22 
13 S-GTVA 12. no 12. 0 q 0 8.43 09.37 08.45 JQ.32 
139-FS O 12. 0 Q 12.0q 19.31 21.32 19.46 21.32 
14 0-F50 13.09 1 3 . 0 9 0 2.3 0 05.45 02.31 J~.45 TOFl: 04. 21 , TONZ: OQ.2Z 
141-GTVA 13.0Q 13.09 12.4R 13.11 12.50 13. 0 7 
14 2-F, 0 l3. 0g 11. 09 18 . 04 20 .J4 18 .10 2J . ~4 




144-FSO 14.0Q 14 .)9 Ib.17 19.51 16.19 18.57 
14,>-FSO 15.0Q 15.D~ 00.14 04 .02 00.17 04 .Jl 
146-GTVC 15. 09 1~.09 10.13 10.33 10.14 10.30 
(7) ' 
-------f)-----------------------------------~:::.-----------------------------------------------------------------
TAB. 11.3.2: LfST OF Tv-oRJFILE5 (GAi;lIii1A) Z - SO 39) 
------------------ -~----------~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
',T ,\T!fJN :1A r r" p ;~ AT ~!lTTr'),,\ 
FR ,1"1 Tn fJ ' j 0 1= F FR'l~ rn REM Af'KS 
147 - G T V C L 5 . 0 Cl 1'). J '.} 12. <; q 1 5 . (j >3 13. () 0 15. J Z WJ R E C (IR n : 14.43 14.47 
14fj - F <) ,'j l:) . (',f) 15. :}'~ l ~ . J~ 21.55 1 6 .4 0 2 1.55 TJF1: 21.41 , TO N2 ! 21. 41 
1. 'i ')- F ') (] I b. '_)'~ 1h.Jq Du . 5 4 0 1.01 0 0 .i6 0 1. ] 1 , --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 5 U- ~ TV C lb.OG L h.J0 0 5.3 7 0 7. 00 05 .JQ 0 7. 00 
1'52-I=SO 21. 0 4 21 .) g 1 G .l) 21.53 19.20 21.52 
1':> 3- 1=') 1) ;:' Z • [) q .~,~. C ,/ 02 . ~ 0 J"i ~ 1':i Ü 2 • 3 2. J 6 . J 1 
1 ') 4-;::0::; 0 J2 . ,jG 22.JQ 17.4 ) 2? 3d 17.41-) ? Z.33 Ttl Fl: 20. 4 7, TO I-J2: t U . 1) 1 
l'!'5 -F SO ~3 .Ja 2 ~. OQ r 3 .1 ~ 0 6 .1~ 03.~4 Ob .13 
l"i ö-Fc;n 2 3. 00 '4. C~ 18 . 1 ~ 0 1.54 IB.ll 0 1. 5 3 T O ~1:z1. n 4,TfJN2:Z1. 0 b,TO~2:00 .11.TO N3:0 0 .14,TOF3:0~.19,TON~:03.21 
l ",,? - r:. Sr: 24.0Q 25 . J q Ih .41 oa . 3~ Lb .45 JO .37 TUF1:IQ.4 5 ,T GN2 :1Q.5 o ,T nFl: 22 .5 5 ,T ON3 :22.5b 
16 2 - F <;0 27. 0Q 27.Q -~ (j0 .11 ,) 4. (; {) ('(. .1 6 )4. }O TDF 1: 03 .1 t1 , r ON2 :0 3 .1l'3 
l~') -F SfJ ? 7. 0Q 27. ) 9 18.4 ~ Z1. ca I b .51 20.53 TV-SYST EM RREAKOO~N AT 20.53 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 Ö~) - r- S Cl '~ d . 0 q ,'. l • J 'l ') 1 • () R 02. 19 01 . 11 ,} 2 • 1 <} 
16 7- '-:,0 28 .0Q 28 . J Q 13.3 2 1~. 2 H 13.33 15.23 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I hB-~T v r 28 .00 ? ~. oq 21.0R 22 . ]8 2 1.10 ?2.3~ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_._------------------
I 6q -~TV3 2q.O~ 2'.OQ 02 .18 C7.52 02.22 07.~7 ~o QECOR O : 5 .41-b.v2,T OF 1:J.57,TO~/OF2: 3 .58-7.24,TON l: 7.30 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
l7Q-G T VB Zq .oq 2~.JQ 11.32 13.1 6 11.34 1].)1 
171-GTV R 29. 0 ° 2Q.J9 15.52 2 0 .~2 1 5 .5~ 20 .21 TOF1:1R. 57 , T IlN 2. : 1 q • 0 1 




TAB. 11.3.2: L IST 0 F T V - p ~ J J: H. E S ( I; AR I M A S Z. SO 39) 
5T<\TT ·lN ')/~T :~ r ,>\ i> '. IH ~OTH1'" 
;: RO.., Tl ON n;: F != ROM Tn L<EMA RKS 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~~-
t 7 3-GTVR 30 . 09 30 . 09 0 9.05 1 0 .1 0 0 9. 0 6 10. 05 
----------------------------------------------_._--------------------------------------------------------------
174-G TVR J Q . 0~ 30 . J9 13 . 0 1 1 ~ . 5 ~ 13.0 4 1 5 .51 TOF1:15. 0 3 t TON2:15. 04 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
17 6 -F <; !) ;)1 . 1 ') 01 . i ·J 01 . 01 01 . 5 7 01 .12 0 3. 5 7 ~'JO R r c rJR n: (j 1 • Ci 5 01.1 0 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------_._---------------------------------
L 77-~TYC Oi.l O 01. iJ 0 7. ~h 08 .1 3 08. 00 OR. J6 
-- ------------------------_._----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
178- ~TV~ 01.1 0 0 1.10 14. 55 19.49 14.56 lQ.4 8 rOFl:17.42 t TON2:17.44 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
179-FSO 02 .10 02 .1 0 00 .4 6 02 . 5Q 0 0 .52 0 2.56 
- ~"-'-
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
180 - r, TVQ 02 .10 U? .l !, 06 .1Ii 7 G 7.5 t~ () 6.l)q 0 7.51 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
l~l-GTVA 0 2.1 012 . 10 11.3 2 13 . 05 11.34 12 . 53 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_. __ ._----------------------
lR .? -F~ O 02 .1 0 J2 . 10 1b.54 l q . 5 71b . 5 h lq.57 
-- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
V13 -FSO 02.10 J1.1 0 23 .4 2 Jl.3q 00 . 0 7 0 1.37 TOF 1: 0 3. ü7 t TO~2:03.0 B 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------





115-~TVA 03.10 0 1.10 15 .1~ 16. 02 15.17 1 6.J1 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 36-F ~O 0 3.1 0 11 . 10 lQ.04 23 . 31 19.06 23 .3 0 TOFl:22.1L , TON2:22.1 1 
l. i 7-F50 I) 4 • 10 ) 4 • 1 0 0 3 • 4 '5 0 ~ • 11 03 . 4 5 ,) 6 • 1 0 
19B -~TVA 04.1 0 04.1 0 OQ.3 5 11. 04 09.38 11. )0 
t~9-GTVA 04.10 14.10 13.~6 14.35 13. ~8 14.~q 
F)O-FSO 04.10 0 4.10 19.27 22.21 19.15 22 .23 
-~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
l (H-FSO 0 5 .10 0 5.1 U O l.~l 0 4.1 8 Ol.~l 0 4.18 










AT ßOT TrH1 
FROM T 0 REMARKS 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
t94-FSO 06.10 06.10 01.24 03.26 01.26 03.20 
----------------------------------------------------------------------~,------------~--------------------------
lQb-GTVA 06.10 Oh.10 12.15 14.10 12.10 14.09 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
197-FSO 06.10 06.10 21.12 23.39 21.13 23.3Q 
-------------------------_._-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
198-FSO 07.10 07.10 02.19 05.18 02.21 05.18 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------~--------------------------
199-FSO 07.10 07.10 14.51 16.49 14.59 16.'9 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
200-GTVC 08.10 08.10 00.55 03.19 01.06 03.18 NO RECORO:ü1.46 BIS 01.54 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------~-----------~----------------------
201-GTVA 08.10 08.10 07.14 08.55 01.15 08.57 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-------------------~--
202-GTVA 08.10 OA.I0 11.50 13.53 11.51 13.52 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
203-FSO 08.10 08.10 18.22 18.45 18.23 18.45 18.45 STATION TERMINATED , MALFUNCTION OF STROBES 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
204-GTVA 08.10 08.10 23.35 23.51 23.36 23.5~ 
205-GTVA 09.10 09.10 02.24 04.40 02.27 04.40 





201-GTVA 09.10 09.10 13.39 14.38 13.41 14.32 
208-FSO 09.10 00.10 18.37 21.38 18.38 21.38 
Z09-GTVe 10.10 10.10 00.53 01.32 00.5Q 01.30 
210-GTVC 10.10 10.10 04.39 05.08 04.43 05.03 
211-FSO tO.10 10.10 08.2~ 09.42 08.30 09.'1 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------~--------------------------
212-FSO 10.10 10.10 10.44 12.22 10.41 12.20 
-------------------------------------------------------------------_._-----------------------------------------
213-GTVC 10.10 10.10 15.45 16.11 15.47 16.04 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------~--------------------------
TAB. 11.3.2: LIST OF TV-PRJFILES CGART MAS 2 S ON} 
') T f~ T U) ' / nAr r T !~;> f ~T la TTn~ 
FR O~ TI) ON OJ::F FRO~ Tl Rt:~ARKS 
~14-FS (l 11.10 Ll.1 0 02.02 04.4 0 0 2.03 04 .4 0 
?15- GTVC 11.10 t1.1 0 09.13 11. 0 5 09.3~ 11.JL 
2 1& - ST VC 11 . 10 ll.i O 15.24 1 3.33 15 .2ö 19 .33 TnF1:17 . 5 0 fT n~2:L7. 5 l~~ O RE c nKO:l b .33 TO 
2 17- := ') 0 11.1 0 1 2.1 0 ?1.4 h 0 0 .17 21. ~ 2 00 .1h 
~ l q- G TV C 12.10 12 .1 0 0 6.2 0 08 .21 06.30 0 9 .1 ~ 
!?J -~TVA 1 2 .10 1 2 .1 0 11.?1 11.40 11. 2 4 11.3Q 
2 ' 1- GT VC 1 2 .tO 1 2. 10 I B .~h lQ.2 2 1 9 .0 0 1 9 .2 0 
~ ;' 2-,- ')n 12.10 11.1 0 22 .1~ 02.47 22 .3 A J2.~7 T O F1:~2. 2 4.T a ~2: 0 2.25,N U RE CO RO : Ou.24 TO 0 1. 0 7 
J ~] - ~ TV C 13. 1 0 11.1 0 06. 2 2 0 7. 2 _ 06. 2 3 0 7.1 ~ n ATA T ~ A N SF ER OISCON NE CT FD 





? ? 5 -FCi fl 11.10 1 3.1 0 16.~Z 20 .20 l b .57 2 0.ZQ T~Fl:l q .~7.T ON 2:19.5 q 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2Z ~- G T VC 14.10 14.1 0 00 . 24 0 2 .12 00 .27 0 2.Jb 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
.: ;~ 7-F S U 14. 10 14.1 0 05 .49 06 .ü R 05 .50 O~ . J 6 DATA T k A ~ S FER DISC ONNE CT EO 
-------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
' 23 - ~ T V C 14.1 0 14.1 0 22.02 22 .21 22 . 0 6 22.21 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Lava, not determlned 
Pillow lava, not determlned 
Pillows, striated 
Pillows with protuberances 
Individual pillows In sediment covered area 
Pillow and sheet lava 
Sheet lava, not determined 
Lobated sheet lava 
Nodular sheet lava 
Platy shee"t lava 
Curta in fold/ropy sheet lava 
Scrambled sheet lava 
Talus 
Pillow talus 
Sh eet la va talus 
Breccia/brecciated volcanites 
No sediment; reflection at glass surfaces 
Sediment dusting; sediment in interstitial spaces 
Sediment cover in part; P c 30 % 
SL,SN,SS <: 50 % 
SP,SC <100% 
Strong sediment cover P >30 % 
SL,SN,SS > 50 % 
Total sediment cover; no rock outcrops 
Crack/small fissure 
Flssure/gJa 
Fissure/gJa, width (m), offset (m), (up + down -): G, 2,-4 
Flat floored fissure 
Flat floored fissure, width (m), offset (m) Cup + down -): GF ,5,+2 
Displacement without fissure/crack 
Displacement with offset « 3m) in m (up + down -):D+2 
Displacement assumed 
Scarp 
Scarp with offset (;> 3m) in m Cup + down -): DS-10 
Scarp assumed 
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Collapse structure (small scale) 







Sulphides, large area 
Precipitates on cracks and voleanlte surfaees 




Special fauna (x) 
Sediment coloration: oxyhydroxldes 
Light c olora ti on 
Strong coloratlon 
Crusts/ oxyhy droxides 
Halo around rocks 
Benthos: sessil + vagrant 
End obenthos/ichnof osslls 
General comment (sub-position, dlstance shlp-equlpment, 
number of flashes and IIghts, number of photos, morphologieal 
and tectonical features, statements to funetlon of TV-grab, ete.) 
Tape on 
Tape off 
First bottom sight 
First bot10m pholo 
Loss of bottom slght 
Bottom sight agaln 
Hea vln g sta rt 
Sampllng 
Colour TV, record on 
Colour TV, record off 
Black and whtte TV, record on 
Black and whlte TV, record off 
TAB. 11.3.4: ON-UNE RECORD OF TV-OBSERVED GEOLOGICAL DAT A - 89-
STATION • S 03 9- 18 3 F SO . 
TIME (GMT) WATER CABl E 
DEPTH LENGTH 
23:42:54 2532 2473 To~ 
00101:53 2580 2569 ßOT1,ROP1,T,~2,PL 
00:10:10 2582 2539 C,NORTHERN SLOPE TER RACE 
00:1't:'t8 2533 25'55 BOT,T 
00:15:19 2522 2538 LOR 
00:18:23 2586 24~2 LOB 
00:21:08 2539 2508 PL,M2,C,ON TOP 
00:24:11 2536 2561 BOT,O-60,TP,Ml 
00:2't:41 2538 2571 TP,M2 
00:25:03 2584 2510 0+5 
00:25:26 2584 2565 0+5 
00:26:06 253't 2560 PP,PL,'13 
00:21:51 2583 2557 pr,M3 
00:33:Z5 2606 2564 PI,"13 
00:31:44 2597 25f\5 M 3, P I 
00:39:53 2589 2593 C,BASI<; SUEOWALL 
00:41:57 2584 2589 ~4 
00:43:05 2594 2590 GC 
00:43:19 2597 2588 G,O.5,0,/'I4, 
00:43:53 2595 2581 G,1,C,M4 
00:44:16 2580 2588 "'4 
00:45:22 258 't 2585 /'13,55 
00:46:57 2582 2584 H"'!,PI,M3 
00:41:1.0 2580 2578 GC,FF,PL,M2 
00:49:34 2580 2581 ~4 
00:51:45 258 ° 2'582 55,'13 
00:52:29 2586 2582 M4 
00:'53:11 2'581 2518 GC,S 
00:54:01 2580 2577 GC 
00:51t:50 2539 2574 G,?,O 
00:55:45 2590 2574 ~4, L OB 
00:59:03 2585 2564 BOT,LO" 
01:01:28 2533 2541 LOR 
01:02:51 2'580 2565 HOT,C,WALl,M4 
01:03:36 2586 2568 G,l,O 
01:04:08 2533 2569 M3,PI,HM 
01:05:28 2584 2567 "14 
01:06:08 2530 2568 G,0.'5,0,M4 
01:07:28 2536 2566 G,0.5,0,M4 
01:08:20 2536 2566 G,3,-1 
01:09:11 2'535 2567 M3,HM,PI 
01:12:06 2594 2563 M4,HM 
01:12:'53 2538 2561 G,2,C,M4 
0.1:14:08 2'538 2560 G,l,C 
01:15:12 2580 2559 G,O.5,Q,M4 
01:16:31 2581 2560 H~,M3,PL 
OU18:12 2588 2559 H~,"'3,SS 
01:19:20 2600 2'561 PI,H,..,M3 
01:20:21 2632 2561 H"1,M3 
01:20:37 2607 2 561 PI,HM,M3 
01:21:16 2600 2561 GC,PI,HM,M3 
01:22:58 2604 2567 PI,H~,M3 
01:25:00 2604 ' 2'57Q PI,H"',~3 
01:28:1 '8 2594 2594 r,,?,O,PI,HM,,"13 
01:29:18 211j8q 2595 TP,~2 
TPB 11.3.4: 'CONTINUA nON - 90-
01:30:22 2600 259/t G,1,C,Pl,M3 
01:33:23 2588 2606 G,1,O,HM,M3,Pl 
01:?5:06 25q1 .2605 GC,0+1,Pl,"13 
01:31:01 () 2591 2605 G,2,O,Pl,"'3 
01:/t1:08 2')91 2614 Pl,"13 
fQ 1: 42 n9 2595 2615 G,2,O 
01:43:01 2603 2616 G,2,0,Pl,M3 
OUItIt:,.5 2602 2616 PI,M) 
OU48:10 2611 2611 G,O.'5,O,PI,M) 
01H9:33 2618 2621 Ge 
01:lt9:53 2610 2620 GC 
01:56:03 2583 2631 M4 
01:56:35 2538 2639 CS,5P,"1) 
01:59:43 2535 261t6 C5,M3,Pl 
02:00:21 2') 1 7 26/t9 G,o.'5,O,Pl 
02:01:11 2589 26')1 Mit 
02:01:55 2517 2654 G,O.5,-1 
02:02:24 2523 2651 PI,M3 
02:03:56 21)91 2661 PI, "13 
02:01:15 2525 2661 PI,1'I3 
02:10:11 2595 2613 55,"13 
02:11:09 21)92 2611 PI,M3 
02:12:44 2596 2668 ++,"13,T,PI 
02:13:31 2581 2659 PI,,.,),++ 
02:15:29 2607 2633 HM,GC,"13,PL,++ 
02:15:51 2588 2631 PI,HM,M3,++ 
02:11:03 2'581 2631 G,l,C,~n,PI 
02:18:21 2583 2639 Ge 
02:19:10 2'596 2639 PI, M 3 
02:20:21 2583 2637 M3,PL 
02:21:11 2586 2632 G,?,+2 
02:22:11 21)83 2630 Ge 
02:23:10 2'582 2631 Ge 
02:23:14 2582 2631 G,2,+l 
02:23:36 2582 2630 '1It 
02:24:,.6 2584 2629 55,1'13 
02:25:51 2586 2618 T,TP,M3,++ 
02:26:28 2536 2607 T,M3,LOB 
02:21:45 2586 2594 LOB 
02:28:08 2'584 2595 BOT,HM,T,HH? 
02:29:33 2'538 2582 0+25 
02: 30: 21 2587 2557 PL,M3 
02:31:08 2'591 2'5'55 G,O.'5,O 
02:31:24 2580 2553 Pl,M3 
02:31:38 2'53'5 2553 GC 
02:32:01 2581 2549 PL,M3 
02:32:41 2585 2543 G,D+,LOß 
02:35:54 2580 2530 D-,)4 
02: 40:10 2528 2596 T,'"'2 
02:42:34 2~26 2593 TP,M2,M3,C,BA5ALT COlUMNS 
02:50:11 2525 2563 T,"13 
02:5,.:10 2 58 2 2568 T,M3,"12 
02:57:31 2527 2~81 T,"12 
03:00:44 2534 2594 "13,PI 
03:02:19 2536 2603 FF,M3,S5,0+2 
03:02l55 2537 2600 ~n,5S() 
03:06:09 258 '+ 2 '594 0+6 
03:07:15 2600 2596 C,TAPE 1 OFF 
TAB. 11.3.4: CONTrNUA TrON - 91 -
03:06:21t 2629 2581t C,TAPE 2 ON 
03:08:31t 2616 2587 LOß 
03:08:50 2601 .?590 BOT ,--, M3,HM, PI 
03:1l:12 2631 2615 GC,Pl,M3,HM 
03:13:22 2633 2614 "13,PI 
03:16:52 2600 2603 pr,M3,++ 
03:19:12 2605 2604 PL,M2 
03:20:17 2606 2599 G,6,-5 
03:21:32 2622 2604 0-6 
03:22:31 2594 2610 --,pr,HM,T 
03:23:53 2585 2604 Laß 
03:25:28 2592 2612 BOT,TP,M3 
03:28:21t 2602 2602 T,"13 
03:30:11 2609 2606 PL,TP,M3,C,AT SlOPE 
03:33:51t 2609 2627 
03:34: 't2 2633 2638 T,--,M2 
03:39:29 2632 25'56 lOR 
03:39:32 2632 2556 UP 
03:39:33 2632 2556 TOF 
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11.4 Sediment Sampling and Sampie Prepara tion 
The metal dispersion from submarine hydrothermal sources influences the compositlon 
of deep-sea sediments, which are normally composed of biogenlc, mainly calcarecus 
and partly sillceous debris, and detrital minerals. The hydrothermal impact rnainly 
consists of elements and compounds whlch are not fixed at the seawater-basalt 
boundary during growth of the sulfide chimneys, but are expelled Into the water 
column above. 
Especlally Fe and Mn, as weil as several trace elements, bullt up a significant metal 
dispersion halo along spreading centers and above all around active hydrothermal 
flelds. Fe and Mn are predomlnantly precipitated as oxidic or hydroxide compounds 
and can be dispersed over tens to hundreds of kilometers according to the actual 
current pattern. Several trace elements can be enriched at Fe-Mn-oxyhydroxide 
surfaces by adsorption from sea wa ter. 
The sediment coring programme of GARltvlAS 2 comprlses 25 stations. The stations 
are placed along the Ga lapagos Riff from 85°28'W to 94°28'W, mostly by pairs north 
and south of the accretion axis, to account for the effects of the residual current 
transport (Fig. 11.4.1). To compare identical strata, the Reineck box corer was used 
for sampllng the uppermost 40 cm of the sediment column without disturbances (Tab. 
11.4.1). In one case the box corer (100 K) was employed. 21 coring attempts yielded 
sediment sampies. On-board preparation of sediments for on-shore laboratory analyses 
was mainly reslrlcted 10 wet-sievlng procedures collecting different grain size fractions 
and to air-seal ed storage 01 sampies. Only during Leg 3 on-board chemical analyses 
were perlormed by K. Becker/P. Herzig 01 RWTH Aachen by aid 01 the x-ray-analyzer 
(see chapter 11.7). 
The ship's time spent on the sediment sampling program amounts to 47 h or 1.8 % 
01 GARIM AS 2. 
The usual sediments encountered are loraminileral nannolossil oozes (FNO) with 
detrltal components and debris 01 siliceous organisms. The surface layer of the cores 
is in most cases light brown 10 medium brown coloured, indicatlng an enrichment 
of Fe-Mn-oxyhydroxide compcunds. Higher concentrations, especially of manganese, 
can be at ttib uted either 10 diagenetic rernobilizaticn in deeper layers and upward 
transp ort or to hydrothermal imprints from the water column. \'v'hether the diagenetic 
or the hyd rothermal imp rin t is more eff ective will be investigated at several Universi-
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tles (Hamburg, Geologisches Institut: P.H. Tse; Aachen, RWTH: K. Becker; BGR: 
V. Marchlg). 
At two stations at least Mn-concentratlons were determlned so far, whlch cannot 
be traced back to normal dlagcnetlc enrlchments (72 GK, 100 K). At 72 GK values 
of 16.2 % Mn from 0 - 10 cm depth and 20.8 % Mn at 11 - 33 cm depth were analyzed. 
Another core {100 K}, about 2 km west of 72 GK still showed 7.0 % Mn at the surface 
and 2.6 - 4.2 % Mn trom 1 - 31 cm depth. Both cores were sampled about 12 km 
south of the actual accretlon axis. 
TV- and photo-profiles (138 FS, 138 GTVA, 141 GTVA) as weil as additional c:ampling 
of thc surface (1.38 GTVA, 141 GTVA) proved the exlstence of a large hydrothermal 
mound area wlthln a sediment covered plaln. Slmllar mounds conslsting prlmarily 
of Mn-oxides and nontronltlc clays have already been found at sites 506, 507 and 
509 of Leg 70 (DSDP) at about 86°05 - 86°08 W/0033 - 0°36 N. These mounds 
are located 20 to 30 km south of the Galapagos spreadlng center over crust 0.5 
to 0.9 Ma In age (Honnorez et al., 1981). 
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11.5 Rock and Sulfide Sampling 
The ship time devoted to the rock and sulfide sampling program amounts to 20 days 
and 18 hours cr 19.2 % of the total GARIMAS 2 crulse time. Sampling was mainly 
performed by three different types of TV-controlled grabs: 
grappler-type (GTVC): 55 employments, 62 % successful 
clamshell-type (GTVA): 26 employments, 65 % successful 
fork-type (GTVB): 23 employments, 48 % successful 
All GTV-·Stations: 104 employments, 60 % successful. 
A station was ca lied successful, when recoveries exceeded 10 kg. A 60 % success-
rate Is a high value for this new type of sampling system, two of the grabs are proto-
types (GTVB, GTVC) and 'tiere ernployed for the first time in marine exploration. The 
malfunctions due to mechanical or eleetrical reasons are even lower than 40 %: 
at 31 stations (= 30 %) the operation was interrupted resp. terminated wlthout a 
recovery. In another 10 % of all stations the grabs were empty due to sampling atternpts 
at slopes (tilted over) or non-suitable outcrops. 
The ehain-drege was placed at 21 locations. It was only employed, when TV-grabs 
were not ready for use due to technical reasons, or when morphological features 
voted for not taking a risk by employing the TV-grabs. 
A list of stations performed during GARIMAS 2 for the task of rock or sulfide sampling 
is attached (see tables 11.5.1 - 11.5.3 GTV,A., GTVB, GTVC and 11.5.4 Dredge). 
Voleanic rocks (basalts of MORB- or FeTi-type) were sampled to detect alterations 
and preeipitates origlnating tram hydrothermal aetlvity, thus indieatlng prospective 
areas for a massive sulfide genesis. Massive sulfides and other hydrothermal produets 
were reeovere cl frorn known oceurrences (GARIMAS 1 Loeations A, 8) and from 
new sites (Locations C, F). Main target cf the sulfide sampling program was to ecllect 
sulfide ores from Loeatlon B statistically in order to evaluate the deposit potential 
and to provide material for prceessir. g tests. Therefore this loeation was eovered 
with an ATNAV-navigation array consisting of 8 transponders. This array allowed 
for an accurate positioning of the TV-grab by ald of sub-transponders, attached 
at the TV-eable 50 m above the sampling deviee. 
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Sub-positionlng outside the ATNAV-array was performed by an ultra-short base 
line system (RS 904) in combination with GPS- or SATNAV (Magnavox)-navlgatlon. 
Sampllng points were chosen at known hydrothermal sites based on sulfide discoveries 
made on photo-profiles. 
At locatlon B the detalled bathymetrlc, tectonic and volcanologlcal map, surveyed 
durlng GARIMAS 1, served as a useful tool to select prospecUve positions. 
In reconnaissance areas sampllng places were chosen on base of a tectonlc inter-
pretation of morphological data using bathymetrlc maps or Seabeam swathes. 
After reaching the seafloor the shlp slowly moved (Iess than 0.5 kn) across the chosen 
prospecUve zone. The grab-seafloor distance was controlled by TV and fixed at 
about 3 - 5 m. The actual positions of grab and ship were on-line plotted on a graphIe-
terminal. A second terminal was used for on-line recording of volcanic, tectonic 
and hydrothermal features observed. Since alt Investlgated sulfide occurrences were 
inactive and partly covered by sediments, recognltion was not very easy. Often 
volcanic structures of stack-like habitus were sampled Instead of sulfldlc chimneys. 
The experlence to distlngulsh between both structures increased during GARIMAS 2. 
Especlally the dark coloratlon of sediments around stack-like features later on served 
as an important criterion to sefect sulfide stacks. The coloratlon can be traced back 
to Fe-oxyhydroxldes, either orlglnating from late-hydrothermal low temperature 
emanations ore alteration/oxidation of sulfide edlfices at the surface. 
Following the sampllng of a seafloor structure, the content of the grab was inspected 
a few hund red meters above the bottom after washing off accompanying sediments. 
In case the salTipled material proved to be of volcanic nature the grab was reopened 
and the operation repeated. Nevertheless 30 stations of 104 resulted In the sampling 
of basaltlc material (see Table 11.5.5). Thls high number reflects the dlfflcultles to 
dlscrimlnate hydrothermal and volcanic edlfices by black and white TV-observatlon. 
In reconnalssance areas dredges were operated mainly up slope after advancing 
the shlp about one mlle fr om th.e position of bottom contact. To dredge sulfides withln 
a known hydrothermal field, the dredge was thoroughly posltioned wlthln the field 
and subsequently towed only a short distance ac ross the seafloor. Usually the position 
of the dredge was controlled by a pinger mounted 200 m above the instrument. Withln 
the ATNAV-array a subtransponder was also attached. 
During GARIMAS 2 a sum of 33.8 t of rocks, sulfides and other hydrothermal products 
were hoisted to the surface. The total weight of massive sulfides recovered amounts 
- 98-
to 19.9 t, 17.389 kg of which are available for processing studies (MF-samples). 
2511 kg of sulfides are distributed for geotechnical tests, chemical and mlneralogical 
studles, or are stored as exhibition fragments or special pleces. Other hydrothermal 
products, oxidlzed sulfides, silica stacks, Fe-Mn-crusts, silicatic and/or oxldic metalli-
ferous muds, sum up to 1484 kg. 5amples prepared for on-shore investigations are 
summarlzed in Tab. 11.5.6. The remalning material conslsts of different types of 
basaltlc lava and amounts to 12.416 kg. Only a smalI, but representatlve part of 
the basaltlc fragments recovered has been stored for chemical and mlneraloglcal 
investigatlons. The major part was thrown overboard and returned to the sea. 
11.6 Technlcal Tests 
Besldes the already improved equipment such as 5eabeam system, Multisonde, etc. 
some gears, wh Ich were partly new developed, were used during 50 39. Except 
for some short handling and functlon tests at the beglnning of the cruise the equip-
ment tests dld not need any additional ship time, so that only 1.2 % of the shlp time 
had to be devoted to test operations. Due to the fact that the new equlpment worked 
without major problems from the beginning some mlnor tests could be comblned wlth 
common station work. The maln Instruments wh ich were tested durlng GARIMA5 2 
were the TV-photo sledge and two TV-grabs .. 
I I I 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TAB. 11.5.2: CTVB~STp..TIONS CARIMAS 2 ., 
-----------------------
LA'I'!TlJDE tm,Sc ! iUn E DEPTH SUB .. 
STATION NO. DEG MIN DEC MIN M FOS!TIOJ.I ~EC.OVER 'f 
- - - - - - ,- - -- - - -_ ...... . - - - - - - _._.- -- .- - - .-- - -- - - _ . . -- -- - - , .. - , .. - ... . - - ~ --- . -, .. - ., '. ' _ .. , - - , . -- .. .... .., - - - .. .. - ... ... ...... - - .- .. 
SO 39 - 25 GTVB N 0 46.096 VI pe: . ' u ~~ o 1 ~I ..,. t:"; g -: ., '\01 .... . " 
SO 39 30 CTVB ~l 0 43.12Z W 9 ':; ~:1 '" "".c:. 263S ÖO .- ...... '\.I • .:> ... . .. , 
SO 39 - 33 CTVB N 0 45 . 020 \J es 50 . 607 260e tOO 
so :;9 34 CTVB N 0 44.982 V S:'i 50 . 468 2551 lat; 
SO 39 - ')3 CTVB N 0 44 . 980 'vi 85 50 . 271 2,,06 170 
SO 39 - 102 CTVE N {) 46.015 'vi 95 51 . 62A 2:::74 t.. ,": . ". u ... 
SO 39 - 1 0 q CTVB N 0 46.0 'vi 85 54 . 7 2566-
SO 39 - 100 CTVE N 0 46.002 IJ 8S 5·~ . 7l0 255 4 422-
SO 39 - 107 CTVB N 0 46 . 018 VI HO: , v 54 . 635 2573 
SO 29 .- 1 G 9 CTVE N V "C:;; ":".., 14 ..... · ' t 
SO 39 - 112 CTVB N 0 115 . SI 9 6 \;J 8S 54 . 843 2573 398 
SO 39 - 113 CTVE N 0 45.'96 W 85 54 . 672 2 ~ 54 
SO 39 - 11 4 CTve N 0 i! 6 . 12.3 'IN 85 53 . 443 Z 5 '19 . I 
SO ,,~ - 1 1 S CTVB N 0 46 . 04 '..;J es 53.33 2608 .... ,j 7 '8 so 39 - 11 7 eTVB N 0 46 . QOO 'W 8S 5'1593 2583 1 50 
SO 39 - 1 1 S CTVB N {) 45 . 93 'y] 85 5<1. 6i 2577 
50 39 - 169 CTVB N 0 16 . 0 ~ 85 54 . 7 2562 476 
SO 39 - 170 CTVB N 0 H •. 037 'vi 8a. ., SlJ . 9SS 2!"7 'l 70 
50 39 - 1'7 1 CTVB N 0 45.963 VI 8S 54 . 603 Z57S 730 
SO 39 .- 173 GTVE N V 2588 
SO 39 - 1701 GTVB N W 25Z6 
SO 39 - 178 CTVB N V 2 5 ~9 
SO 39 - 180 CTve N 'IN 2 S~ .. 7 
eTVB • TV-GRAB (kg) 
.' ..... -.;.:: 
- 101 -



























































N 0 46 . 169 
N 0 46.138 
N 0 45 . 939 
N 046.111 
N 0 46.017 
N 0 46.034 
N 046.145 
N 016.125 
N 0 45 . 984 
N 045.102 
N 0 45.985 
N 0 46.006 
N 0 45 . 990 
N 0 44 . 984 
N 0 46 . 015 
N 0 15 . 995 
N 0 45 . 991 
N 0 45 . 984 
N 0 45 . 993 
N 
N 0 45 . 959 
N 0 45.000 
N 0 46.060 
N 0 45.962 
N 0 46 . 000 
N 0 45 . 977 
N !) 45.973 
N 0 45 . 982 
N 0 46.080 
N 046.151 
N 0 46.000 
N 0 45.992 
N 0 46 . 023 
N 0 45.997 
N a 46.033 
N 0 46 . 07 
N 0 46 . 021 
N Q 46 . 001 
N 0 45.983 
N 
N 0 46 . 00 
N 
N 0 45.889 
N 
N 0 45 . 627 
N 0 45.689 
N 0 45.978 
N 0 16.1:?3 
N 
N 
1'1 044 . 957 
N 
H 045 . 001 
N 046.721 
CTVC = TV-GRAB ( kQ ) 
LONC I TUDE 
OEC HIN 
'vi 85 54.933 
"vi 85 53 . 738 
W 85 54.753 
'vi 85 S3.901 
'vi 85 55.236 
'vi 85 55 . 119 
'vi 85 5::: . 254 
VI 85 55 . 238 
'vi 85 54.cl\) 
'vi 85 50 . 6kl 
'vi 85 54.617 
VI 85 54.6<'.5 
V1 85 54 . 628 
VI 85 50 . 701 
'vi 85 54 . 640 
VI 95 5'1 636 
'W 85 54.64il 
'vi 85 54.713 
'vi 85 54.670 
VI 
'vi 85 54 . 753 
'W 8~ 50.49Q 
'vi 8554.631 
VI 85 54 .'7 81 
VI 8554 . 870 
VI 85 51 . 529 
'W 85 54.667 
\;.l 85 54.645 
VI 85 53.Q60 
\;.l 85 53 . 435 
'vi 8554.753 
VI 85 54.772 
'vi 85 54 . 14 4 
VI 85 54.778 
'vi 85 5<1 . 860 
'I;l 85 54 . S7 
'W 85 54 . 940 
'I;l 85 51.85 1 
'W 8S 54 .7 82 
VI 
'vi 8554 .8 
'W 
'vi 85 ::;lJ.785 
I.;} 
'vi 85 52 . (H16 
'W 85 S4. 6Z2 
'vi 85 54.602-
'..;J 8554.7<12 
'vi 85 ::iO.73.:j 
'vi 
\J 85 50 . 701 
'vi 85 5S . 435 
I :~ 
DEPTH SUB-
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2584 
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STATIONS WITH ROCK RECOVERY . CARIMAS 2 



























































SO 39 - 75 GK 
SO 39 Sr: D 
SO 39 - 82 0 
SD 39 90 D 
SO .'3 9 91 D 
SO 39 - 102 GTVS 
SO 39 - 108 CTVC 
SO 39 - 114 GTVB 
SO 39 - 117 CTVB 
SO 39 119 CTVA 
SO 2. 9 12. Z CTV~. 
SO 39 - 128 CTVC 




N 0 lJ5.231 





N 0 46.014 
N 043.122 
N 0 iJ5.9~q 
N 0 45.020 
N 044982 
N 0 15.98-1 
N 0 45.989 
N 043 . 102 
N 0 lJ5.98~ 
N 0 15 .9'1 G 
' N 045.1 
N 0 44 . 98<'1 
N 0 lJ 5 .14 1 
N 0 45 . 987 
N OlJ5 . 995 
N 0 'lS.991 
N 0 lJ5 .99 3 
N C 15.998 
N 045 . 988 
N 0 46.060 
N Cl t]~ . 997 
N 0 15.073 
N 2 2 2 .69 7 
N Z 36 . 'lOl 
N 235.871 
N 2 35 . 605 
N Z 37 . 382 
N 0 46 _015 
N 04~ . ?!!2. 
N i} 4~. _ 1Z3 
N 0 -1 6.000 
N 0 16.011 
N 0 <']5 . 835 
N 0 46 . 023 
N 0 <1 6 . 033 
SO 39 131 CTVC N o 16.021 
SO 39 - 135 CTVC N o 46 .COl 
045.889 
046 Q'15 
01'1 . 934 
SO 39 1 7 7 CTVC N 
SO 39 - 181 GTVA N 
S0 39 191 F50 ( 5) N 
SO 39 192 D 
SO 39 - 195 D 
SO 39 196 GTV.a.. 
SO 39 - 310 GTVC 
SO 39 218 D 
SO 39 ZZl CTve 
SO 39 - 226 CTV: 




o 45 1S1 
o ~H . Se5 
Q 46 . 116 
o '16 235 
N Q -1 5.689 
I'-! 0 -1 :1. 7 
N 0 ·14.957 
N 0 43 . 001 
LONCITUDE 
DEG !llN 
W 8S 54.933 
'yJ 85 49 . .;131 
W 85 54_753 
'vi 8S53.Hi1 
'wo 86 13 _ 080 
IJ 85 55 . 031 
W 85 ~5.290 
"vi 85 ~~.2Z7 
W 85 50 _353 
'w 85 54 _186 
'w' 8550 . 607 
'vi es 50 . '16/\ 
w 85 31.675 
'vi 8554 _01Z 
W 85 50 . 621 
'w 8554 . 617 
VI 85 S<I . 623 
"W 85 0.9_7 
"W 85 50 . 701 
VI 85 '18.82.3 
'vJ 85 51 . 6-"3 
'yJ 85 '54 _636 
W 85 54.640 
'vi 85 5q67 Q 
'W 8354 _737 
VJ es ~t "1.723 
W 85 54.c31 
'W 85 ;;4 . 911 
\tl 55 50 . 58 :5 
'W 93 1:; . 8'1::; 
.... i 9449 . 38R 
'W 94 ~3'!Or.· 
V 9 /) 47.955 
VI 9tl ~9 152 
W 555 tl.628 
'W ?,S 5<1 . 645 
'v./ 95 53 .1~j! 
W 85:H 5';:3 
W 8554.t·56 
'yJ 85 ~4 . 716 
\J S tt. 5 'I . '; ·1 'f 







S3 54 . 7S3 
85 54 . 62::. 
854?1::t '7 
85 (,,"\ '=' '1' Cl .: ., • , .., ;. "",0 
85 55. 1 :56 
85 ~~ 2D2 
8353 . 260 
8S S4 . 6ZZ 
8 5 
e~; 5n . 72: ~1 
8 :5 50 . 7 G? 
GTVA ,C TVB .CTVC = TV- CRAB , D = DREDCE .. 







2 5 85 
2566 










2. 5 7 '~ 
::: 5 c O 
Z572 
Z~, ";. 3 
23G7 
2 ~ 7 P. 
25 7 0 
" ~ a 'l ." .~ v v 
238:1. 
';- ~ '1 " , ., ... 1 • ~ 
2:'\70 
250S 























'.I :.,; ~. C n 1 ~ s s. 
FI..,SL ,Ht C 
L ( t rag o s ) 
SL.S~ 
B (~uLfidln j 
H\A . 11. 5 .6: SAMPI E LIST CAR IMAS 2: MASSIVE SULFIDES AND HYDRO THERMAL PRoDUC TS 
ST ATItlN RF:CO\/ERY SULF IDES nXIDIZED SULFIDES n: -MN-CRUSTS BASALTS, SULFIDIC 
NO. ( kg ) CS MF DSA DSIJ CS MF DSA DSB CS MF DSA DSB es MF DSA DSB 
136 G [ \ IC 10 1 1 1 
LI G [ \ IC 7 '; 1 2 2 
11 CT\:C 2. 2 2 2 2 
lf) C [ 'off' 213 3 2 "3 3 
n I ~[ IW 13 . 6 4 4 4 
26 D 50 '.i 5 ') 
28 I"! '" ) 6 6 6 
29 [) 2 ~5 7 3 7 7 
\ 2 I) "~J) 9 9 
s 2 [) 64 8 4 8 8 
\4 CTl/I\ lflll 10 9 
ss cr IJ A 113 10 11 10 .... 
i7 Cf \;' ;' \7 11 12 11 0 
J:' 
1 13 14 13 I 
~' 8 I: I \IA 2 14 15 14 
4 \ \; [11[' 113 37 l ~ 5 16 15 
42 L: I VC 213 16 6 17 16 
0 17 7 18 17 
{1 3 C TI/Il 11 6 17 8 18 17 
47 t: rvr 213 18 19 18 
')0 GTVC 997 19 9 20 19 
') 1 C nn\ 60 213 113 2J 213 
r,2 C II 'r 1 . 4 21 22 21! 25 23 21 A 
53 GTIIC 10 22 25 2'L 
600 23 27 24 26 23 A 
55 Gr llC 25 1 24 11 28 26 
56 r;TI /C L2.l 25 12 29 27 S 26 30 28 
58 D 536 27 15 3J 29 B 
TAB. 11. ~. 6 continuation: SAMPLE LIST GARIMAS 2: f1ASSIVE SULFIDES AND HYDROTHERMAL PRoDUCTS 
STATION RECOVERY SULFIDES OXIDIZED SULFIDES FE-MN-CRUSTS BASALTS, SULFIDIC REt'lARKS 
NO. (kg) CS MF DSA DSB CS MF DSA DSB CS MF DSA DSB CS MF DSA DSB 
60 CTltC 420 28 14 33 3LJ 
61 GTltC 759 29 15 34 31 
65 GTltC 1109 :50 16 35 32 56 
68 GT IIA 256 31 17 37 33 S 
102 Gfl:11 649 32 18 38 34 
106 GTlt\3 366 33 19 39. 35 B 
112 GTII8 344 55 20 42 36 
114 GTlIB D. ) 36. 43. 
117 GTI'f) 83 36. 21 43. 37 S 
120 G1VA 30 37 44 38 22 F 
Ul GTItA i791 38 23 45 39 




125 GrVC 10 47 41 Ul 
126 GTVC 3347 39 24 48 42 
127 Gl vr: 3.56 40 25 49 43 
128 r.TlfC 200 41 50 44 
129 GTlIC 0.2 42 51 45 
134 GTVC 250 43 52 46 
135 G1VC 10 44 53 47 
141 GTltA 1 CC2 CD Mound area 
146 GrllC 68 45 26 54 48 
150 GTltC 3D 46 55 49 
169 Gn/ß 750 47 27 56 50 
170 Glltß 70 48 28 57 51 
171 GTVB 730 49 58 52 
177 GTVC 10 50 59 53 
181 GTVA 262 CC4 51 29 60 54 Silicate ooze 
185 GTVA 337 52 3D 61 55 53 62 56 
188 GTIIA 350 54 63 57 
189 GTII/\ 71 55 31 64 5B 
TAB. 11.7.6 eontinuat ion: 
STATION 
NO. 
19 ) D 
202 G1VA 


















F = Mixed with sediment 
SA~plE LIST GARIMAS 2: 
SULFIDE.S 
CS ~1F DSA DSB 
57 32 66 60 
58 67 61 
60 33 68 62 
62 34 71 64 
65 35 7Z 65 
65 36 74 67 
S = Silica-dominaterl (Opal, 8asa lt?) 
B = Sulfid-hasalt hrecc i a 
A = Hydrothermal1 y altered 
= number s blJice 
MASSIVE SULFIDES AND HYDRGTHERMAL PRODUCTS 
OXIDf ZED SULFIDES 




CS MF DSA DSB 
56 65 59 
61 69 63 
70 
64 73 66 
8ASALTS, SULFIDIC 







11.7 Chemlcal and Mlneraloglcal Analysis 
Instrumentation 
For on-board analyses on massive sulphides and hydrothermally influenced sediments 
the x-ray fluorescence spectrometer Philips PW 1410 was applied. The determination 
of carbonates In sediments was done by applying the method of Müller and Kastner 
(1971). 
Durlng the first week the x-ray instrument exhibited strong changes in the measured 
impulse, so that quantitative results could not be gained. Only when cleaning the 
gas-flow counter the instrument could be used properly. After some small repairs 
and service work the x-ray spectrometer is now ready for future cruises. 
Sampllng 
Sampling was done wlth a box corer. The core was described and classified into 
different seetIons. From each secHon a 500 9 sampie was taken, drled, grinded and 
pressed into 40 mm /J tablets. 
From the partly more than thousand kilograms of single massive sulphide recoveries 
a representative sampie of 2 to .3 kilograms (broken pieces) was taken. After pre-
crushing with a hammer the sampie was devided and a mixed sampie of 300 - 500 9 
was dried and grinded. Herefrom a portion of about 15 9 was pressed into a tab let. 
For quick analyses small pie ces of drilling cores (25 mm /J) with a length of about 
10 mm (12 pieces per sampie) were dried and analysed each at the top and at the 
bottom side. From these 24 measurements the mean value was taken as a measure 
of contents. This analyzing method developed for a quick on site quality control 
was applied for the determination of Cu, Zn, Fe and 5 contents. The complete pro-
cedure from start of drilling to end of measuring lasted not more than 2 hours. 
The method was tested on 4 stations. A comparlson between the quick analyses 
and Ihe standard analyses described above shows that there is a good agreement 
for Cu, Fe and 5 whereas the results for Zn do not fit (see Fig. 11.7.1). This may 
be explained by the fact that Zn mainly exists as sphalerite, wh ich can mechanically 





Durlng the GARIMAS 2 cruise a number of 16 mean sampies of massive sulphides 
were analyzed on board (Tab. 11.7.1). Some addltionally pp.rtormed qualitative analyses 
In some cases revealed a certaln dmount of Germanium. The on-board sediment 
analyses are presented In Tab. 11.7.2 and the analyses on Fe-Mn-crusts are complled 













• 102 GTV B [kq,~J I Zn 117 GTV B Cu 30 • 
20 
• 117 GTV B 
• 112 GTV B 10 
117 GTV B • 112 GTV B 
• 106 
B GTV B , 
iJ BAC (~ 5 s 2 4 BAC[~ 
osoco 
T 102 GTV B • 
Fe 
102 GTV B • 
• 112 GTV B 
[kcPI] 112 GTV B • 
S 
• 117 GTV B 
117GTVB • 
3 
• 106 GTV B , j 
106 GTV B. 
10 20~ i i 
BAC 
10 20 [~ 
BAC 
COMPARISON BETWEEN THE QUICK ON SITE QUALITY CONTROL AND THE 









TAB. 11.7.1: SHIPBOARD ANALYSES ON MASSIVE SULPHIDES 










Mo Pb As Se Co 








50 GTV C 
58 DCB 
60 GTV C 
61 GTV C 
65 GTV C 
102 GTV B 
102 GTV B 
BAG M8 106 GTV B 
BAC M9* 112 GTV B 
BAG MI0 <:112 GTV B 






120 GTV A 
121 GTV A 
126 GTV C 
127 GTV C 










6 . 8 0.07 27.6 
7.4 1.2 35.9 
8.7 1.5 30.0 
11. 1 1. 7 20 . 6 
0.14 4.6 13.3 
6.3 0.45 24.9 
6.8 0.15 30.4 
1.7 1.2 18.5 
0.39 0.24 27.7 
2.0 12.1 28.1 
2.1 0.05 34.2 
20.3 0.03 30.9 
19.6 1.9 22.2 

































200 220 <50 <20 <40 
140 960 140 <20 <40 








100 130 270 
130 160 270 
100 40 40 
<50 40 80 
<50 <20 <40 
50 40 70 
110 60 230 
120 400 70 <20 <40 
90 130 70 <20 <40 
140 500 80 <20 <40 
310 120 160 50 130 
180 50 70 400 360 
260 100 <50 40 110 
TAB. 11.7.2: SHIPBOARD ANAL YSES ON HYDROTHERMAL PRODUCTS 
Probe: 







Si02 Mo Pb As % ppm ppm ppm 
Se Co Ni 
ppm ppm ppm 
SACM12a am.Silica 120 GTVA 
BAG 30 am.Sil i ca 124 GTVG 
mi t Krusten 
0.01 5.0 <.1 >90 
9.2 12.7 0.8 69.3 
BAC 30a am.S illca 124 GTVG 0.02 1.8 <. 1 >90 
SAC 31 Mn-Kruste 125 GTVG 38.3 0.51 3.1 0.7 
SAe 33 Mn-Kru ste 134 GTVC 39.0 0.23 2.6 0.4 
SAe 34 Fe Fe / Mn- 134 GTVG 31.4 12.0 2.7 9.8 
Oxy hydrox. 
<20 <50 <50 <20 <40 <30 
120 <50 <50 <20 <40 30 
<20 <50 <50 <20 <40 <30 
650 <50 <50 <20 <40 130 
1300 <50 <50 <20 <40 90 
1000 <50 <50 <20 <40 50 
BAG 35 Mn-Kruste 135 GTVC 39.0 0.25 3.9 0.6 1400 <50 <50 <20 <40 160 
- 111 -
















BAC 7 73 GK 
BAC 8 74 GK 
BAC 9 74 GK 
BAe 10 77 GK 
BAC 11 77 GK 
BAC 12 77 GI< 
BAC 13 84 GK 
BAC 14 84 GK 
BAC 15 84 GK 
BAC 16 85 GK 
BAC 17 85 GK 
BAe 18 85 GK 
BAe 19 98 GK 
BAC 20 99 GK 
BAC 21 99 GK 
BAC 22 99 GK 
BAC 23 100 K 
BAC 24 100 K 
BAC 25 100 K 
BAC 26 100 K 
BAC 27 100 K 
BAC 28 120 GTVA 
BAC 29 122 GTVA 
BAC 39 136 GK 
BAC 36 136 GK 































BAC 38 136 GK 24-39 
BAC 40 141 GTVA Surface 
BAC 41 141 GTVA 0-5 
BAC 42 141 GTVA 6-14 
BAC 43 141 GTVA 15-60 
BAe 44 141 GTVA Top 
- ---------
Mn CaO NI Co CaC0
3 







1.5 6 . 8 34.4 
2.2 19.2 41.2 
1.6 18.8 40 .6 
1.7 \ 6.7 5.6 
2.415.021.7 
0.7 1.8 2.8 
0.16 1.0 




0.02 0 . 7 
0 . 45 1.0 
0.26 1.1 
0.03 0 . 6 









0.48 1.1 14.1 42.2 
0.44 1.0 12.2 44.3 
0.05 1 . 1 14.6 45.4 
0.04 2.1 23.1 36.1 
0.43 1.4 23.7 37.5 
0.05 1.4 22.2 36.7 
0.05 1.6 24.3 36.4 
7.0 1.7 23.0 28.7 
4.2 1.5 24.4 32.5 
2.6 1.5 24.4 34.4 
0.59 2.0 25.5 34 . 5 
0.43 3.5 33.0 31.6 
0.62 6.3 31.8 27.7 
0.52 2.9 22.0 35.9 
2.6 1.9 23.5 32.7 
1.4 1.8 23.8 34.1 
0.39 2 . 1 22.7 36.6 
0.13 2.1 23.1 36.7 
0.50 21.5 "46.3 4.5 
3.3 1.7 23.5 33.8 
2.6 2.1 21.0 34.6 
0.40 2.4 27.8 34.1 













































































































140 <30 61.5 
20 50 <5.0 
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11.8 Sulphlde Sampie Preparatlon and Geotechnlcal Tests 
Massive sulphlde sam pies were obtalned at 33 stations during GARIMAS 2 (Table 
11.8.7). The sampie amount varles conslderably from 1.4 kg to 3347 kg. Depend:ng 
on the total amount of sampie recovered different on-board preparation procedures 
were applled. Several large sulphlde boulders were not cut and subsampled but were 
stored In total tor further shore- based Investigatlons: 
121 GTVA: 2 blocks, 800 and 850 kg 
126 GTVC: 1 block, 3280 kg 
169 GTVB: 1 block, 274 kg 
171 GTVB: 1 block, 730 kg. 
It the sampie amount exce~ded 20 kg plastic bags were fIIled wlth the crushed material. 
Thls material (MF-serles) will be used for processlng Investlgat!ons to be performed 
In on-shore laboratorles (see Table 11.8.5). 
Sulphide Sampie Preparatlon 
The sulphides were described and subsequently sub-s3mpled tor varlous determinatIons 
and tests. On-board chemlcal analyses were only pertormed durlng legs 3 and 4. 
For preparatlon of this material see chapter 11.7. For chemlcal and mlneralogical 











Unlverslty Heldelberg, Institute for Sediment Research (K. Ellmes, 
P. Stoffers); representatlve sampie and alteration products. 
University Aachen, Department of applied deposit research (W. Plüger, 
P. Herzig, K. Becker); representatlve sampie. 
PREUSSAG; representative sampie tor chemlcal analysis. 
Unlverslty Hamburgj Institute for Hydrobiology (Dr. Karbe); 10 
sampies for ecotoxlcologica! tests. 
PREUSSAG; exhibition sampies 
PREUSSAG; bulk sampies tor processing studles. 
\ 
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In addition to shlp-board preparatory work shore-based sampie prepara tlon was 
performed (Tables 11.8.1 - 11.8.4). CS- and MF-samples were crushed to cm-slze 
gravel (CSM- and MFM-samples) and furthermore grlnded to analytlcal grade powder 
of less than 125 ~m grain slze (CSC- and MFC-samples). 
Average regional sampies for chemlcal analyses were prepared by mlxlng of aliquot 
parts of CSC/MFC-station sampies. 5 regional sampies have been obtalr.ed: 
FA: conslsting of station 228 GTVC only 
AA: average of locatlon A (stations 43 GTVB, 61 GTVC) 
B 1 A: basalt and slllca rlch sampies of locatlon B (56 GTVC, 58 D, 106 GTVB, 117 GTVB) 
B2A: 5 sampies north of 0046.03 f N, locatlon B, Cu-rlch 
B3A: 19 sampies south of 0046.03 f N, locatlon B, Zn-rlch. 
A slmllar set of regional sampies was prepared for ml!'leraloglc~1 Investlgatlons (FM, 
AM, B1M, B2M, B3M). 
Tables 11.8.1 - 11.8.4 Inform about sampies of massive sulphldes prepared for on-shore 
chemlcal and mlneraloglcallnvestlga tlons. 
In addition they contaln the distribution and mlxing code. 
Table 11.8.6 summarizes the Information on Institutions, particlpating In chemlca l 
and mlneraloglcal determinatIons. 
Geotechnlcal Tests 
Denslty Test 
The density of sulphlde material from 7 different sampie stations (with 5 to 7 different 
pieces each station) was measured. The measurernents were carried out w lth a specia l 
denslty balance. 
Measurement descrlptlon: 
First the sampie was mounted on the balance wlth a wire. Then the ba lance was 
adjusted on the zero point of their scale. After that the whole sampie was immersed 
In water with the denslty 1 g/cm 2 and the denslty of the sampie could be read directly 
from the scale. 
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The prlnclple of the measurement Is that the density of a solid can be calculated~ 
if Its welght In a liquid wlth known dens!ty and Its normal welght In air Is known. 
A problem of thls method was that all sulphlde material was more or I~ss porous. 
That means that there was always a certaln amount of alr-bubbles wlthln the sampie 
durlf1g welghlng in water. The poslU've buoyancy of the air In weiter caused uncorrect 
denslty values so that the results IIsted In Table 11.8.8 can be taken only as a first 
e~tlmatlon . Further denslty determlnatlons will be carried out together wlth additional 
tests and measurements wlthln home laboratorles. 
The Point-load Strength Test 
Durlng GARIMAS 2 a number of 1.36 point-load strength measurements were carrled 
out. The test procedure was as folIows: A sampie of sulphlde material was stlcked 
between two rounded cones. Then the pressure on the sampIe was Increased by 
ralslng the lower cone by hydraullc power untll the cyllndrlc sampie burst. The burst-
power was recorded from the analog display of a manometer whlch was attached 
to the hydraullc power devlce. 
As sampies only cyllnders wlth a diameter of 51 mm were used. Its length varled 
between 50 to 200 mm. The cyllnders were produced by drilling cores out of the 
sampled sulphlde blocks. 
The performance of the point-load tests caused no problems and was very quick. 
The res~lts obtalned from these tests dellver a statlstlcal distribution of point-load 
strengths whlch can be taken as guiding values for more accurate measurements, 
whlch will be carrled out wlthln home laboratorles. 
The test results are IIsted In Table 11.8.9. 
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TAB. 11.8.1: SAMPLES OF MASSIVE SULFIDES PREPARED FOR ON-SHORE CHEMICAL AND 
MINERALOGICAL DETERMINA TIONS 
------------------------------------------------------------------
STATION CSC MFC MFM DSA DSB CS 
* * x x x x ------------------------------------------------------------------
11 GTVC 2* 2 2 
32 D 9* 9 
37 GTVA 11 * 12 11 
41 GTVC 15 * 16 15 
42 GTVC 6 * 6 17 16 16 
43 GTVB 8 * 8 18 17 17 
50 GTVC 9* 9 20 19 19 
52 GTVC 21 * 22 
53 GTVC 22 * 25 22 
55 GTVC 11 * 11 28 26 24 
56 GTVC 25 * 12 * s 12 s 29 27 
58 D 13 * b 13 b 31 29 27 
60 GTVC 28 * 33 30 
61 GTVC 15 * 15 34 31 29 
65 GTVC 16 * 16 35 32 30 
102 GTVB 18 * 18 38 34 32 
106 GTVB 33 * 19 * b 19 39 35 
112 GTVB 20 * 20 42 36 35 
117 GTVB 36 * 21 * s 21 43 37 
120 GTVA 37 * 44 38 
121 GTVA 23 * 23 45 39 38 
126 GTVC 24 * 24 48 42 39 
127 GTVC 25 * 25 49 43 40 
146 GTVC 26 * 26 54 48 45 
169 GTVB 27 * 27 56 50 47 
170 GTVB 28 * 28 57 51 48 
171 GTVB 49 * 58 52 
185 GTVA 30 * 30 61 55 52 
202 GTVA 32 * 32 67 61 58 
207 GTVA 33 * 33 68 62 60 
213 GTVC 34 * 34 71 64 62 
215 GTVC 35 * 35 72 65 63 
228 GTVC 36 * 36 74 67 65 ------------------------------------------------------------------
Remarks: * = powder, grain slze less than 125 !-Im; x = gravel, cr:1-slze 
s = sillca dominated (opal, basalt?); b = breccia, sulfide-basalt 
TAB. 11.8.2: DISTRIBUTION OF AVERAGE ST A nON SAMPLES FOR CHEMICAL AND MINERALOGICAL ANAL YSES 
I 
CHEMISTRY I MINERALOGY 
-------------------------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------





















































































































































































































AC = Aachen Universlty; KA = Karlsruhe University; IC = Imperial College London; CN = CNRS, Gif Sur Yvette, France 
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T A8. 11.8.3: PREPARATION AND DISTRI8UTION OF AVERAGE REGIONAL SAMPLES (CHEMISTRY) 
I I 
I PREPARATION I DISTRIBUTION _______________ __________ _ ~ _____________________________________________ L ___________________________________ _ 
I I 
STATION LOC. SAMPLE I AA 81A 82A 83A FA I AC KA IC PR __________________________ ~ _____________________________________________ L ___________________________ ~ _______ _ 
I 
200 9 150 150 50 200 9 : 
11 83 CSC2 
32 83 CSC9 
37 83 CSC11 
41 83 CSC15 
42 83 MFC6 
43 A MFC8 
50 83 MFC9 
52 83 CSC21 
53 83 CSC22 
55 83 MFC11 
56 81 MFC12 
58 81 MFC13 
60 83 CSC28 
61 A MFC15 
65 83 MFC16 
102 83 MFC18 
106 8i MFC19 
112 83 MFC20 
117 81 MFC21 
120 83 CSC37 
121 83 MFC23 
126 83 MFC24 
127 83 MFC25 
146 83 MFC26 
169 83 MFC27 
170 82 MFC28 
171 83 CSC49 
185 82 MFC30 
202 82 MFC32 
207 82 MFC33 




















































U .!: .!: 
I'CI U U 
fl) I'CI I'CI 
Cl fl) fl) 
0 Cl 0'1 
0 0 0 
0 0 .. ..- ..-« .. 
ft'\ « « rn LL LL 
I I I 
oe( oe( oe( 
oe( oe( oe( 
8 1 A: basalt and silica rlch 
82A: north of 0046.03'N 
83A: south of 0046.03'N 
-----------------~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
AC = Aachen Unlversity; KA = Karlsruhe Unlversity; IC = Imperial College London; PR ~ Preussag Goslar 
..... ..... 
-.,J 
TAB. 11.8.4: PREPARATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF AVERAGE REGIONAL SAMPLES (MINERALOGY) 
I 
l PREPARA TlON l DISTRIBUTION 
------------------------------~----------------------------------------------------1---------------------
STATION LOC. SAMPLE l AM B1M B2M B3M FM I IC CL ------------------------------r----------------------------------------------------1---------------------
5 pleces of each station sampie 
42 B3 MFM 6 + I/) I/) 
Q) Q) 
43 A MFM 8 + u u 
Q) Q) 
50 B3 MFM 9 + ä.. ä.. 
55 B3 MFM 11 + 0 0 
56 B1 MFM 12 + 
..... ..-.. .. 
58 B1 MFM 13 + ~ ~ u.. u.. 
61 A MFM 15 + 
65 B3 MFM 16 + 
102 B3 MFM 18 + 
106 B1 MFM 19 + "' 2 112 B3 MFM 20 -+ 0 0 
117 B1 MFM 21 + .. .. ~ 
121 B3 MFM 23 ~ ~ ~ + 
"" "" 
(X) 
126 B3 MFM 24 + CD CD 
I I 
127 B3 MFM 25 + ~ ~ 
146 B3 MFM 26 + « « 
169 B3 MFM 27 + 
170 B2 MFM 28 + 
185 B2 MFM 30 + 
202 B2 MFM 32 + 
207 B2 MFM 33 + 
213 B3 MFM 34 + 
215 B2 MFM 35 + 
228 F MFM 36 + ______________________________ L ____________________________________________________ ~ ______________________ 
IC = Imperial College London; CL = Clausthal Uriiversity 
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: •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• == ••• == •••••••• =.: ••• =a •••• amc== ••• ~ •• ~ 
';_.,. lt:).,...a: .. s; MAa.llvl SULFIDES FOR. PROCtSSlNG AND CEOTECHNICAL TESTS' V ;', 
I ••••••• = ••• • ••• •• ••• ==== •• === •• ======~=.=== •• ===.=.=.===.~ •••• == ••• * •• ~ 
I :", 
STATION : MF(SULFIDE): MF (OTHERS) ISULF1D E ·:NOT Mt') :r..OGATION: 
11 CTVC : MF 1) 1 DRUH 7:> KC: B 
IBASALTS,SULFIDIC 
, • I I , 
• - - - - - - - - - - - t - - - - - - - - - - _.- t - - .- - - - - - ... - - - - - - - , . - _.- I . ... - . - - . _. , _ .... ,- .- ~ . - - - . ~ • • - .... 
16 GTVC IMF 2) 20 KGI B 
:EX "SULFIDES 
f t , , ,-----------,------------,- -----------------,-----------------, " , 
29 D IHF 3)1 DRUM 235 KC: 
:EX-SULF!DES 
t • 1 ~ ,--------- --,------------,------------------, ------
32 D :MF 4)1 DRUM 64 KC: 
lEX-SULFIDES 
, I • , ,-----------,----------- -,------------------,---
31 CTVA 
. . .. - .. - : .. t 
E 
· . , .. -.... -.- _ .... '- .. -._ .. . - . ~ - - _.. . 
:~. 6 KC 
1 ',~ KC 
E 1 
Bi 
· ._- , 
I I • • • • 
f - - - - - - - - - - - t - - ... - - - - - - - _.. I - - - - - - - - - - - - - .- _., - - - , ••. _ . _ . , - _ . - 0. .. .. .. . - - - .. .. ,... ~ " '" - . - ... - - . - • 
41 CTVC lt1FS) 1037 KC: p. 1. 
, • t • · .-----------,------------ ,------------------,-------------- --- ... -.. .. ~ . - - .. ~ 
42 CTVC :MF6) e Kr:.: al 
tEX - SULFIDES 
1 - ____ - __ - - - :. - - - - - - - - - - - - : - - - - - - - - .- - ,- ... - .. 0 . - _ •• , _ .. I _ - 4 
43 CTVB :MFS) 116 KC: . , . ,-----------,------------,----------- -- --- ., . .. - - ,~ .. - .. .. ... _....... .. .. -- ._ . . 
50 GTVe lMF9) 997 KG1 
t - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - -.... - ! - .... ,- - - _.- _.- - ......... - .- - - ,~ _M' I ._.- +. _ .... _ . .. " ... - .- .- - .-. ,"" - '. - .......... - - .. -, - • 
51 CTVA IMF10) 6.0 KCl Si 
: EX -SU!. .F! DES 
1 , 1 • 
I - - - - - - - - - ~ - I .- - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - - _ . - - - - _ ... - , _ ..... - - _ . .. . ! .. . - - ... - ._ - - .. M " .. _ . .. . ... _ . • _ _ _ ..... ,- .. .. I 
52 CTVC : , 'i I':C Bl 
I • • 
- - - - - - - - - - - I - - - - - - - - - - - - , .... - - - - - ..- - - - - .. . - - - - _ . - jo -, .... - - --- - , ., . ... ' - ...... - ' - ." -. - - i ....... _ .... - .. • 
53 GTVC 10 KG B1 
· I J • , 1 - - - - - - - - - - - I - - - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - - - - - - - .- - - - - - _ . i .• , - - - - • . .... , ... - - . .. ... . ... _ . - ... ' 1 ... - - , .. ... - • - ... t 
55 CTVC Il1Fll/ 251 KC: Et 
, . 
... 1 .. , - ... - - ., - _ • • : -----------: ------------! ------------------: _ ... _-----
56 C'rVC :MF1Z) 121 KC (SILICA DOMINATED> : 81 
t - - - - - - - - - - - t - - - - - - - - - - - - : - - - - - - - - _. -- - - ... - - .. - _. : -- .... -- .... - - .. . .. . - -, _. _ .... - . .. ,. - : - - .,~ ... - ... - - : 
58 D :MF13) 336 KC:(BRECCLlIj.B~.S.\LTIC): 81 
1 - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - : - - - - - - - ... - - - - -- - _. -, -,. ... . ! - _ . .... -. _ .......... _... .... - - .. , _.... . ..... ,~ . ... - - .- ... - ... : 
60 eTve :J'1Fl1) Q20 KC: Bi 
, , I • • I 
I - - - - - - - - - - - I - - - - - - - - -, - - - I - - - - - - - - - _ . - - - ... ~ - - - - • - - - - - - - . - ... - - ... _ . - .. ... • , . . . " _ .... ' _. - , ... , 
61 CTVC :MF1S) 759 KC: A 
, , 
,. - _ .. _ .. ... , ,-_ .. . ~ .. - - -- _ . .. - . 1-----------1------------:------------------:· -----. 
65 eTve II1F16)1109 KC; 
, , . - - - - - - - - - - - . -- - - - - - - _. -- - , - - --- - - _ ..... -, - - - - -- .. . - - , - --, - _. _.' - - . _ ... . - _. - _ . ... - - ... . .. 
. 6 B CTve :l''!Fl7)Z DRUMS 2~6r:j: ; 
iFE-MN-OXIHYDROX!DE: 
· , 
• .. -- - ... t - .. ~. - - ....... . .. - I : -- - - - - - - - -- : - _.-- - - - - - - - - : - - - - - - - - ... . - -. - - - _ ..... - ... : ... - .... , ... ' - ~ .... _.- _.- . 
IMF18) 649 KG: CTi!. j\ " CI .1 102 GTVB 
:-----------:------------:- --- -- ---- -- --- -- . .. . H ' _ . ..... _ --- _ .. I 
106 GTVE : MF19) 366 KC:<BRECCIA,BIo.SALTIC); eTS 57 Bi 
j ~ , j ,------ -----,--- ---------. --- --- -- -- --------, 
112 CTVB l1'1F20) 344 KCI 5.:J KC Bi 
· .. _ .... ~ . .. . ' - ....... - ... ..... .. ' .. , . , ,-----------,--- ---------.----------------
117 CTVB : 1'1F 2 1 ) 83 KC: (SILICA DOMINATED ~: B \ 
, • , j 
, - - - - - - - - - - - t _. - - - - - - - - - - - • - o, • . - - - - - - .- - - . .... . ... - • • , • • - • • • •• - .- . - . .. ~ ... - .. .... . ..... . . . _ .. - - ... , - - - .... .... - - • 
120 CTVA :MF 22)1 DRUM 441KC : 
IEX-5ULF. SEDIMENT: 
:--------- - -l--- - -- ------l------------ - --
t 2 1 CTV.~ : l1F 22: 14 1 KC: 
l+ 2 BLOCKS 
:S5CKC,800KC 
1 - - - _. - - - - - - - ; - - - - - - - - - _. - - ; - - - - -.. - - -o" - -- ... _. _. - ..... - - _.. - .. , - - _. - . ..... . - . ..... 
81 
· · ..... , .- .. . . - - -_. , 
B' ~ 
, 
• .... _ , ... __ ..... . _ .. _ r 
, , . ,-----------,---- --------,--------------' 
a,p 32 SIOZ-STACK: 
, , . . -----------.------------,-------_._-------_ ... 
J '.' lZ6 CTVC : MF 2; " ) 0 1 K C; : 
11 BL.32S0 KC: 
" I ~ t , 
, ... - .. . --, ....... - "' ... , .. .. . - - - . .. 1 ... _ ~ 
: '!~ ".:. . "" .< " . ;1'.- ~ . ' ~:' I """;1-' . 
· · ." .. ~- .. _,-_· ... --- .. · - I 
B l ' ,{ i' 
} ., 
.-----------.------------ .------------------,-------- , ... -... I - . .. - ..... "" .. - } 
127 CTVC :t1FZS) 3S6 KC: 81 
~ - - - - - - - - - - - : - - - - - - - - - - - - ! - - - .. - - -. - _ .. - _. - - - - - - : - _. --- .... _... ~ .. - - - --- ~ .. - - - ~ - - - _..... .. - - : 
146 CTVC :MFZ6) 68 KC 
:----- ------l------------l------------------l-----
169 CTVB : MF2?> 
11 BL. 
4;6 KC: 
214 KCl , . ~ , 
t - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - .... - - - - - - - .- - i - - - - - - - - - . - - -- - ~. ,- .- . - _. I 
110 CTVB IMF2S) 10 KC: 
, , , 
._ ..... - - - - - - - - - 4 - - ..... - - - - - _ . - - - •• - - .- - - ..... - .- - ........ . ... - ... - - - ... ,., . - ••• . - •• "" 
171 CTVB :1 BL. 130 KC: (EXHlETION> 
• I I J ,----- ------,------------,----------_ .. __ .. ... _, 
181 CTVA :MF29) 2~Z KC 
:SIL!CATIC MUD 
El 
, . - ... 
81 
. A 1 
Bi 
- .. - - - - , 
Bi 
• f , t • • I - - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - - - _ . - - - - ~ - - - _ . - - -- - - - - - ... - _ . - - - I .. .... _.. - - _ .... ... - - - - - _.. - ~ _ . - _ . . ... • . ... ~~ ... , 
185 CTVA ~i1F30) 337 KC! E1 
, . , ,-----------,------------,------------------, 
189 CTVA lNF31) 71 KC B1 
:FE-MN-OXIHYDROXIDE: 
I , f I • 
, - _. - - - - - - - - - ) - - - - - - - - - - - - t - - - - _. - - - - - - •• - .- ..... _ .. - - I .- ... - --- .. . ~ .... _ . - • - _ ...... - . .. .... .... ~ _. • ......... - _. 
20Z CTVA :MF32) 3S3 KC: 
· . , 
, - - - - - - - - - ..... - , - - - - - - - - - - - - j _ . - - - .- .- .- _. -- . .... - _ .. - ... . .- _ .... l 
Z07 CTVA II'1F33) Z69 KG: 
I • ~ • . ----- ------,------------,--------------_ ._- - , 
213 CTVC I MF 34) 833 KC: 
f \ j j 
• - - - - - ... , - - ... - ..... _.- - - - - - - .- - - - • - - - - - - - - .- - •• - . - .- .- - - - .. 4 .... 
215 CTVC lMF35) 397 KCl 
, ' , ,-----------,------------.---_._ ------- , -- , 
228 CTVC lMF36)1480 1-'.G: 
TOTAL : 17.389 KC: 1 . 4SQ Y.C: 
EI 




TAB. 11.8.6: CHEMICAL.: AND MINERALOGICAL ANAL YSES OF MASSIVE SULFIDES, GARIMAS 2. (ON-SHORE LABORATORIES.) 
A. CHEMICAL ANAL YSES 
1. Major element chemistry of individual stations (33 sampIes): 
- sampIe numbers: CSC 2-49, MFC 6-36 
- elements to be determlned: Ag, AI, Ba, Ca, Co, CO
2




, Ti, Zn 
- laboratorles to be supplied (100 9 each): RWTH Aachen, K. Becker; Uni Karlsruhe, Prof. Dr. H. Puchelt; Imperial College London, 
Dr. A.J. B. MiII; Studiengesellschaft für EIsenerzaufbereitung, Dr. Merlins 
2. Major and trace elenlent chemistry of average regional sampIes (5 sampIes): 
- sampIe numbers AA, B 1A, B2A, B3A, FA (FA = MFC 36) 
- elements to be determined: same elements as listed above (A.1.), in addition: Cr, Hg, Ni, Rb, Sc, Sn, Sr, U, V, Y, Rare Earth 
- laboratories (100 9 each): RWTH Aachen, K. Becker; Uni Karlsruhe, Prof. Dr. H. Puchelt; Imperial College, Dr. A.J. B. Mill 
3. Trace element chemlstry (valuable metals) of average regional sampIes (5 sampies): 
- sampIe numbers AA, B 1A, B2A, B3A, FA (FA = MFC 36) 
- elements to be determlned: Ag, Au, As, Bi, Cd, Ga, Ge, In, Nb, Sb, Se, Te, Ta 
- laboratories (1 00 g each): Imperial College Landon, Dr. A.J.B. M!II; Preussag Metall Goslar, Dr. Wunderlich 
4. S-Isotope determinations (33 sampIes) 
- sampie numbers CSC 2-49, MFC 6-36 
- laboratory (20 g): UnI Karlsruhe, Prof. Dr. H. Puchelt 
. . 230 234 
5. Age-determlnatJons (31 sampies); Th/ U-method 
- sampie numbers MFM 6-36, DSB 2-52 
- laboratory (200 - 300 g): CNRS, Gif sur Yvette, C. Lalou 
6. Chemistry of silica-chimneys (124 GTVC) 
- laboratory: Heidelberg Unlversity, Prof. Dr. P. Stoffers. 
.... 
N .... 
TAB. 11.8.6 continuatlon: CHEMICAL AND MINERALOGICAL ANAL YSES OF MASSIVE SULFIDES, GARIMAS 2. (ON-SHORE LABORATORIES.) 
B. MINERALOGICAL ANAL YSES 
1. Qualitative ore microscopy or x-ray diffraction (24 sampies): 
- sampie numbers MFM 6-36 
- laboratory (200 - 300 g): RWTH Aachen, K. Becker. 
2. Quantitative ore m!croscopy of average regional sampies (5 sempies) 
- sampie numbers (AM, B 1M, B2M, B3M, FM (FM = MFM 36) 
- laboratory (500 g): Universität Clausthal, Prof. Dr. P. Halbach; Imperial College London, Dr. A.J.B. Mill 
3. Quantitative mineralogy of sllica chimneys (124 GTVC) 



























112 G"I'V B 
117 CTVB 
120 GTVA 
121 CT VA 
126 GTVC 
12 7 CTVC 
14 6 GTVC 
1 6 9 CTVB 
170 GTVB 




:2 1 3 CTVC 
215 GTVC 
ZZ S GT VC 
LAT I TUDE 
DEC MIN 
N 0 45.939 
N 0 45.9!J4 
N 0 45.989 
N 0 46.006 
N 0 45 . 990 
N 0 44 . 980 
N 0 46 . 015 
N 0 45.995 
H 045.9?1 
N 0 45.984 
N 0 45.993 
N 0 45.998 
N G 45 . 959 
N 0 45.000 
N 0 46.000 
N 0 46 . 015 
N. 0 46002 
N 0 <15.996 
N 0 46 . 000 
1'1 0 45 . 985 
N 0 45.969 
N 0 46 . 000 
N 0 45.992 
N 0 45.983 
N 0 16.0 
N Q 46.037 
N 0 45 . 963 
1'1 046.168 
H 0 46.056 
N 046.039 
N Cl 45.978 
N Q 46.1Z~ 




'vi es 54.786 
v 85 54.642 
tJ 85 ::i4.6QS 
'vi 85 54.628 
W 85 ;:;0.271 
'\;J 8554.640 
W 85 54.636 
\;J 85 54 . 6f~O 
'W 8S 54 . 713 
W SS 54.670 
'W 85 54.737 
'w~ es 54,':"'33 
W 85 ::;0.4,.0 
'\;J 8S 51.870 
VI 85 54.628 
W es 51 . 710 
W 85 ;;4 . 843 
',.w 85 54.5'13 
VI 85 54.663 
W 8S 5q .68S 
\J 85 54 753 
''; 855'-1 . 7'72 
'W 85 54 . 782 
''; 85 S,L'; 
'W 85 54.955 
VJ 85 5..J. 60':; 
W 85 54.6'73 
'w 85 34 . 791 
~w 8554.59t1 
\;l 85 54. cO 'Z 
'J 855'1 .7 '12-
'W 85 SS . t.i35 
GTVA .C T VB ,CTVC = TV-CRAB (k9) 
























10 3 7 
1 "I " , V 
60G 
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DICHTE.DAT; 2 17-0CT-1985 16:06 P:3ge 1 
~*********~ ** ~** ***********************~~**~********** ***** * * ******* 
DICHTEBESTIMMUNG VON SULfIDEN 
**~******** ***************A***********~~***************** **** ******* 
STATION DICHTE 
8039 - 65 GlVC PROBE 1 : 2.3 
PROBE '"j. "'. 2.7 
PROBE 3: 2.65 
PROBE 4: 2R75 
PROBE 5: 2.5 
S039 - 50 GT'JC PROBE 1 : ~) ~ wal:) 
PROBE '"j • .... 2.2 
PROBE 3: 2.4 
PROBE 4 : 2.3 
PROBE 5: 2.4 
S039 - 102 GIVB PROBE 1 : 2.75 
PROBE '"j. &J. 2.7 
PROBE 3: 2.65 
PROBE 4 : 2.45 
PROBE 5 : 2.6 
8039 - 169 GIVB PROBE 1 : 3.4 
PROBE 2: 3.05 
PROBE '). v. 3.05 
PROBE 4: 3.3 
'PROBE 5: 3.0 
PROBE 6: 3.0 
PROBE r/ • I • 3.0 
S0 39 - 213 GTVC PROBE ]. : ", ", .... , ....... 1 
PRDBE ~) . 2.9 a' ... 
PROBE 3: 2.5 6 
PROBE 4: 2.68 
PROBE r::' • ~I • ''') 'i c!" .., • .:.. '1..' 
PROBE 6: .., ... )r) IW .... 4., 
S039 - 215 GTVC PROBE 1 : 3. 4~j 
PROBE ry • 3.45 .... 
PROBE 3: 3.54 
PROBE 4: 3.4 
PROBE 5: 3.5 
PROBE () : 3.26 
PROBE 7: 2.83 
S039 - 229 GTIJC PROBE 1 : 3.2 
PROBE '") " 311 :3 .:., .. 
PRlHIE ':). v. 3 . 05 
PROBE " : 3.2 
PROBE r.:-. ,J. :L 1 
PROBE 6: 2.B 
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'I • 
1 \ • i } 
TAL.. 11""t "', MBASURED VALUES OF PO II-IT--LOAD 8TRENG'l"H TESTS 
tl. .. ... ----- .... ------ ------ - --- - - - -- --- -- .... - - - - ---- - - - .- - . ' ..... -~ _. - _... _. - --. ~ - - ...... ----... 




CTS Al a- 70 
CTa Al b 70 
CTS 1\4.2 60 
eTa A5.2 30 
eTS AI. a 160 
eTS A~ b 40 ....... ..., 
\.11.::1 A'7 . 1 90 
CTS A? 50 
CTS A1 60 
GTS A? 80 
58 Dca 
---------
GTS A 1 . 1 80 
GTS A 1 . 2 70 
CTS A 2.1 lOS 
GTS 'A 2 Z- 7Q 
CTS A 2.3 70 
GTa 'A 3 . Z 60 
C .... a 1 ... A 8.2 1 t {) 
GTS Al0.1 '?O 
eTS Al0.2 90 
GTa P.l Z l. 0 Q 
CTS A14.1 70 
eTa Al 'L Z 60 
60 GTVC 
----_._---
GTS A 1 1 100 
GTa A 1 . 2 7Q 
c~c:. ..... A 3 . 1 100 
GTa A 3 . :? 60 
GTS A 4 . 2 90 
GTa 'A 4.3 50 
CTS A 5 . 1 '(0 
GTS A 6.1 ?Q 
CTS. A 6 . '7 90 
GTS 'A 8 . 1 90 




































POINT-LOAD PENETR. RE>tARKS 
STRENCTH kN mfu 
0 "'- ZU I ?·JrlO:r1GC E!·JI er;.;-s w 
2 25 27 .5 
:2 ":' ~ . ",e 
;. 3 OUT OF R;\r'~GE 
~ 5 6 OUT DF RA ;'>! G F. ~ 
3 4 5 
1 , I.} ~ 
3 5 c 
5 i l 
6 2 1 Ü 
7 7 " ,; 
2 Q 4 
4 6 '7 
1 3 9 
3 0 
"1 ~ iC 
Z 1 . • .. 
6 {) f . e t. 
3 0 '7 5 EA.~ALT~C 1 r~ t~~ L 
S 2 :3 
8 0 8 EJ>.,skL'T je ~N"L 
7 8 6 
1 6 Q ~ 3 .:. 
6 6 q :5 
9 Cl 5 
:5 4 S 
3 8 q 
:5 4 ;) 5 
ZS 0 23 0 h:,GH VALIJE 
'5 c- l G 
;:; 5 10 VERY POF, Ot:S 
1 5 3 .'; F: .i-;' '1. ?OnCjH6 
G 
TAB. 1' .... ' CONTINUATtON 




POINT-LOAD FENETR. REMARKS 
STRENGTH kN mm 
.. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .- - - ... - '" - . - - .- . ... - - - _.- - - ... -- ... _.- ._ ... . * - - - - .......... - .. - .• 
61 GTVC 
eTS Al . 2 
GTS A 1.3 
CTS A 2 
CTS A 3 
CTS A ~. 1 
CTa A 5.2 




CTS A 1.2 
CTS A 3.1 
CTS A 3 . 2 
eTS A 4 2 
eTS A 4.3 
CTS A 4.4 
CTS A 8.2 
GTS A 9 . 2 
CTS A ? 
102 CTVB 
CTS A l. 1 a 
CT,S Al . 1 b 
CTS Al. Z 
CT3 J>. 3. 1 a 
eTS A 3 . 1 b 
". 3, 2 
CTS A ci . 1 a 
GTS All, 1 b 
GTS .~ q . 2 
CTS A 6, 1 
CTS A 6. 2 
GTS A S.l 
CTS A 8.Z 
. CTS 1\1 0 . 1 
CTS A10.2 
eTS All . 1 
CTS All . Z 
eTS A12 . 1 



































































13 . 5 
.., ., 
r . ~ 
Z . 0 
3 ~ 
1 1 
3 . 2 
9 . 0 
1 2 . Q 
6 , 0 
5 C 
8 , 0 
z . S 
3 , Q 
3 . S 
z . ~ 
Z . S 
1. 2 
4 . 5 
a 
1 . S 
'7 
1 . B 
3 ,3 
7; . Z 
4, 6 
5 . ~. 
5 . S 
8 
6 . 5 
~ 
i . S 








4 , S 
2. -:; , {} 
6 
1 S 









t ." t.: l l 
TAB. 11.8.9 CON'tINUATION 
SAMPLE NO. 
lö? GTVB 
CTS Al. 1 <1 
CTS Al. 1 b 
CTS Al . 2 
CTS A 2 
CTS A 3 . 1 a. 
CTS A 3. i b 
CTS A 3.2 
CTS A 4 
CTS A 4.1 
GTS A 4 . 2 
CTS A S 
CTS A 5 . 1 
CTS A ~ . 2 
G'!'S A ~.1a. 
CTS A 6. 1 b 
CTS A 6.2 
7 . 1 CTS A 
GTa A 7.2 
8 . 13 
A a . 1b 












A 9 a 
A ? b 




A ! 1 
A 11 a 
All b 
213 eTve 
CTS A 6 
CTS A 7 
~TS A 'i 3. 
r .,.. ,.. 
\.J .. W A 8 
C7S J\ S a 
GT2:· A 9 
r: ~·' ''' 
1,..;. •• ;:) 
A10.l 
AHl . l .. 
CTS .'\10 . 2 
GT3 All. 1 
G': ·::':· A::. 2 
A12 
" , ~ I".v 
GT:' AH 
AlS . 
CTS A15 . 2 
CTS A16 
Al7 
















1 8 (} 











t : 0 
1 D 0 
1 Ci 0 
300 
1 ,10 






















































POINT-LOAD PENETR . 
STRENGTH kN mm 
9 . S 
4.7 
S . 9 
Z . 5 
S . 5 
12 . Q 
13 . {} 
8 
4 . 5 
7 . 8 
9 3 
3 0 
9 . :5 
6.0 
S . 2 
(} 
6 . 0 
'7 . 3 
6 . 0 
~ .. . 2 
3.2 
s . Z 
4 7 
Z . Q 
13 .. 3 
~ . i 
9 , .. 
1 0 .Q 
7 . 1 
S .8 
2 , ~: 
3 . 1 

























F C<HtJ üS 
P CF:. 0 1.: E) 
.... .. , ." .... ..... " -. . -
;:; . . ., r .. . :. ~.( .~.J :: • . ..) 
.r. - . ... .... ~ 
; . , ~ •. ; f\''::; J. 
TAB. 11.8.9 CONTINUATION 




CiS A 5 210 
CiS A 5 a. 80 
C"'c 1.- A 5 b HQ 
eTS A 5 c 90 
CTS A 6 130 
GTS A '( Z10 
CTS A ~ a 120 . 
~ I"t ~ N 
ul.':' A 8 ~50 
GTS A B a iZO 
GTS 11. 8 b 1 n 0 
2Z8 CT\lC 
---------
G'T'I: . - A 1 2 100 
GTS A 3 90 

















POINT - LOAD fENETR. 
STR ENC'TH kN 13r .. 
'i Z 
4 8 2 
't·, 9 q 
0 " ~ ~ .-
6 S .:. 
5 7 








'JER <f~1' l? OR C l.: 5 
F O::'DlJ 6 . !.lO E 1'1 Hor. F.=' 
F AUL T 
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11.9 Data Reductlon and Processlng 
Since that time when eledronlcal monltor!ng systems also conquered the oceanlc 
research the amount of measurlng data and Information started to get more and 
more unbounded. For that reason most of the da ta reductlon today Is done by com-
puters. The pre-processlilg onboard was carrled out by the central computer system 
VAX-750 and by the transportable computer system PDP/LSI 11/23. Further da ta 
reductlon and processlng were carried out wlthin the company's geophysical data 
center (VAX 780) and again wlth the PDP/LSI 11/23. 
11.9.1 MultIsonde Measurements 
The STD-measurements carried out with the Multisonde were recorded either on 
the magnetle tapes of the PDP or on the permanent storage of the VAX. During 
proflling the data were on-Une plotted on agraphie screen of the VAX-system. Thls 
provlded the opportunlty to have a quick-look control of measurlng data and posslble 
occurrences of hydrothermal a.nomalies. Durlng GARIMAS 2 the main data control, 
reductlon and preprocesslng of STD-measurements was done on the VAX uslng the 
processlng software whlch was already developed on the PDP. An example of the 
preprocessing Is presented In Figure 11.9.1. 
11.9.2 Current Measurements 
The Aanderaa RCM 5 Is a self-recording current meter. The curren t data are recorded 
on a 1/4 Inch tape. After recovery of the instrument the tape Is read wlth a special 
tape reader (Aanderaa Type 2650) and restored via a 24 V Interface on the 1/2 
Inch magnetlc tape of the PDP computer system. Simllar to the Multisonde data re-
duetIon procedure the cUfrent d<!.ta were preprocessed on board Includlng 
convertlon of the original readlngs Into physlcal unlts; 
callbratlon, correctlon and reductlon of the converted data; 
preparatlon of data IIstings; 
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STATION IS C 
POSITION 0 4 3. 86 • N 
85 49. 50 • w 
START 7.01. 1982 22.48 
END 10.01. 1982 17.43 
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11.9.3 Egulpment Positlonlng (ATNAV and RS/904) 
The carteslan coordinates of the ATNAV shlp and sub position are wrltten together 
wlth date and time on the dlsc of the VAX/11 board computer. 
The data can be wrltten optlonal Into a temporary buffer (mailbox), accesslble for 
graphie display of submerslble jJosltlon on the vax terminal. 
The first step In processlng after callbrating the array and recordlng a number of 
grab profiles was to determlne the gcographical coordinates of the transponder array 
wlth correspondlng GPS-fix data and range data. Three pairs of values are necessary 
to calculate the coordinates of the orlgln and Its angle wlth geographie north. Wlth 
a lot of such tripies It Is posslble to determlne mean values and standard devlatlons. 
Now the cartesian ATNAV positions can be transformed Into a geographie coordlnate 
system. Shlp and submersible track can be plotted In a geographie grld. 
Durlng works wlth the sub position Indlcator RS/904 (outside the A TNAV array) the 
data were recorded In a shlp's axls referenced coordlnate system. Position, date 
and time were wrltten on a VAX/11 dlsc and slmultaneously Into a temporary mailbox, 
accessable for real time display of the sub position on a graphie terminal. 
Due to limitation of the system the recorded sub posltioning data scatter conslderably 
and orten many spikes dlsturbe the data. Uslng digital filters the accuracy of the 
dense recorded data (shot rate 3 sec) can be Improved. 
The postprocesslng of the da ta was done as folIows: 
• vlsual control of raw data wlth the VAX/11 editor, removlng of large spikes, inter-
polation of data lack, If necessary; 
• rotation of the shlp bounded carteslan coordlnate system Into a north orlentated 
x, y, z system; 
• removlng spikes, fllter!ng of raw data by means of a sllding average, 
• computation of the submersible's pOSition in a geographie co ordinate system by 
uslng the shlp - sub dlstances and the geographie coordinates of the GPS (TRANSIT) 
navlgated surface vessel. 
Shlp and submerslble track now can be plotted In a geographie grld. 
- 1.3.3 -
11.9.4 Vlsual Seafloor Monltorlng 
As already mentloned above the appilcatlon of modern electronlcal systems also 
In the marine research led to a tremendous Increase of data. Thls is especlally true 
for the seafloor monltor!ng where the applicatlon of TV- and photo systems gave 
the opportunity to get detalled Information about small scale seafioor features. The 
Increaslng data flood led to the recent declslon to manage the observation data 
wlth the computer faclllt\e~ already avallable on board of the vessel. 
For thls reason a software package was developed durlng GARIMAS 2 whlch glves 
the opportuiilty of followlng operations: 
quasi on-Une reeordlng of Individual observations on computer data flies; 
connectIon of observation and navigation data; 
separation of selected observations (for example all Indlcatlons of sulfides) 
IIsting of seleeted observation In connectIon with observation time, position and 
water depth; 
mapplng of selected observations on track-charts. 
Durlng the GARIMAS 2 crulse the management of seafloor observation da ta from 
TV-photo sledge tracks and TV-grab stations was as folIows: 
1. The on-line TV-observatlons dlrectly were stored on computer data flies. 
2. These flies were corrected later on revlewlng the video tapes. AddltJonally the 
TV-sledge provlded the opportufilty to complete Information by the Interpretation 
of detall-photos whleh were processed dlrectly on board of the shlp. 
3. Llstlngs of the entJre data flies wh Ich already Include the observation time and 
water depth were prepared and used for first steps of evaluation and as declslon 
ald for further actlons. An example Is presented In Tab. 11.9.1. 
4. The separation of selected observations gave the opportunlty to foeus on obser-
vations of speclallnterest (see Tab. 11.9.2). Afterwards the corrected and completed 
observation data were combined wlth the corrected navigation data. On the 
base of this data set as a final step track charts marked wlth the different obser-
vations were prepared (Flg. 11.9.3). 
TAB. 11.9.1: 
- 1.34 -
COMPU.TER ADDED ON-UNE RECORD OF GEOLOGICAL 
OBSERVA TIONS 
STATION : SO 39-167 FSO 
NAVIGATION SCHIFF: SAT GERAET: RS 
?8-SET--85 
~.3:32:03 2416 2377 TON 
13:33:34 2419 2443 [-:OT1,BOP1rC~BI. 1-.1 
1.3: 34 : 34 2412 )453 PI,S,C,ZERRUETTET 
13:35:2 6 2414 2455 T,M 2 
13:35:44 2414 2450 D+, C r tINS TOSS, L OB 
13:36:36 2412 2447 BOT,T,lO[~ 
13:37:12 2433 2440 F~nT,T,DS+ 
13:38:5 7 2416 2435 PI,M3,FE,C,BIOTURBATION 
13:40:29 2420 2434 GC 
13:41:5 0 2415 2437 GC,FB,C,HOlOTH, 
13~4 2::>9 2412 2436 G 
13:42:~;4 2423 2434 PI, M 3, FE:: 
13:44:4~; 2485 ;(439 C , E,l 1 ,2,3 
13:4S:2 Q 2411. 2442 T,M3,PI 
~.3:46:34 2412 2430 C,BL1 -· 4 
13:46:49 241.5 2417 LOB 
J3:S0:4B 2408 2436 1{OT,S,M3,C,BI. 1, ? ,3 
13:53:07 2410 24:35 M4 
13:53:46 2414 2437 F' I, M 3 
13:55:5 Q 2405 24:31 S,PI,M~,FE,C,BIOTURBATION 
14:00:44 2436 2431 F' I , S, M 3 
14:02:54 2487 14:35 PI,M3,FE,FB,C,SPONGIE 
14:03:~,4 2436 2436 T F' , C, E, I 1··· 4 
14:04:31 2435 24:37 [i - , T , [I _. 
~4:05:08 2485 2441 T,Ml 
14:06:29 2433 24~:i6 PI,TP,C,[i- CA 20M 
14:07:47 2428 2463 T,M3 
14:08:43 2430 2469 S,M3,f:'-P 
14:09:45 2424 2467 CS 
14:10:21 2420 2470 GC,PI,PP,M3 
14:11:02 2416 2470 PP,M3,FB,C,POLYPENSTOCK 
14:11:20 2413 2470 G 
14:12:30 2422 2470 pp, f' I, M3 
14:14:19 241.0 2474 Ge 
14:17:59 2403 2495 PP,M3 
14:18:53 2406 2495 F'F',M2,++,F~ 
14:21:10 2412 2474 F' F' , M;; , + + 
14:23:28 2409 2477 LOB 
14:23:58 2409 2480 BOT , H' , M 2 
14:28:50 2410 2480 PF',11,3 
14:29:03 2411 2479 DS-,FB 
14:2 r,\:5 7 2408 2482 F'F' , M2 , Ge 
14::~1:11 24(34 7.484 G , G , f' F' , M:'::: 
14:31.:2P 2423 2484 G 
14:33:l4 2484 2486 F'F' , SN , M:'::: 
14:33:30 24W'i 2486 G 
14:34:24 ::::48B ;(487 f'f' , S L , M:> 
14:35:1:L 248!::i 2489 SL,M2 
!. 4 : 36 ! 1 ? 247'0 2494 Ge 
14:36:'2';' 24?3 2495 G 
14:37:0~; :' 4 S\ 1 249B P L , H r' , H F C 'i' , t11 
14:37:3(i 2495 2498 G 
14:3B:41 249~j 2490 F' L , F' F' , M ~~ 
14:40:08 2490 2487 PP,Pl,SN,M2 
14:42:21 2493 2484 PP,PL,Ml 
14:44:11 249~ 2486 --,F'P,PL,M2 
14:45::?3 2492 2492 fI+1 
14:48:36 2502 2520 PL,F'P,M2 
14:51:00 2438 2517 C,BL1,2,3 
14:51:51 2437 2518 GC,PF',M3 
- 135-
TAB. 11.9.1 CONTINUATION 
14:56:47 2435 2527 [15+4'_0_-
14:58:3~~ 2417 2536 PP,PI ,SN~M3 
1~':;:()2:30 '2404 2531 F'f' , F' I ,SN,M2 
15:04:~;~5 243? ?~40 pp, F' I, M:~? 
1~i:06:03 24:':'::3 '") co -r ... .:..J ~'O SN, F' f' , F [: 
15:07:00 ~)414 2~39 ++ 
:~5:()8:24 2427 2536 f'f',f'I ,M2 
15: 10:5 7 2413 2526 T,M2,[lt,LO[l 
15: 12:53 2420 2~j20 BOT , F' f' , M 1 
1 J::" • .J  17:2 7 2408 2497 PF',M1 ,HP,HFf.: 
1 C" • •. ...J t 19: 15 2408 2487 DSt, DS-, C, MAUEf~ 
15:20:22 2405 2486 PP, [lS+, UJP 
15:22:20 2412 2481 BOT, flS+, LDE; 
:L5:28:00 243tS :'.438 UF' 




SELECTION OF HP-OBSERVATIONS FROM A GEOLOGICAL 
OBSERVATION RECORD 
STATION : SO 39-167 FSO 
NAVIGATION SCHIFFt SAT GERAET: RB 
18-SEF' - 8 5 
14:37:05 
~. 5:1 7 :27 
2491 ? 4 9 8 F'1..,HF',HFC?,~1~ 
2408 24 9 7 PP,M1,HP,HFS 
-86 28 
o 50 
FIG.11.9 • .3: 
- 86 27 
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12. WORKING AREAS AND FIRST RESUL TS 
The worklng areas of crulse GARIMAS 1 essentlally cover that part of the Galapagos 
Rlft or Cocos-Nazca plate boundary, whlch Is clalmed by Ecuador as an excluslve 
economlc zone. Generally , work dld not reach beyond a 10 nm wlde swathe on 
both sldes of tlle O-age axls. The total lengt., of thls area, extend!ng between the 
Inca Fracturc Zone and the De Stelguer Deep Is about 1,200 km. The work carrled 
out durlng crulse SO .39 Is very Irregularly dlstrlbuted along the entlre length of the 
ritt, dependant on prevlous work and flndlngs. By far most of the operations centre 
In the sectlor: between 85°16' ar.d 87°W, wlth special emphasls on the area between 
85°54' and 85°59'W. All tracks carrled out durlng GARIMAS 2 are mapped (scale 
1 :250.000) and complled In ANNEX .3). 
12.1 Galapagos Rlft 85° 16'W - 87°00'W 
The worklng area from 85°16'W to 87°00'W covers those seetions of the Galapagos 
Rlft, where the most Intense research durlng GARIMAS 2 took place. About 65 % 
of the total crulse time, correspondlng !o 70 days, were devoted to thls area. nle 
maln acllvlty concentrated on a seetIon 11 nm long between 85°48' and 85°59'W 
(Chaptsr 12 • .3, Detail Investlgatlon area). Ir. th!s area large massive sulfide occurren-
ces are descrlbed at 85°50'W (Malahoff, 1982) and a new occurrence was detected 
at 85°54.5'W durlng GARIMAS 1 In 1984. Results of the Investigatlons performed 
outside thls detail area (85°48 - 85°59'W) are descrlbed below. 
Bathymetry 
The bathymetrlc maps In preparatlon are IIsted In Table 12.1.1 and plotted in Fig. 
12.1.1. A first rough descrlptlon of the maln geomorphologlcal features: 
The eastern boundary Is marked by the Inca Fracture Zone, wh Ich connects the 
eastern Galapagos Rlft wlth the western Ecuador Rlft. First northward bendings of 
the Galapagos Rlft (GR) approachlng the Inca FZ from west can be recognlzed at 
85°24'W. Startlng at 85°21 /22'W the morphologlcal features clearly show a NNE-trend 
(8 deg), reflecting the fault strlke of the Inca FZ. 
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The structural trend of the GR between the Inca FZ and 87°00'W can be subdlvided 
into two major seetIons. From 85°21 'W to 86°39'W the Galapagos spreadlng center 
Is developed as an elevated ridge with a broad axial vaJley on top. The axial valley 
is characterlzed by a central h!gh as axis of symmetry and parallel horst and graben 
structures on both si des. West of 86°39', up to 87°00'W the character of the accretlon 
zone changes Into a broad symmetrie rldge wlth discontinuously occurring linear 
depressions at the northern and southern slopes. 
The water depth of the accretion axls steadlly decreases from 2,800 m at 86°24' 
to 2,200 m at 86°54'W. 
Between 85°24'W and 85°.32'W the Galapagos accretlon axis is developed as an 
~xlal valley (AV) strlklng at about 100 deg. 
The water depth of the axial valley floor varles between 2,750 and 2,800 m. The 
northern wall (NW) ellmbs up to 2,600 m, the southern wall (SW) up to 2,540 m. West 
of an axial volcano, rislng up to 2600 m height at the base of the !1orthern wall, 
the strlke dlrectlon cha:1ges wlth alItUe bend to 98 deg. The AV depth decreases 
to 2,700 m, the weil pronounced NW, exhlbltlng a steep Inner slope, reaches 2,420 
m helght. Between 85°42' and 85°46'W the NW plunges and dlsappears. The AV 
seems to propagate Into the NW and a tlny offset of the accretlon axls of 0.5 nm 
to the south can be recognlzed at 85°46'W. 
The western prolongation of the GR (85°46 - 85°57'W) Is characterlzed by a pronounced 
AVat 2,550 - 2,660 m depth, strlklng 96 deg. The boundary walls cllmb up to 2,400 m 
(NW) and 2,460 m (SW). At 85°57'W the SW disappears, but Is built up agaln after 
a small off set (0.5 nm) to the south at 85°58'W. The NW is not defined from 85°58.5' 
to 86°03.5'W, but Is remarkably d",veloped (up to 2,.320 m depth) In the western 
contlnuatlon between 86°03.5' and 86°19'W. The SW dlsappears at 86°08.5'W and 
turns up dlscontlnuously unt!1 85°39' shaped as elongated rldge IIke segments of 
2 to 5 nm length and 2,400 m helght. The strlke dlrectlon of the AV contlnues wlth 
96 deg. untll 86°21 'Wo Central axial hlghs mark the symmetry axls. At 86°21 'W the 
accretlon axis Is dislocated 0.5 nm to the south. Between 86°21'W and 86°39'W 
the AV conslsts of a double rlfted structure wlth pronounced axial highs and a linear 
NW, cllmblng up to 2,360 m. 
At 86°.39'W the character of the accretlon axls char.ges. The chain ofaxlal highs 
east of 86°.39'W runs into a broad axial rldge, showing a strlke dlrectlon of 9.3 deg. 
from 86°47' to 87°00'W. The axis of symmetry Is marked by the highest elevatIons 
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of the rldge. Rellet axial valleys of former spreadlng cycles are visible from 86°39'W 
to 86°55' at the southern slopes of th rldge and untll 87°00'W atthe northern slopes. 
The axi~1 rldge cllmbs up to 2,200 m at 86°54'W. 
The morpho-teetonlc features observed In thls segment of the GR fit Into the volcano-
genlc-tectonlc model of rlft genesis developed durlng the GARIMAS 1 and GEOCY ARISE 
projeets: late rlftlng phase at 86°23/24'W (Flg. 12.1.3), maln rlttlng phase at 85°57/58'W 
(Flg. 12.1.4), early rlftlng phase at 86°40'W, volcanlc phase at 86°59'W (Flg. 12.1.5) 
and Inclplant volcanlc phase at 86°50'W. 
Rocks 
Sampling of volcanltes outside the detail Investlgation ai-ea (85°49 - 85°59'W) revealed 
no Indlcatlons of high temperature hydrothermal alteration. 5 stations, 24 D, 30 GTVB, 
48 D, 192 D and 196 GTVA (Flg. 12.1.2) recovered different types of ponded or pillow 
lava fragments, exhibltlng elther fresh appearance or low temperature seawater 
alteration. 
Sediments 
8 box grab stations (14, 15,22,23, 44, 45, 71, 136 GK) were placed along thls seetion 
of the Galapagos Ritt at about 4.8 to 15 km north and south of the axls (Fig. 11.4.1, 
Chapter 11.4). Geochemlcal hlnts on recent or subrecent hydrothermallmprlnts based 
on board-analytical data cannot be recognized. At 71 GK (86°58.85'W) slightly en-
ha~ced Mn-concentra.tlons (1.9 %) and a somewhat thicker oxldlzed surface layer 
(16 cm) was observed. Also 136 GK (86°30.50'W) showed hlgher Mn-concentratlons 
at the surface (2.6 %) and from 0 - 13 cm (1.4 %). These enrlchments may be traced 
back to normal dlagenetic Mn-moblllzations from deeper strata. 
Seawater sampling and STD-measurements 
7 stations were placed In thls sectlon (8,9, 18. 19,31,62, 70 MS+H). No hlnts on 
recent hydrothermal actlvlty were obtalned from the temperature and turbldlty data 
of the Multisonde probes. Some smaller Mn-anomalles are found, but have to be 
verlfled In detalled on-shore laboratory studles. 
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Visual observations and hydrothermal Indlcatlons 
The optlcal mapplng concentrated on the 86°23'W/86°30'W sectlon of the Galapagos 
Rlft, whp.re 5 photo profiles (144, 145, 167, 197, 198 FSO) were placed. Thls area 
was chosen based on low temperature hydrothermal Indlcailons obtalned durlng 
GARIMAS 1. The results of GARIMAS 2 dld not prove the exlstence of high temperature 





17.42 - 17.56 h: 
14.36 - 14 • .39 h: 
14.42 + 14.45 h: 
15.15 + 15.17 h: 
23.22 - 2.3.25 h: 
02.21 - 04.46 h: 
Talus fragments wlth slllcatic Impregnatlons; 
greenlsh sediment; whlte crabs, galathea 
Sillcatlc Impregnatlons at plllow fragments; galathea 
galathea 
silicatic Impregnatlons 
SlIIcatic Impregnatlons at fresh pillow fr.agments; 
galathea 
Several Indlcatlons: yellowlsh and greenlsh emanations 
at lava cushion marglns; whlte crabs and mussei 
reliefs; joint planes covered by smectltes; black, 
granular deposlts (posslbly Mn-crusts) maln actlvlty: 
.3.21 - 3.27 hand 4.11 - 4.16 h 
.3 other photo-profiles were placed at 85°28' (111 FSO), 85°44'W (199 FSO) and 











BATHYMETRIC MAPS 85°16' - 87°00'W 
LONGITUDE/LATITUDE 
W 85°16' - 86°25' 
N 0°52' - 0°40' 
W 86°10' - 87°00' 
N 0°59' - 0°45' 
W 85°20' - 85°45' 
N 0°48' - 0°40' 
W 85°59' - 86°17' 
N 0°51'- 0°4.3' 
W 86°17' - 86°31' 
N 0°5.3' - 0°45' 
W 86°.31' - 87°00' 
N 0°56' - 0°47' 
W 85°48' - 85°59' 
N 0°48' - 0°44' 
W 85°54' - 85°56' 
N 0°46.5' - 0°45.5' 
SCALE 
1 : 50.000 
1 : 50.000 
1 : 20.000 
1 : 20.000 
1 : 20.000 
1 : 20.000 
1 : 10.000 
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Fig . 12 .1.2,: locations of rock sampling outside 85°49'W/85°56'W-detail area , 
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Fig. 12.1.3 Bathymetric cross section 
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Fig.12.1.5 Bathymetric cross sec tion 
at 86°59' 187°00 1 W. 
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12.2 Detail Investigation Area 85°48'W - 85°59'W 
The maln actlvity of GARIMAS 2 concentrated on this sectlon of the Galapagos Rift, 
11 nm In length. Based on the detection of massive sulfide deposits at 85°50'W (Malahoff, 
1982) and 85°54.5'W (GARIMAS 1) this area was chosen for bulk sampling of sulfide 
ores and detalled vlsual mapplng of the hydrothermal fields. In addition a thorough 
visual mapplng was performed outside the known occurrences (Locations A, B 1) 
In order to detect other hydrothermal Impregnations of the seafloor within thls section 
of the ritt valley. 
Bathymetry 
Supplementing the exlsting data of GARIMAS 1 several bathymetric profiles were run In 
the area investlgated. Two detailed Seabeam maps have already been produced on-board: 
A. 0044'N - 0048'N/85°48'W - 85°59'W; 1:10.000 scale and 5 m contour lines 
B. 0045.5'N - 0046.5'N/85°54'W - 85°56'W; 1:5.000 scale and 5 m contour lines. 
These maps are the base for plotting data obta ined by the photo-sledge program. 
Rocks 
Sampllng of rocks was a byproduct of several stations, where recovery of massive 
sulfides was intended. Due to difflculties in distlnguishing special lava formations 
and sulfide edlflces several stations only yielded volcanites of different flow structures 
and compositlon (see Table 11.5.5, Chapter 11.5). Locations of rock sampling are 
shown In Figures 12.2.4 - 12.2.6). 
The main lava types recovered are pillow and sc rambled sheet lava fragments. Three 
stations (34 GTVB, 102 GTVB and 226 GTVC) ylelded brecclated lava fragments wlth 
sulfidic vein and crack fillings or disseminated sulf ide impregnations. 
Most basalts recovered in the nelghbourhood of sulfides showed intense hydrothermal 
alteration. 
Sediments 
A special sampling program to evaluate the impact of hydrothermal emanations on 
the geochemistry of surrounding sediments was not performed in this area. Sediments 
recovered in TV-grab hauls were sampled and forwarded to several universities (Aachen, 
Hamburg, 8raunschweig) . 
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Seawater sampling and STD-measurements 
Whife the measurement of temperature and turbldity at 6 stations along the rift axls 
(2, 4, 13, 49, 54, 175 MS+H) showed no anomalous data in the deep water structure 
above the seafloor, at 49 MS+H (0°45. 17'N, 85°48.06'W) Mn-anomalies, both in 
dlssolved and particulate matter were observed from 2,665 to 2,520 m depth (see 
Locatlon K, Fig. 12.2.1). 
Visual seafloor mapping (OFOS) and hydrothermal indications 
28 photo profiles were run in thls seetion. The total length of profiles amounts to 
39 nm. The main area investlgated extents from 85°53' to 85°56'W and covers the 
massive sulfide occurrence at Location B 1 (85°54.5 - 85°55'W) and its eastern and 
western prolongation. (Fig. 12.2.9, 12.2.10.) The results obtained demonstrate that 
the sulfide occurrences cover an area of 650 m length and about 100 m width. Indi-
vidual outcrops were observed outside of this area. The occurrence of sulfides at 
Location B 1 is connected to distlnct tectonic lineaments, striking mostly parallel 
to the ritt axis resp. marginal faults of the ritt 'Ja lley. A correlation of certaln lava 
types of low viscosity and hydrothermal sites seems to exist but has to be verified 
by detalled evaluation of the photo-profiles. Massive sulfide outcrops at Location 
B 1 are associated in part wlth larger Fe/Mn-oxid-stacks of primary low-temperature 
origln. In addition also silicatic edifices were observed, showing similar shapes and 
slzes as sulfide outcrops. 
In addition to the detailed photoprofiling at Location B1 profiles were placed at Location 
A (85°50'W, Fig. 12.2.7) In order to supplement data gathered during GARIMAS 1. 
The photo-profileslocated outside of detail areas A and B 1 resulted in the detection 
of 8 new hydrothermal flelds (B2, C-J; see Fig. 12.2. 1 and Tab. 12.2.1). Locations 
E and F consist of sulfide stacks, slightly oxidized at surface. At location E these 
stacks are locafed within a talus slope, at location F they are rooted at the boundary 
of fresh nodular sheet lava and old pillow lava terrain. 
The high diversity of products occurring at hydrothermal sites was proven by the 
detectlon of amorphous si lica chimneys at Locations C, D, G and hydrothermal mound 
assemblages (Locations B2, H, J) consisting of silicatlc/silica and/or Fe-Mn-oxide 
mlneralizations, mostiy building up edifices of layered or crust-lik e struct ures. While 
Locatlon::: C and D ha ve been fou nd at th e base of the axial valley bordering northern 
fault scarp, the new sites E, G, Hand J seem to be located on a lineament striking 
95° In prolongation of the B 1 eccurrence. Only sile F is situated at the slope of an 
axia l volcanic cene. Tab . 12.2 .1, Fig. 12.2.1 and Figs. 12.2.7 - 12.2.12 inform about 
details on hydrothermal features observerl and locat ions of photo-sledge tracks. 
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Sulfide sampling 
The results obtained are more than satisfying in respect to the amount recovered. 
In total 19.9 t of massive sulfide ores were sampled during GARIMAS 2: 
875 kg at Locatlon A (43 GTVB, 61 GTVC; Fig. 12. 2.2) 
17.545 kg at Locatlon B1 (F ig. 12.2.3) 
1480 kg at Locat lon F (228 GTVC; Fig. 12.2.2). 
The largest sulfide block was sampled at statIon 126 GTVC: 3347 kg with a pyramidal 
shape of "180 x 145 x 125 max. slze. But In point of view of a coherent sulfide deposit 
at surface the results are somewhat disappointlng. Photo-sledge profiles as weil 
as TV-grab sampl ing attempts proved the ex istence of only disconttnuous sulfide 
outcrops wlth in the hydrothermal fields investigated. In addition sillcate- and Fe/Mn-
oxide stacks are occurring w ith ln and around sulf ide sites. 
While BAC- and CSC-data w here gathered on fragments or small drill cores of larger 
blocks the MF- data represent an average of the total material recovered. 
The results obta!ned prove the high reg ional variability of Cu- and Zn-concentrations 
at Loeation B 1. Zn va ries between 0. 20 and 32. 2 %, but concentrates In the range 
of 0.5 to 3 o/n . Cu shows less ext reme variations (1 . 10 - 11 . 20 %). 
Histograms of Cu - , Fe- an d Zn-va riations in mi'l. ssive su lf ides are given in Fig. 12.2.'13. 
Results of on-board analyses of non-sulfidic hydrothermal products (sill ca stac k s, 
Fe- Mn-crusts) are attached in Tab. 12.2. 3. 
TAB. 12.2.1: 
STATION 




2. Loca tion C 
110 FSO 
123 FSO 




NEW INDICATIONS OF HYDROTHERMAL ACTIVITY AND PRODUCTS 
IN THE GALAPAGOS RIFT VALLEY BETWEEN 85°48' AND 85°59'W 
TIME (GMT) 
20.49 - 20.56 
21.01 - 21.02 
04.14 - 04.16 
05.03 - 05.08 
05.11,05.12,05.13 
15.25 - 15.26 
17. 16 - 17.30 
17.36 - 17.52 
17.57 - 17.58 
18.54 - 18.57 
19.03 - 19.04 
HYDROTHERMAL INDICA TlONS 
HP: m-high edifices of greylsh, sinter-shaped 
material wlth yellowlsh mottles (Fe-silicates 
or silica?); at base brownlsh sediments 
HP: as above 
HP: as above 
HP: greenish to yellowish silica-stacks, sinter-
IIke habitus; dm- to m-height 
HP: as above 
HP: as above 
HP: as above 
HP: as above 
HP: as above 
HP: as above 
HP: as above 
sillca stacks sampled at station 124 GTVC. 
19.55 
22.49 
23.06 - 23.08 
19.39 - 19.41 
HP: sillca-chimneys wlth greyish crust; partly 
yellowish surface 
HP: small yellowish chimneys of dm-size 
HP: between and on lava cushions (pillows), 
crusts and small stacks of grey silica or 
silica Hc precipita tes 
HP: as above 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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TAB. 12.2.1 CONTINUED 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
STATION TIME (GMT) HYDROTHERMAL INDICATIONS 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4. Location E 
194 FSO 03.00 - 03.01 HH?, HP: grey, nodular precipitates on talus; 
stacks of sulfides (?) at base of talus-slope; 
dark sediment coloratlon 
03.08 - 03.10 HH?, HP: as above 
217 FSO 21.52 - 21.57 HP: grey, mostly flat, sinter-lIke minerallzations 
on talus fragments 
22.05 HP: as above 
22.18 - 22.19 HP: as above 
5. Locatlon F 
225 FSO 16.59 HH: sulfide edifices of several meters height; 
at the boundary of old (PU and fresh (SN, 
PI) lava flows; sediment cover in PL-terrain 
70 %, in SN/Pi areas 5 %; no oxidation 
rims at sulfide edifices; massive sulfides 
sampled during station 228 GTVC 
6. Location G 
225 FSO 19.03 HP: several small (- 1 m) stacks and chimneys 
of silica minerallzations; surface of edifices 
mostly grey, partly yellowish grey; structure 
layered and crust-like; PP/Pi-terrain; 50 % 
sediment 
7. Locatlon H 
225 FSO 19.18 .:.. 19.21 HP, HM: crust-like edlfices (silicates?); mainly 
grey, partly yellowish-brown and black; 
no stack structures 
8. Locatlon J 
190 FSO 19.47 - 19.48 HP: several small silica chimneys in a fissured 
pillow lava terrain covered by 30 % sediment 
9. Locatlon K 
49 MS+H 0°45. 17N/85°48.06·W Mn-anomalies in seawater from 2,665-2,520 m depth 
================================================================================= 
TAB. 12.2.2: CHEMISTRY OF MASSIVE SULFIDES, LOCATION B (ON-BOARD ANALYSES) 
================================================================================================================================================== 
STATION MATERIAL SAMPLE CU ZN CO PB FE S Si0
2 


























































































































































































































TAß .12.2.3 : CHEMISTRY OF NON-SULFIDIC HYDROTHERMAL PRODUCTS (ON-BOARD ANALYSES) 
== ~= = =========== = == =~======= = == ======================= ============================================================================================== 
s r /~ i I pr,! LOCMTON MA TEJ( I.i\L SArWLE MN FE CAn 510 ~~ ~.; ?.; ~~ 2 ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm f'lO PB AS SE CO NI 
----- - _._----------------- - ------ -- - -- --------------- --------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------
124 er vc c s ilica slack BAC 30 9.2 12.7 0.8 69.3 120 .L 50 .L 50 L 20 L 40 30 
I.L 5 crlle I) Mn-Crt ls t BAC 31 38. 3 D. 5l 3.1 0 .7 650 ~ 50 " 50 L 20 J.. 40 130 
120 I: Tllil 13 <l lTlo rphous silica BAC fU2a .ol. 5 .0 LO.1 .l90 ':::20 .:. 50 L 50 L 20 40 .:.30 
1 >4 GTlIl' 13 r-ln-c rus l SAC 33 39. 0 0.23 2.6 0.4 130Q L 50 L 50 L 20 - 40 90 
134 GrllC 11 Mn-Fe-oxihydroxide BAC 3~ 31.4 12.0 2 .7 9.8 1000 '- 50 L 50 L 20 - 40 50 U1 
J:-
1.5'., CTIIC 13 Mn - crust SAC 35 39.0 0.25 5 .9 0 .6 1400 L 50 ,(. 50 L 20 "- 40 160 
l 24 l.f Vr: C s i lied s t aek ßAC 30a 0.02 1. 8 L.O.l -90 .:20 .L 50 L- 50 L 20 L 40 "30 
An,! i ystc; : K. ßecker / P . Herzig (RWTH Aachen) 
=== = ~=~=== ========== === ==== = ==== == == = == ====== ==== = == = ============================ = ======= ~ ===================== ======= = ============= =======:========= 
Fig.12.2 . 1. : Hydrothermot products ond indicotions : 85° 48'-85OS9'W, Golopogos Rift Volley. 
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Fig . 12.2 .3 : 
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Fig. 12.2.13 : Histograms of Fe -,Cu - and Zn -
concentrations in massive sulfides. 
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12.3 Detail Investigatlon Area Hydrothermal Mounds 87°08' - 87°09'W 
During the routine sediment sampling program, performed 10 study geochcmlcal halos 
along the Galapag05 accretloti zone from 85° to 95°W, a box grab (72 GK) was 
placed 12 km south of the axis at 0°37.64 N/87°08.29 W. The morphology of ~his 
area i5 characterized by a flat terrain of about 2,700 - 2,720 m depth wlth small 
rldges of 10 - 15 m helght, strlklng 95 degree but parallel to the rlft axls (Flg. 12.3.1). 
The sediment recovered was a very dark b~own, slliceous bearlng manganlferous 
ooze wlth only mlnor amounts of blogenie carbonate debrls. On-board chemicaJ 
analyses (Table 12.3.1) revealed 16.2 % Mn from 0 - 10 cm and 20.8 % Mn at 11-
33 cm depth. Another core (100 K), about 2 km south-west of 72 GI< stili showed 
7.0 % Mn at the surface and 2.6 - 4.2 % Mn from 1 - 31 cm depth. Compared to 
foramlnlferal nannofossll oozes deposited on the norther!'1 slr:le of the accretlon zone 
at the same longltude (71 GK) the Mn-concentratlons are enhanced by a faetor 
of 6 to 40. These enrlchments cannot be traced back to normal dlagenetlc Mn-mob:-
liza!ion, which is obscrved regular!y al these equatorlal latltudes. 
In addition 10 Mn-oxide enrlchments substantial 5i0
2 
and Fe enhancements were 
observed In some layers: at the base of 100 K (54 - 74 cm) only slightly increased 
concentrations, but pure Fe-silicates at the top of 141 GTVA. 
The composition of the lafter is nearly Identical wlth silicate muds sampled at Locatlon 
B (85°54'W) wlthln the massive sulfide hydrothermal fjeld (see Table 12.3.1, 150 GTVC). 
The chemistry of the sampies obtained at 87°08 - 09'W/0037 - 38'N (72 GK, 100 K, 
141 GTVA) indicates an hydrothermal supply. It has to be investlgated whether this 
suplly can b~ attrlbuted to a hlqh or a low temperature hydrothermal source. Attempts 
to sampie deeper strata of the sediment co!umn which may contain high temperature 
sulfides failed. 
A photo-sledge profil (137 F50) crosslng the terrain for about 2 nm , proved the exist ence 
of mound-lIke structures wlfh rlng-shaped, dark -brown to iJlack sediment impregnations. 
The helght of the mounds varies from tenth of a meter to several meters. Some mounds 
exhibit yellowlsh-brown surfaces, covered with crust-like material. The benthos-
population Increases compared to normal sediment-covered areas (gorgonarla, galathea) . 
The mounds are frequently located over small (less thall a meter) verlical disp!ace-
ments of tlle surface . 
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Most of th e observations an d analyses lea :! us 10 mod els of mound s formation as 
a ~esu l t of precip itat ion of materials from low te mperature hydrothermal solutions. 
The presence of Mn-oxide or Fe-silicate rlch surface layers c ombined with the enhanced 
benthos populat ion imply that the hydrotherma l activlty has not ceased. Unfortunate-
Iy no tempera ture da ta of bottom waters or sediment heat-flow va lu es are availabie. 
Similar low te mperature hydrothermal mounds, consisting pnmarily of Mn-oxides 
anj nontronitlc clays, ha. ve alr~ady been found at sites 506, 507 an d 509 of Leg 
70 (DSDP) at ab ou t 86°05 - 08'W/ Q033 - 36'N. These mounds are lo cated even 
more south of the recent accretio!'1 axis (20 - 30 k m) over cru st 0.5 10 0.9 Ma in 
age (Ho nn orez et al., 1981). 
TAB. 12.3.1: SEDIMENT CHEMISTRY AT 87°08'W MOUND AREA AND REFERENCE SEDIMENT SAMPLES (ON-BOARD ANALYSES) 
=================================================================================================================================================== 






























o - 16 
16 - 22 
22 - 40 
o - 10 
11 - 33 
Mn-crust 
o - 16 
average 
o - 10 
10 - 25 
25 - 41 
surface 
0-6 
6 - 31 
31 - 54 
54 - 74 
surface 
o - 13 cm 
13 - 24 
24 - 39 
surface 
0-5 
6 - 14 
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4.2 1.5 
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12.4 Galapagos Ritt 87°00 - 90 0 50'W 
The research work wlthln this seetion of the Galapagos Rlft concentrated on a Sea-
beam survey of the spreadlng zone structure, 011 surface sediment sampling to locate 
geochemlca l Imprlnts of hydrothermal effluents and finallyon vlsua l mapp ing of vol-
canic and hydrothermal fp.atures of the accretlon axls by photo profiles. The most 
Important result was the detectlon of several sulfide edifices at 89° 19'W during station 
162 FSO. 
Bathymetrl:, 
The Seabeam data gathered are compiled In 6 bathymetric maps as IIsted in Tab. 
12.4.1 and plotted in Fig. 12.4.1. Thlc:; section has partly been investigated already 
durlng GARIMAS 1. The GARIMAS 2 survey revealed two branches of the rift whlch 
apparently overlap between 87°00' and 87°20'W. The offset Is 14 km. The northern 
branch, at 87°00 stili developed as a prominent axial rldge of 2,200 m helght (Flg. 
12.1.5, Chapter 12.1), decllnes continuously westwards until 2,350 m depth at 87°09'W 
wlth a substantlal wldenlng and rift~ng of the axial zone (Fig. 12.4.3). The northern 
branch further drops down until 2,600 m depth at 87°20'W and dlsappears In the 
deep-sea plaln further west. The southern branch Is already developed at 87°00'W 
(Fig. 12. 1.5, Chapter 12.1) and becomes a promlnant axial rldge In Its westward 
prolongation, exceeding the height of the northern branch at 87°09'W (Flg. 12.4.3) 
by more than 200 m. The height of the axial rldga Is contlnuously increasing to further 
west until 1,500 m at 90°35'. before It drops down agaln when approachlng the 
Galapagos FZ west of 90°40'. The basal width of the axial rldge seems to decrease 
from ea st to west, while the height of the accretlon axls above the surrounding -
seaf loor is constant (Figs. 12.4.2 - 12.4.6). 
West of 87°30' only two sectlons show a dlfferentlated axial structure w ith itldication:; 
of a rifted depression: 88°25' - 89°08' and 89°52 - 90 0 05'W. The axial valley Is 
only less pronounced (20 - 50 m) in the eastern sectioi1 but Is clearly defined (up 
to 100 m depth) at 89°56'W. Several smaller offsets of the axis (- 1 nm) were observed 
at 87°27',87°51',87°55', and 88°32'W. Another overlap!Jing structu re of two spreading 
branches could be located at 89° 11 'Wo 
In view of th e volcano-tectonlc cycies controlling the Intensity of hydrothermal con-
vection most parts of thls section of the rlft system seem to be less prospectlve due 
to the predominance of volcanic features. 
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No attempts to recover rocks took place. 
Sediments 
11 box grab stations were placed along thls sectlon of the Galapag os Rl ft In ab out 
5 to 15 km distance to the accretion axls (Fig. 11.4.1, Chapter 11.4). At 87°0S/09'W, 
12 km south of the axis, a hydrothermal mound site could be detected (see Chapter 
12.3). The board analysis of other sediment cores revealed to some ext ent Mn-enrlch-
ments in oxidic surface layers (up to 0.43 %) but no concluslve hydro th ermal Impact 
coul d be stated. The lhlckest oxldlc li'lyers (17 - 18 cm) were observed In 163 and 
164 GK. two stations located along sectlons wlth a rlfted depression. Only during 
Leg 3 sed iments recovered were analyzed on-board (see Tab. 12.3.1, Chapter 12.3). 
Therefo re concluslve results have to be walted for. 
Yisua l observations and hydrothermal Indlcatlons 
Outside of the hydrothermal mound area at 87°08'W only 7 photo-profiles w ere run 
along and crossing the accretion öl.xl<;: 139 FS at 87°56', 140 FS at 87°42', 142 FS 
at 87°24, 143 FS at 87° 10',162 FS at 89°19',165 FS at 88°24' and 166 FS at 88°0S'W. 
Only at 89°1 9'W Indlcatlons of subrecent high temperature hydrothermallsm could 
be detected (Fig. 12.4.7): 
162 FSO 0.27 - 0.29 h 
2.02 h 
1690 M: HH = irregular stacks (su lfi des?) of 
dark grey colour; at base brown 
sediment coloratlon; 
pillow lava terra in, 10 % sediment . 
1677 m: HH = sma!1 moun ds (su lf idic?) wlth 
strong benthos populati on; nodular 
ponded lava an d plllow lava 
terrain; 20 - 30 % sed iment; 
sequence of deep and broad 









BATHYMETRIC MAPS 87°00'W - 90 0 50'W 
LONGITUDE/LA TlTUDE 
W 86°55' - 87°35' 
N 1°01' - 0°47' 
W 87°00' - 88°00' 
N 0°49' - 0°35' 
W 87°30' - 88°45' 
N 1°04' - 0°50' 
W 87°55' - 89°00' 
N 0°54' - 0°40' 
W 88°55' - 90°00' 
N 0°54' - 0°40' 
W 89°50' - 90°50' 
N 1°05' - 0°45' 
SCALE 
1 : 50.000 
1 : 50.000 
1 : 50.000 
1 : 50.000 
1 : 50.000 
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12.5 Galapagos Fracture Zone 
Nearly exact ly mid-way between the De Steiguer and the Inca Fracture Zones, at 
about 91°W, the Galapagos Rift is dissected by a major transform fault system, the 
Galapagos Fracture Zone. In contrast to most known fracture zones, the ridge axis 
of this sectlon rises more or less continuously towards the displacement, trom about 
2,700 m wafer depth at both ends, to less than 1,600 m near the Galapagos F.Z. 
Only in vicinlty of the displacement a slope of the axis can be observed: the eastern 
branch to 1,700 m, the western one to 2,100 m. The typlcal ritt structures disappear 
at 01°00,S'N; 90 0 42'W and 01°52,5'N; 90 c 53'W respectively, giving rlse to the typical 
fracture zones structures and directions. 
The ritt is dlsplaced by about 29 km, and the different general strlke of the two sections 
(11° of the western and 5° of the eastern branch) indicate an anti-clockwise rotation 
of the eastem part. 
The fracture zone morphology deviates considerably from the typical features of 
the spreading zone. There are many benf structures, but slopes striklng between 
1S0 and 180° are frequent, indicating sheer faults. Most are 4 to 9 km long, the 
longest about 13 km. A few such slopes exceed 1,000 m vertical displacement in 
less than 2 km. The deepest measured basin, at 01°36,5'N; 90 0 49,5°W, shows wafer 
depths around 3,500 m. There are a ,~umber of small (about 1 km diameter) round 
structures which suggest rather fresh volcanic cones. 
The fracture zone area has not been investigated in detail and is only covered by 
some t,longitudinal transit profiles. 
However, one of the main slopes was covered by a photo.·televislon profile (SO 39-
97 FSO), which started on cne of the cones. The lafter W"iS blJllt up by lavas of the 
SN, SN/PL and SN/SL types, but the slopes were covered by talus and sediment, 
and showed no sign of active fectonics or hydrothermalism. 
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12.6 Galapagos Rift 90 0 50'W - 95°30'W 
Maln task of the research performed wlthin thls sectlon of the Galapagos Ritt was 
a Seabeam survey of the spreadlng zone structure, supplementlng exlstlng Seabeam 
maps of thls area based on GEOMETEP 2 and 3 as weil as GARIMAS 1 data. In addition, 
a first vlsual mapplng of volcanic feaf!.Jres of the accretlon axis by photo profiles 
was carrled out. The detectlon of a hydrothermal field at 94°58.7'W, Indlcated by 
temporarlly hlghly turbld water above the seafloor, was the most important result 
(see chapter 12.7). 
Bathymetry 
The Seabeam da ta obtalned are compiled In 13 bathymetric maps as IIsted In Tab. 
12.6.1 and plotted In Fig. 12.6.1. Track charts are added In ANNEX 5 to thls cruise 
report. The GARIMAS 2 survey confirms the already known overall maln aiong-strike 
variation of the accretion axis, but adds substantlai knowledge about the small-scale 
variation of the neo-volcanlc zone. The along-strike variation west of the Galapagos 
FZ Is characterized by two major features: a prominent axial ridg e with little tectonlc 
differentiation Is developed between the Galapagos FZ (90 0 50'W) and 92°33° (Flg. 
12.6.2, 12.6.3). The rldge Is upllfted to 1,600 m, probably Influenced by the Galapagos 
hot spot. Local axial volcanoes, superlmposed on the linear rldge structure, rise up 
to 1,380 m (91°25'W). Two lateral displacements at 91°33' and 92°14'W do not change 
the general trend. West of 92°33'W the rldge slopes down towards the Oe Steiguer 
Oeep (to 3,400 m), on the rim of which some clrcular axial volcanoes are developed 
(see detail area 94°46' - 95°05'W, chapter 12.7). At 93°15'W an overlapping spreadlng 
centre Interrupts the linear trend and offsets the accretion axis about 5 nm to the 
north (Flg. 12.6.4). West of 93°15' the axial portion of the spreadlng centre is sub-
merged In respect to the marginal h!ghs and the amount of submergence Increases 
towards the Oe Stelguer Oeep (Figs. 12.6.5 - 12.6.7). In vlew of volcano-tectonlc 
cycles controlling the probabIlity of hydrothermal convection cells to be developed, 




Six box grab stations were placed along thls seetIon of the Galapagos Riff in about 
5 to 13.9 km dlstance to the accretlon axls (Flg. 11.4.1, chapter 11.4). At one station, 
located In the centre of the OSC-structure at 93°15'W, only volcanlc glass fragments 
were recovered. The other attempts resulted In sediment recoverles of 36 to 43 cm, 
wlthout exception conslstlng of foramlnlferal nannofossil oozes. The board analyses 
revealed to some extent Mn-enrlchments in oxldlc surface layers (up to 0.48 %) 
but no concluslve hydrothermal Impact could be stated. The CaC0
3
-concentrations 
(74.3 - 81.5 %) are on average about 15 % hlgher compared to the eastern seetIon 
of the GR (85°16 ' - 900 50'W). In contrary Sl0
2
-values are on average 15 % lower 
along the western section (12.2 - 16.6 % 510
2
), Thls observation may elther be ex-
plalned by the greater dlstance of the western sectlon in respect to the silica skeletons 
prorluclng equatorlal zone or by the greater dlstance io a terrlgeneous Input (clay 
minerals). Concluslve results will be obtalned, if further shore-based analyses are 
availabie. The thlckest oxldlc layer (29 cm) was observed at 85 GK, astatIon located 
13.9 nm north of a broad rlfted depre~slon (94°28.67'W). 
Seawater sampling and STD-measurements 
Only one hydrographie station was placed wlthln thls seetion: 87 MS+H at 2°37.81 'NI 
95°05.32' W, located at the eastern border of the De Stelguer Deep. Data obtained 
In the deep water column (2,631 - 3,025 m) revealed no hydrothermal impact. 
Rocks 
Volcanic glass fragments wlth thln Mn/Fe-coatings were recovered at 75 GK (93°16'W); 
a chain dredge was lost durlng 93 D (94°16'W). 
Visual observa tions and h'fdrothermal Indlcations 
Outside the area Investlgated in detail (94°46' - 95°05'W, chapter 12.7) 9 photo-pro-
files were placed along and crossing the zero-age axls: 
152 FSO at 91°36'W, 153 FSO at 91°57'W, 96 FSO at 92°52'W. 95 and 154 FSO 
at 93°40'W, 155 FSO at 93°43'W, 157 FSO at 93°45'W, 86 FSO at 94°32'W and 
88 FSO at 95°07'W (De Stelguer Deep, eastern part). The observations revealed 
no hydrothermal Impact of substantlai extent. Although prerequlsltes of hydroth ermal 
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convectlon, hlghly fluid lavas (55, sc-type) wlth thln sediment cover and swarms 
of fissures and gJas were observed at several locatlons no hydrothermal products 
polntlng to deep water clrculatlon were found. Indlcatlons of a very weak Impact 
are IIsted below: 
86 FSO 94°32'W 23.20 h HSF = very weak smectltlc coatings 
on talus fragments 
153 FSO 91°57' W 4.10-6.01 h HP = olive-green (nontronltlc?) 
dustlng on ponded and plllow 
lava surfaces (axial volcano 
wlth caldera) 
154 FSO 93°40'W 21.35, 21.59 h HC = Mn-crusts on rock surfaces. 













BATHYMETRIC MAPS 90030'W - 95°30'W 
LONGITUDE/LATITUDE 
a) W"90035' - 90°55' 
N 1°40' - 2°00' 
b) W 90°35' - 90°55' 
N 1°17' - 1°40' 
c) W 90°35' - 90°55' 
N 0°55' - 1°17' 
W 91°35' - 92°25' 
N 2°00' - 2°14' 
W 92° 15' - 93°10' 
N 2°06' - 2°20' 
W 93°00' - 93°40' 
N 2° 16' - 2°30' 
W 93°35' - 94°30' 
N 2°25' - 2°39' 
W 94°25' - 95°05' 
N 2°30' - 2°44' 
W 95°04' - 95°33' 
N 2°32' - 2°48' 
W 93°35' - 93°51' 
N 2°26' - 2°32' 
W 94°30' - 94°46' 
N 2°32' - 2°38' 
SCALE 
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12.7 Detallinvestigation Area 94°46'W - 95°05'W 
A special survey was performed in this section of the Galapagos Rlft, which was 
chosen based on the Mn-anomalies in the deep water column detected during GEO-
METEP 3 at 94°54.07' W/2°37.57'N (5026 - OR5H) and 94°48.3 1'W/2°34.93'N (5026-
OR6H). The accretlon axls of this area is domina ted by 6 axial volcanoes, buHt up 
In a rlfted depression of 1 - 2 nm wldth. 
The GARIMAS 2 survey focussed on a first visual mapping of the area by photo-pro-
files and addltlona lly on supplementary seabeam profiles fllling gaps in the GARIMA5 1 
produced seabeam map. 
Bathymetry 
The seabeam da ta obtained (track chart see ANNEX 5) were used to revlse and 
supplement the already exlsting GARIMAS 1 map. Based on the more accurate GPS-
navigation data a more precise positloning of the morphologlcal structures in the 
geographical grid could be obtalned. The seabeam map covers an area of 391 km 2 , 
extendlng from 94°46'W/2°3.3'N to 95°05'W/2°39'N. 
The morphology of thls section of the GR Is characterlzed by a 95 degree strlking 
axial valley, wlth pronounced up to 360 m helgh fault scarps, bordering the valley 
north and south (Flg. 12.7.1). The depth of the axial valley floor varies between 
2,750 and 2,nO m, the marginal hlghs rlse up to 2,700 - 2,440 m. The northern 
marginal high Is a more or less linear rldge, deepening from 2,440 m at the eastern 
margln to 2,670 at 94°57.5' W and agaln ciimbing up to 2,570 at 95°04'W. The southern 
marginal high is a weil pronounced linear ridge between 94°!16'W and 94°56'W, but 
Is in Its western extentlon bulli up by several isolated rldge segments, wh Ich do not 
follow a linear striklng trend. The wldth of the axial valley Increases from ab out 1 nm 
at 94°47' W to 2.5 nm at 95°05 'W, already Indlcating the submergence Into the De 
5telguer Deep. 5everal axial volcanoes have been built up at tile zero - axls: 
the hlg/lest at 94°50.9'W is ris ing up to 2,560 m (Fig. 12.7.2), others were localized 
at 94°54.3'W (2,650 m), at 94°55. 1'W (2,650 m) at 94°55.7'W (2,670 m, Fig. 12.7 • .3) 
and 94°58.7'W (2,700 m). The most impressive Is built up trom 95°01. 1'W to 95°02.1'W, 
rlslng up to 2,570 m, wlth its top more than 300 m above th e rlft valley floor (Fig. 
12.7.4). The summlt region of this volcano Is characterized by a large caldera structüre 
at the western margln, a sub -caldera In the centre and a ein der cone at the SE-rlm. 
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Some volcano structures were also obser';ed slightly south of the zero-axis, but 
stililoca ted wilhin the rift valley (94°56.4'W and 94°58.7'W). 
Rocks 
Four dredge stations were placed In thls area but all within the axial valley. The 
basalts recovered consisting of massive por:ded lava tlows with coatings of yellowish-
whlte smectites and reddish-browr. Fe-Mn-oxyhydroxides on jo!nt planes and contraction 
cracks (80 D, 82 D, 90 D). One station (91 0), located in a northern marginal depression 
of the ritt valley at 94°59.2'W revealed massive ponded lava \vith a porphyrlc matrix, 
conialnlng plagloclase and olivine phenocrysts of mm-size. In addition, fragments 
of curta ln fold/ropy sheet lava were sampled at this site. The station is located within 
the area where turbid water masses were observed during photo-profile 92 FSO. 
Sediments 
No attempts to recover sediments were performed. 
Water sampling and STD-measurements 
No stat ions. 
Visual observations and h'{drothermai Indicalions 
Seven photo profiles were run in this area between 94°49' and 95°00'W, covering 
the main slructures of the rift system: thc northern marginal high at 94°49'W (78 FSO). 
thc central axial volcanoes at 94°55.1 'W (81 FSO). and 94°58.6 'W (83 FSO). the 
zero-axis and northern ma,gins of the axIal valley (92 FSO at 9b,059.5'W, 94 FSO 
at 94°59'W and -156 FSO at 94°58.5''lV) and the southern marginal high (89 FSO 
at 94°52'W). No indicatlons were found on profiles 78 FSO and 89 FSO. ma inly c overing 
the marginal highs. th~ir Inward faLing slopes anj the base 01 these slopes. All othe r 
profiles revealed Indlcatlons of a very weak ancJ Icw-lemperature hydrothermal acllvlty. 
mainly resulting in light green 10 plstacf;e green sedimpnt A.nd lava dustings by Fe-
smectites (nontronltes?" üuring 92 FSO indicalions of turbld water pointed to arecent 
activity of thls low temperature hydrotherMal cycle. The centre is loca ted in a marginal 
depression 0 1 tlle rift vafley at [he base of the northern marginal high (F ig. 12.7.5>-
Far aboul 12 min (21.55 - 22.01 h) several photos were laken, e~hibiting weak to 
slightly turb!d water masses in 2,83410 2,867 m water depth (94°58.67'W/2° 37.56'N-
94°58.64 ' \'//2°37 .47'N). 
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Relnvestlgation of this location during profiles 94 ai:d 156 FSO dld not conflrm th e 
turbid wat er flows. It may be ccncluded that the activity is inte(mittent or periodical. 
The axial volcanoes investigated show Ci relCltive fresh appearance of SN/SL-Iava 
flows in the summit region with only limited sediment coverage (3 - 20 %). Indications 
of hydrothermalism are summarized below: 
81 FSO 94°55'W 2.24 - 3.42 h HM = sediment colou ra tlon, pistache 
5.12":' 5.37 h green (nontron itic?) and 
HP = pistache green precipitates on 
Jo!nt planes 
2.29 - 2.47 h HFC = galatheas along c racks 
4.34 h between lava cushions 
83 FSO 94?58'W 2.18 - 2.38 h HP = pistache green precipltates 
4.37, 6.00-6.05 h (nontronite?) in lava cracks 
4.32 - 4.38 h HM = plstache green sediment 
colouration (nontronites?) 
4.55 h hSF= ponded lava with smectitic 
preclpitaies on Joint planes 
92 ::SO 94°59.5'W 20.13 - 20.24 h HP = pistache green precipitates 
(nontronltes?) along crack s 
between lava c ushions 
21 .55 - 22.07 h HO = water tu rbidlty; active hydro-
thermal fj eld? 
94 FSO 94°59 'W 02.28 - 02.34 h HSF = smectit e and Fe-oxyhydroxide 
coatlngs on talus fragments 
156 FSO 94°58.5 'W 19.08, 19.47 h HSF = smectific and Fe- oxyhydroxidic 





























































































































































The followlng abbrevlatlons are used In thls crulse report and other reports of cruise 
GARIMAS 2. 
A) EQUIPMENT 
FS Forschungsschiff, research vessel 
SB Seabeam System 
NBES Narrow-beam echo sounder. Stabillzed echo sounder "Schelfrandlot" 
of ELAC, 20 and 30 kHz 
SBP Subbottom profiler, sediment echograph, 3,5 kHz 
TB Bottom pinger, 16 kHz 
TT Transponder of the Atnav navigation system 
MS Multisonde of ME Meerestechnik-Elektronik 
K Kasten corer 15 cm (box corer) 
GK Reineck box corer (box grab) 
GTVA,B,C TV- guided electro-hydraulic grabs 
D Dredge 
FSO Photo TV-sledge 
CS Eulerian current measurement 
H Water sampllng station 





































Lava, not determlned 
Pillow lava, not determlned 
Pillows, striated 
Pillows with protuberances 
Individual pillows In sediment covered area 
Pillow and sheet lava 
Sheet lava, not determined 
Lobated sheet lava 
Nodular sheet lava 
Platy sheet lava 
Curtaln fold/ropy sheet lava 
Scrambled sheet lava 
Talus 
Pillow talus 
Sheet lava talus 
Breccia/brecclated volcanites 
No sediment; reflectlon at glass surfaces 
Sediment dusting; sediment In InterstItlai spaces 
Sediment cover in part; P < 30 % 
SL,SN,SS < 50 % 
SP, SC <100 % 
Strong sediment cover P >30 % 
SL,SN,SS > 50 % 
Total sediment cover; no rock outcrops 
Crack/small fissure 
Fissure/gja 
Flssure/gJa, wldth (m), offset (m), (up + down -): G, 2,-4 
Flat floored fissure 
Flat floored fissure, wldth (m), offset (m) (up + down -): GF ,5,+2 
DIsplacement wlthout flssure/crack 
DIsplacement wlth offset « 3m) In m (up + down -):D+2 
DIsplacement assumed 
Scarp 















































Collapse structure (small sc ale) 







Sulphldes, large area 
Preclpltates on cracks and volcanlte surfaces 




Special fauna (x) 
Sediment coloratlon; oxyhydroxldes 
light coloratlon 
Strong coloratlon 
Crusts/ oxyhy droxldes 
Halo around rocks 
Benthos; sessll + vagrant 
End obenthos/lchnof osslls 
General c omment (sub-position, dlstance shlp-equlpment, 
number of flashes and IIghts, number of photos, morpholog lcal 
and tectonlcal features, statements to functlon of TV-grab, etc.) 
Tape on 
Tape off 
First bottom slght 
First bottom photo 
Loss of bottom slght 
Bottom slght agaln 
Hea vln g sta rt 
Sampllng 
Colour TV, record on 
Colour TV, record off 
Black and whlte TV, record on 
Blacl< and whlte TV, record off 
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1 3 MS.H 
14 CK 










25 CT VB 
26 0 














4. 1 CT\!C 
'-12 CTVC 
q 3 GT ... "B 







~. 1 CTV;" 
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N 2 23 . 0 0 
N C 46 . 215 
N 0 45 . 53 
N Q 46 . 212 
N 015 .721 
N () 46.169 
N Q 46.138 
N 0 47 .701 
N 046 . 132 
N 0 '~5.231 
N 045.939 
N 0 46 .1 17 
N 0 46 . 467 
N (} 47 . 023 
N (} Hl.866 
N 0 <i6017 
H 0 46 . 034 
N Q 48.858 
N 049 . 014 
N ·:> 46..145 
N 046.125 
N 053.197 
N Ci " 5.52 '? 
N 0 4? 117 
N 0 '16 . 096 
N 046 . 097 
N 0 45.985 
N 046 . 161 
N 0·160 14 
N 043 . 122 
N 0 45 496 
N (} 4S . 9SiJ 
N 0 <15 . 020 
N 0 44 . ?92 
N (} <15 . 99'1 
N 0 4.~ . OlS 
H 045 . 989 
N Q 45.99'1 
H 04'5 .i o2 
N 045 . 985 
N 0 <'J6 . 0D6 
1'1 (} 4S.9?O 
N 0 ·14 9aO 
N IJ 41.8?S 
l'! 045 . 111 
t" Q (,. ::; . ;' I 3 
!'l Q ti:; , G 1 5 
t·j Cl .:1~ , 9B7 
LOl'~G!TUDE 
DEC MIN 
'W 84 ;~ 7 . 0Q 
'W 85 54 . t.'7<'l 
'W 85 ~:3 .' BZ 
I.J 85 56.032 
'vi 85 54.933 
'W 85 ': 3 . 738 
'W 86 03 . ';'20 
W 8600 .<103 
~ 85 q9 , 4~ i 
'01/ 85 5q . ;~3 
'W 8553 . 90: 
'W 8558. 169 
'W 85 28 . 2::.2 
W 85 Z 8 . . ::; S 3 
W es 55.23 6 
w· 85 ~~,l t '? 
'W 86 12.625 
'W 86 17 036 
y; 85 :55.254 
I.., 85 :::5 . 238 
I.J S610 . 15C.. 
t'. J -Bc 14.;;00 
I.J 86 13 . 080 
\J es S5 , 0 1 6 
;;'1 8 553.031 
~ .. r 85 S5.G t l 
t.J 85 55 . 290 
'vI 85 ~1 5 . ::: 7 
,. , 
w 
'w , . 
• v 
\J 
85 50, ~ 3S 
e!) ,14 . '\ ';' '7 
85 54.786 
8~ 50 . 60'7 
85 50,468 
35 ~,t.j 7G~ 
S55 '1.61;0 
\J.. 8603 . 17 9 
~..,.j 8S ':t?1 
D r: PTH r; VB ~-







Z 7 ·7 2: 
, .. t"" 1"'1 I'\; 
.;,...; " .u 
2 <t 7 1 
:: 4 ,:\ B 
271 G 
2573 
Z 3· 3 ~1 
2534 
2377 
.. , r-" . r. 
' " '1. .: i '. 
Jt' ' ''1 , ..:.. .: u .:,.. 





.... ~ , '\ '.:, .... . :-; 
.. ; i 
, •••. t'\ 
.!. ' '. -: 
, r·'. 
", ... r 
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S T A "I' ION L I 5 'T 
GARIMAS Z (all Stations ) 




52 C"I'VC N 
:53 C"I'VC N 
54 MS+H N 
55 C"I'VC N 
56 C"I'VC N 
57 C"I'VC N 
~8 D N 
59 D N 
60 C"I''v'C H 
61 C"I'VC N 
62 1"l3+H N 
63 CTVC N 
6'1 CTVC N 
65 CTVC N 
66 CTVA N 
67 D 1'1 
c, 8 CTVA N 
69 D N 
70 HS+H N 
71 Cl< N 
72 Cl< N 
73 CK N 
74 Cl< N 
i3 Cl< N 
76 FSa (S) N 
(E) N 
77 CK N 
78 F50 <5> 1'1 
< E j N 
Cl 45.995 
045 . 991 
o 45.260 
o 45.984 
o '15 . 993 
o tJ 5 . 998 
o 4:5 . 983 
Cl 45.959 
(} 45 . 000 
o '17. Z 
(; 46.060 
o 45 'HZ 
046 . 000 
046 . 254 
\) <'iS.9?i 
o 46 .19 7 
o 4S . 073 
Q 45.072-
o 58 . 528 
o 37642 
::. 29 . '?H 
2 22.697 
Z 24 . 906 
225 . 555 
Z 16 . 831 
2 27 . 059 
2 35.691 
i? 0 N 2 36.389 
80 D N 2 3 6 . 401 
81 F5a (5) N Z 36 . 558 
(E) N Z 36.991 
82 D N Z 35.871 
83 FSa ($) N 2 36 . 907 
(E) N 236 . 852 
84 CK t·! Z ZZ . 72 4 
8:5 CK N 2 40 . 179 
B6 FSa ( S I N 2 3q . 4~3 
( .E ) N 2 33 . 550 
87 1'1S+H N 237 . 310 
83 f SD (5 ) N Z '1:; 05 'i' 
( E I N ::. 36 t> 7~: 
B? FEO (5) N 2 3~ . 595 
( E) H 23 6 . 768 
90 D H 2 35 60S 
91 D N _ 37 . 3B2 
?Z F5D ( 5 ) N 2 37.0 7 0 
( E) H •. 2. 6 . 991 
93 D t-J 2 2. 2. G 7 7 
LONCI"I'UDE 





es !i4 . 686 
85 ~4 . 640 
85 ·'; 9 . 7H6 
83 SQ.723 
85 ~4,753 
855'J . 4?'1 
86 az z 
es 5q . 63 ~ 
es 5 4 . 7 81 
85 5<1 . 870 
85 51. 91 1 
8550 . 585 
8658 . 81B 
S? 08 . 29Q 
57 38.'76 5 
93 16 . 6 :\·~ 
9 3 15 . 7 1 0 
1'3 l 7 . GS O 
94 49.0Cl 
94 (t a. SCI'J 
'w 9449 . 3 ':;; 
'.J ? q 'I 'i . 3 B 8 
Vi 91.) 56 .. 98 6 
VI 94 Z8 . ·j ~ : 
~t '?5 07 . 063 
'w ~ s C?;:· t. t. 
'vi ?432 , 070 
'lyJ 9'159,';' 4; 
.s U B .-








Z 2. 3 5 
2678 
2 '7:2 5 
2 768 
230 2 
~ _ ,,' n ..... 
..:. .... ~ ; :: N 
R.ECO\lE n y 
\ 
6 [: 0 
t1 ". 1'1 , ,,u 




6 ·'-:, ;3 





94 FSO (S) N 2 37.549 
(E) N 237 . :533 
95 FSO f.S) N 2 29 . 836 
(E) N 229.284 
96 FSO eS) N 2 16.099 
,E) N 2 15 . 130 
97 FSO <5> N 1 48.588 
(E) N 1 18 . 936 
98 CK N 0 50.212 
99 Ci< N 
100 K30(} N 
101 CTVC N 
102 CTVB H 
t03 CTVC N 
104 CTVB N 
1 Q 5 F SO (S) N 
< E) N 
106 CTVB N 
1 07 GTVB N 
00 . 440 
() 37 .132 
o 45 . 9'17 
o 460 1 5 
o 45 . 973 
o .!J 6 . 0 
o 45.854 
046 . 455 
o 46 . 00Z 
() .!Je . OlS 
108 CTVC N 0 45.982 
109 CTVB N 
1 1 0 FSO (S) N 0 4 6. 00 4 
(E) N o 46 .H Z 
111 FSO (S) N 0 4Z . 111 






N 0 45.996 
N 046.123 
N Cl 16 . 04 
116 FSO es) N 0 46 . 214 
<E) N 0 '1 6 . 000 
117 CTVB N D 16 . 000 
118 CTVE N 0 4 5 .9 3 
1 1 9 
1 Z 0 
.. ., ., 







046 . 011 
123 FSO (S) N 
( E) N 
C 45 . 985 
C 45 . 969 
o -15 . 835 
Q 46 . 072 
{} 'H.173 




1'2 B GT\'C 
lZ? CTVC 
N CI <1 6 .1Si 
N C 46 . 000 
N () .!J 5 . 99Z 
l'! Q 46. , OZ3 
I'l 045.997 
130 FSO (S) N 0 46 . 052 
1 .•• ,:. ! 
l 3 Z GT \!C 
~ E ) H · 0 Qt . . D'l'? 





"W 94 58 . 6e~ 
W 94 58 . 699 
"W 93 -10.076 
'vi '73 38 .6 96 
"W 92:1. 1 80 
W 9251.C66 
'vJ 90 -17.65 3 
W 9Q 49 . 639 
"W 90 l4 . S66 
'0 90 lZ . 27~ 
W S7 09.333 
"W SS 54.52? 
V 85 5'1 . 628 
\i/ BS :)>i . 667 
'vJ 85 :)4.7 
'w 85 ~d.909 
'vI 85 ::i <1.1'7c 
"W 8S 51 . 710 
W 8~ ~4.6~~5 
W 85 5 4.6 45 
\.J 
W 85 54 . 533 
W 8553 . tH 3 
W 85 28.300 
l.;) S5 28.C~0 6 
'vl 85:i4 . 67 Z 
\1.1 8S 53 . 4'';3 
~1 8553 . 33 
VI B5 5 -1. 1~7 
\J 85 5 2 600 
\J 95 5'1 593 
W 85 54.61 
85 54.6:16 
85 54.6.63 
855,1 . 638 
8 5 5 4 . 716 
8S 53 . 46:5 
8S 5 3 
85 53 . 460 
''.lt' es :: -Q 7~3 
~.J e.:3 SI} . ', .!j ' i 
85 5 4. 860 
cont 1 n\lcd 
DEPTH SUB .. 







1 8 al 
26 1 3 
2010 
27 i 3 





2 5 3 1 
2605 
2552 
::; U) :~ 
Z6ns 














5 '/ 3 
o . :; i~. Cl 
4 1 
'? ·1 
• f\ A c· \" \1 
1 () 
~ , - , .. ", ..... 
? i 
- 15tV'-








133 F SO (S) N 
(E) N 
134 CTVC 1'1 
135 CTVC N 
136 CK N 
137 FSa (S) N 
( E) N 
138 CTVA N 
1.3 9 FSO (5) N 
(E) N 
14!) F SO (5 ) N 
(E) N 
141 CTVA N 
112 F 50 (S ) N 
( E ) N 
143 F SO (S) N 
( E) N 
o 46.030 
o 16 . 265 
o <16.021 




o 38 .389 
o iJl.701 
o 42 . 1~9 
o 41 . 277 
o q3.~OZ 
041 .806 
041 . 421 
Q 44 . 021 
o C,3.5 60 
114 FSO (S) N 0 49 . 790 
<E) N. Cl SO . 59? 
11.J~ FSO (5: N 0 49.016 
<E) H 047 . 855 
146 CTVC N 0 45 . 983 
147 CTVC N 
148 F SO (S:- N 
( E) N 
lI.l '7 F SO (5 ) N 
150 
1 5 1 
152 
( E) N 
CTVC N 
CK 1'1 
FSD (5) N 
(E ) N 
FSO (5} N 
( E) N 
1 S ~ F SO ( 5) N 
( E) N 
1:3 5 F 50 (5) N 
( E ) N 
1 S 6 F SO (S) N 
;; E) N 
157 F50 (5) N 
o 45.995 
046 . 146 
046 . 049 
0 ,15 . 986 
o 46.00 
o 3 8 . 058 
202.076 
2 02 . 532 
2 !)6 . 7.51 
Z 0 6 . 45 2 
Z Z9 . 540 
7. 29430 
22?73? 
2 28.S. 7 1 
23 '7.S SQ 
237 . 7'15 
Z 30 . 2Q9 
(E) N 2 Z 8SS'! 




N 1 C6 . lI'12 
r-! 05·2,871 
N 055.920 
162 FSO (B) N 0 47 . 417 
·:E > N 0 1] 6 . 179 
163 CK N Q 41.5 :32 









36 3Q . ~05 
Bi' 09 . 374 
S7 08.259 
870S . 38? 
87 55 . 7 84 
8755.6?2 
87 41 . 935 
87 42.059 
87 Z3 . 'H 4 
B7 23.637 
87 10.816 
S'7 1 Q . Z ·1 Z 
'yJ 86 29. 71'S 
'vJ Sc 28.939 
W 86 Z:;; 506 
iN 86 Z6 . Z 'H 









85 54. 8S'! 
85 S4 . 733 
85 54 . 6Z '~ 
85 S(j . S 
e.8 26. t,77 
91 3 7 . 028 
91 36 . 16S 
91 57.493 
~. 01 t-," .,. 1 ~ 
1.1. , .. I' . ~ ., ;.. 
'w S'3 -1 0 . 670 
VJ ? ,~ 43.363 
'{~~ ? q S 8 . 7 3 Z 
~J/ 94 58 . 9S2 
,.;] 934.5 . 7 '?7 
'yJ 9 3 ~ 3.7:.1 
W 9Q 5'1 . 208 
'yJ '~G 38 11 3 
'yJ 90 39.071 
'.! 89 l S 3D: 
\1 .'39 C4 . 542 
\:J SS z.o. ~Ino 
oontinued 
DEF'TH SUB ·· 





Z7 1 Q 
2703 
Z133 











!. S ? il 
















1 3 ? 
, ... ....... ,.. ....... ; 
ao 
7 '7 4 
2 0 
,... .:. .~ 
I ; n. 
- 210 ... 
S T ~ T ION L IST 





165 FSO (5) N 0 43.708 
(E) N 04:S.209 
166 FSa (5) N D 43.388 
<E> N 044 . 204 
167 FSO (5) N 0 49 . 388 
(E> N 049.660 
168 CTVC N 
169 CTVB N 0 46.0 
170 CTVB 
171 GTVB 
N 0 46 . 037 
N 0 45.963 
172 Fsa eS) N 0 46.094 








Fsa (5) N 
( E) N 
0-16 . 016 
o 411.817 
1 "'''' I I CTVC N o 45.889 
178 CTVB N 









o -!j6 . 045 
o H.l3t 
(E) N 0 <16 . 267 
1 S 3 F SO (5) N 0 4 S . 268 
<E} N D 45.387 
181 CTVA N 
185 GTVA N 0 46 . 168 
186 Fsa (5) N 0 46 . 283 
(E) H 0 -16 . 229 
1 B 7 F SO (5) N 0 45. 97 8 
CE > N 0 <1 5 . 033 
138 CTVA N 0 46 . 102 
169 CTV1\ N 
190 F 50 (5) N 
( E) N 
19 1 . F SO (5) N 
Q 1j ;; . 965 
o (j6. 109 
o 'I6 . H9 
o 44.934 
1 ',l zn 
( E) NO·';:;. 1 e 1 
N {) 54 . 885 
193 FSD (5 ) N 0 QS . e07 
( E)N 0 45.969 
1 94 F5a ( 5) N 0 ~5 . 4 4 S 
( E I N D 44 . 823 
195 D ]-I Q 4 6 . 116 
196 CTVA N 0 46.235 
197 F50 <: 3) H 0 '1 8.?67 
<E ·;· N 0 49.5 ':';0 
198 F5D ( 5 ) N 0 ~ 9.509 
{ E) N 049.138 
LDNGITUDE 
DEC l-n N 
'IN 88 23.869 
'IN 88 23 . 687 
'IN 88 08 . 206 
'wO 88 C8 . 206 
'W 86 27 . 827 
'W S626 . 4 ·19 
'w 
W 85 54 . 7 
I,J 85 54.6Q3 
"vJ 85 :::7.387 







85 54 . 6~16 
8549.903 
8S -19 . 709 
8554 . 78S 
'vJ 85 53 . 277 
'vJ 85 ~7 . Q'19 
'oN 
'vJ 85 :H . 626 
'W 85 53 . 07 ,1 
VI 85 S'l . OZ3 
'oN ß551.12'~ 
W 8549 . 2 1 2 
t~ 
'vJ 85:'; '; .693 
W 85 53 . 970 
'vJ 8554 . ,1:0 
I.;.l 8:3 55 . 360 
'IN 8555 . lÜG 
85 56 . /99 
es 56 . 13 '; 
'"v." 85 4? 7SZ 
\.i 5553 . 156 
\J S~ J ~l , 5:6 
?.1 es 53.1::, ? 
w es ~ Z. e~G 4 
\.J 6S 51 . 18'1 
r..;.t 353 ,3. 260 
\J S6 Z3 , G53 
\:J S6 25 . 06S 
oontinued 
OEPTH SUB ·-













..., r. ,. ... Q 
ü...l .. . 'i.,' 




~. ,.... ~ ..... 
&.' ~"" .. ':';o 
260Z 
.~ ,! '; ~. 
IJ ',J- \, .. , 









n r. .. . ;
7 ':.0 
..., ....... 
t '.i , 
7 ;~ .~ 
i ,. n 
.... . ~ .... 
f .... v 
. .~ .... 
::. I '.j 
1 :'; 
:: ;, 7 
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199 F SO (5) H 
(E) N 
200 CTVC N 
201 CTVA N 
202 CTVA N 
203 tBO (5) N 
( E ) N 
204 CTVA N 
205 GTVA N 
206 FSO (5) N 
( E) N 
207 CTVA N 
208 FSO <5) N 
(E) N 
209 GT VC N 
o 47.865 
Q 47 . 376 
o 46 . 056-
045 . 096 
045.079 
Q 44 . 950 
o 16 . 203 
o 4~ . 8Za 
o 46 . 039 
0'15 . 789 
o 45 . 748 
045.627 
210 CTVC N 0 45 . 68? 
Z 11 F 50 { S) N 
(E) N 
212 F SO ( S ) N 
(E) N 
213 CTVC N 
211 F5 0 ( 5) N 
( E ) N 
215 CTVC N 
2 16 CTVC N 
n 46. 512 
o 45 . 978 
o 46 . 281 
o 46.202 
o Q5.978 
o 45 . 415 
044.111 
o 46.123 
Z 1 7 F SO (S) N 0 <15 . 695 




( E> N 0 '15 . 627 
N 0 tl5 . 7 
N 
N 
N. 0 QQ . 9:i7 
222 FSO (5) N 0 45 . 108 
(E ) N 0 -15.116 
223 GTVC N 
22 4 CTVA N 0 4 5.8 9 5 
Z 2 5 F SO (S) N 0 <16.. 852 
( E ) N 046.305 
226 GTVC N 0 45 . 001 
2Z7 FSO e S) N 0 46 . 295 
( E ) N 1) 46.216 
2,23 GTVC N 0 46 . 724 
LONGiTUDE 
OEG l-UN 
'vJ 85 ·14 . 71 1 
\tl 85 43.972 
'vJ 
'vJ 
~iIl 8554 . 78 1 
'vJ 85 50 . 614 
'vJ 85 SO.69 3 
VI 8S 50.6t.Jl 
'W 
'vJ 85 54 . 978 
'vJ 85 54 . Z06 
VI 85 54 . 514 
\J 8552 ,807 
·w es 51 , ~9S 
W B5 52. . 0 11 6 
'W 85 54 . 6 :~ Z 
• ..., 8S :51.113 
'W 8.5 5 3 .626 
VI 8S S2.830 
'vi 8:1 54.602 ( 
'vJ 85 39 . 932 
'vJ 8S -10.16. 7 
W 85 54 . 742 
'vJ 
VI 8551 . 904 




'vi 85 ~O . ;3'l 
W 8550 . 791 
'vJ ES 30 . 47 5 
\.l 65 58 . 5 Z 6 
'w e~ 57 .45 4 
'vJ 8550 . 70'1 
'vi 85 ': 6. 1;'. ; 
\J 855S . 975 
W 85 58 . 42~ 
MS . H = MULTISONDE + VATER SAMPLINC 
CTVA,CTVB.CTVC = TV - CRAB <kg) 
CK = BOXCRAB ( e m) 
K = BOXCORER ( ern) 
Faa = FHOTOSLEDCE CNumb Bc c t F hO ! ~$) 
es : CURRENT MEASUREMENT 
oontinued 
DEPTH SVE . 









Z::i :~ 8 
251 5 




25 1 6 
2509 
25 J. q 
2 ~l 12 
2.59 7 
"',' r, i Q 












,. . ~ .... 
. ... I • 
7 ~ 7 
3 'l ., . . 
" " . ... 1;. ~ 
." ."\ .";:t ,''' , 
:, Cl 
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P HOT 0 TAB LEI 





THE "GRAPPLER" AFTER RELEASE OF SULPHIDES 
DRILLING OF SULPHIDE CORES FOR GEOTECHNICAL 
TESTS 
LAUNCHING OF THE ELECTRO-HYDRAULIC TV-GRAB 
(FORK-GRAB OR GTVB) 




P HOT 0 TAB L E 2 
A. SULPHIDE BOULDER SAMPLED WITH THE GTVC 
B. VIDEO TERMINAL HVT 100 H OF THE PDP/LSI 11/23 
COMPUTER SYSTEM WITH A MULTISONDE ON-LINE PLOT 
C. OFOS (QCEAN ILOOR QBSERVATION ~YSTEM) 
D. DEEP OCEAN BOTTOM PHOTO TAKEN WITH THE PHOTO-
DEVICE OF THE OFOS 
E. THE AMERICAN RESEARCH VESSEL HATLANTIS IIH IN 
FRONT OF R.V. HSONNE H 

- 217 -
P HOT 0 TAB L E 3 
OFOS-PHOTO OF A MASSIVE SULPHIDE BOULDER, 
A TYPICAL FRAGMENT OF A HYDROTHERMAL STACK. 
-OFOS Ocean Floor Observation System 
